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Abstract

Eight parallel-plate (pancake) and spherical ionimtion chambers of various volumes
havc been designed and fabricated at the Primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory
(PSDL), National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST),
Tsukuba, Japan. These chambers are made of Poco graphite of density 1.82 g em,J
and can be used for the absolute air kerma rale measurement in 60COand lJ7Cs y-ray
fields. The air kerma rate in the y-ray fields is obtained by measuring the signal
current from the ioni?,ulionchamber.

loniwtion volume of each of the fabricated ioniwtion chambers is determined using
the dimensions of various parts of the chamber, the signal current measured from the
chamber and that from the stem part of the chamber. Values of recombination
parameters A and m2g arc obtained using a mdhod proposed by De Almeida and
Niatcl and adopted by Boutillon. From the measurement it is observed that the values
of recombination parameters for pancake ionization chamber are smaller than
spherical ionization chambers. Using the values of A and m2g for each of the
ionization chamber, ion losses within the ionization chamber are obtaioed. The
correction factors for the contribution of y-rays scattered by the IOnizationchamber
stem is determined using a dummy stem of identical size and compositioo placed on
the side opposite to the original chamber stem. The stem scattering effed is found to
be larger for smaller volume ionization chambers. Wall correction factor, k.all of
each of the fabricated ionization chamber is determioed by Monte Carlo calculation
using the EGSS program. k.

all
is relatively small for pancake chambers and it is

close to unity. The mean mass collision stopping power ratios of graphite and air for
the fabricated ionization chambers at IJJCs and (oilCoy-ray beam energies is also
calculated using the EGS5 program. The value of Sg,. / sm, is found to depend on the
cutoff energy of electrons in the calculation and abo on the incident photon energy.
The value of $8'./1." obtained in electronic equilibrium condition for spherical
chambers is used for all types of ionization chambers. Angle dependence sensitivity
of each of the fabricated ionization chambers is also measured at various source-
chamber distances (SCDs) in IllCs and 60CO 'I-ray ficlds. The sensitivity of these
fabricated spherical ioniwtion chambers in the prcseot study is almost isotropic but
that for parallel plate ionization chambers depends upon the angular position of the
chamber with respect to the beam direction.

Two different size cylindrical ionization chambers of AIST are being used as the
national standard devices for air kerma measurement, i.e. they are using for
calibration of secondary standard ionization chambers and field type ionization
chambers using for different radiotherapy machinc output calibration and radiation
protection pu~ses in Japan. In the present study, Ihc alT kerma rates at various
SCDs in the 6 Co and Il7Cs 'I-ray fields arc determined by the fabricated ionization
chambers. For a givcn SCD, the air kerma rate value measured by a fabricated
ionization chamber is compared with that obtained by the cylindrical ionization
chambers. It is noticed from the measurement thal all the air kerma rate values
obtained by the spherical ionization chambers S7A, S60A, S60B and S900A are



slightly smaller than those obtained by P9A, P9B, P60A and P60B and the relative
expanded unccrtainties (in % and the covcrage factor k=2) in the air kcnna rate
measurement obtained by all of the fabricated ionization chambers are smaller than
those by the cylindrical ionization chambers,

The E" number which is usually used for comparison and the proficiency testing of
calibration abilities of each of the fabricated ionization chambers and is obtained by
choosing the air kenna rate measured by cylindrical chambers are used as the
reference values. [n the present study, the value of EN number is smaller than I at all
positions of the fabricated ionization chambers except for the air kerma rate at
SCD=4 m in IJlCs y-ray field measured by S60A and P60A !oniwtion Chambers.

In this work a sugge~lion has also been given in ravour of a new correction factor for
the charge of photoelectrons, Compton electrons, and Auger electrons, which are
included in the signal charge from an ionization chamber and are more significant for
lower energy photons. Besides this, it is indicated that the definition of exposure
should be made clear whether exposure includes or does not include the charge of
these electrons. .
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General Introduction



Chapter I

1.1 Introduction to Ionizing Radiation

The usc of ioniting radiation started with (he discovery of x-rays by Wilhelm

Roentgen, of radioactivity by J lenri Becquercl and of radium by the Curies in the

18905,Within a vcry short lime, both ,,-rays and radium became useful tools in the

practice of medicine. Ionizing radiations arCthose, which can ionize matter. Ionizing

radiations arc generally characterized by their ability to excite and ionize atoms of

matter with which they interact. Since the energy required 10cause a valence electron

to escape from an alom is of the order of 4-25 eV; radial ion must carry kinetic or

quantum energy in excess orlhi, magnitude.

According to ICRU 1971 [I] (International Commission on Radiation Units and

Measurements), ionizing radiation is classified as

(i) Dir ectly Ionizing RuJiarion

Fast charged particles, which deliver their energy to matter directly through

many ~mall Coulomb-fon:c interactions along the particle's track and

produce ionization; and

(ii) Indirectly Ionizing Rndiarion

x- or y-ray photons or neutrons (i,e" uncharged particles), which first

transfer their energy 10 charged particles in the matter through which they

pas>.The resulling fast charged particle' then in turn deliver their energy to

the matter by Coulomb-force interaction. Thus, depo,ilion of energy in

matter by indirectly ionizing radiation is two-step process.

When an x- or y" ray beam passes through a medium, interaction belween ph,,[ons

and maller take place; and the energy is transferred to the medium. Ionizing photons

interact with the atoms of a material or absorber und produce high-speed electrons by



three major processes: photoelectric effect, Compton effect and pair production. The

relative importance of photoelectric effect. Compton clfect and pair production

depend on both the photon quantum energy and the atomic number Z of the

absorbing medium. The photoelectric efTeet is dominant at the lower photon

energies; the Compton effect takes over at medium energies and pair production at

the higher energies. For low Z media (e.g. carbon, air, water, and human tissue) the

region of Compton eITect dominance is very broad, extending from 20 keV to 30

MeV. This gradually narrows with increasing Z.

Three non-stochastic quamities are useful to descrihe the interactions of the radiation

with matler. These quantities are:

(i) the ken"a K, which describes the first step of energy dissipation by

indirectly ionizing radiation, i,e, energy transferred to charged particles;

(ii) the absorbed dose D, that describes the energy imparted to matter by all

kinds of ionizing radiation but delivered by the charged particles; and

(iii) the exposure X, which describes the ability to ionize air by x- and y- ray.

The detennination of the energy deposition in malter by the radiation is referred to as

"radiation dosimetry". Radiation dosimetry deals with the measurement of absorbed

dose or dose rate resulting from the interaction of ionizing radiation with matler. It

refers to the determination (i.e., by measurement or calculation) of these quantities,

as well as any of the other radiological relevant quantities such as e"posure, kenna,

fluence, dose equivalent, energy imparted and so on, One often measures one

quantity (usually the absorbed dose) and derives another from it through calculations

based on the standard relationships.

Dosimetry (includmg the field of medical dosimetry) can be classified into two

categories _ "in-air measurements" (or measurements under receplOr free conditions)

and "in_phantom measurements". Kerma is a suitable quantity for in-air

measurements while for in-phantom measurements absorbed dose is the appropriate

quantity, Kenna is relevant only for fields of indirectly ionizing radiations (photons

or neutrons). For indirectly ionizing radiation, the first step of energy deposition in

•



matter is concerned with the energy di,sipation by the indirect ionizing radiation

(e.g. photons), that is, energy tran,ferred to the charged particles (i.e. elecirons). The

released energy by photons is called kenna (kinetic encrgy released in the medium).

This is also referred as the "first collision dose". According to ICRU 1980 [2) the

quantity kenna (A) at a point of intere,t ill volume V is defined as the sum of the

initial kinetic energies of all the secondary c1ectron, emitled by photons per unit

mass ofa material at a p"inl ofinleres~

K _ dE"
- dm

Where, dE" is the sum of the initial kinetic energy of all the charged ionizing

particle, (electrons and posiirons) liberated by the indirectly ionizing particles

(photon) in a material ofmassdm. The subscript "Ir" denotes the energy transferred

from the photons to the charged particle,. The statement of kenna i, incomplete

without a reference of the material concerned. The SI unit for kenna is the ,arne as

dose, I.e., Jlkg. The unit has a specific name gray and it, symbol i, Gy. The

relationship between kerma and absorbed dose i, more subtle. The energy transfer of

kerma takes place at a point, bul the subsequent imparting of energy to matter which

gives ri,e 10 the absorbed do~e i, ,pread over distances determined by the range of

the charged particles. The mechanism of tran,fer of energy from a photon to the

medium is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Fig. l.t ~chemalie diagram of the ITllmferof <nc~gyfrom a photon to the mcdlUm

,



According to Fig. i.1 photon of energy hvinteraets at 'a', transferring some of the

energy to an electron giving;t kinetic energy (K.E.) This c1ectron in tum gives up its

energy mostly in small collisions along its track 'b'. The transfer of energy at 'a' is

called kenna, and along 'h' is called absorbed dose. The photon !lv' is scattered from

'a' by Compton effect. Thc photon !lY' is I3rem.\strahlungrcsuiting from a collision

between the electron and a nucleus. The delta ray is another electron track resulting

from a relatively violent electron-electron collision. The energy absorbed, which

corresponds to absorbed dose, equal, the kenna less the energy carried away by

Bremsstrohlung. Kenna occurs at a point, while absorbed dose occurs furtller down

stream over a range equal to tile range of tile electron.

So, when a photon Interacts witll the electrons in tile material, a part or all of its

energy is converted into kinetic energy of electrons, If only a part of tile photon

energy ;5 given to electrons, tile photon itself is ,callered with reduced energy. Tile

scattered photon may interoct again with a partial or complete transfer of energy to

the electrons. Thus, a photon may experience one or multiple interactions in which

the energy lost by the photon is converted into kinetic energy of electrons.

In the fir't step of photon interaction, when a pllolOntraverses a material tile fraction

of photon energy is transferred into kinetic energy of electrons per unit thickness of

absorber is given by the energy tramfer coefficient (u,,), This coefficient is related to

attenuation cocffLeient(p):

(l.l)

where, E" is the average energy transferred into kinetic energy of electrons per

interaction. Unit of energy transfer coefTLcienti, em'l. (Jl,,/ p) is the mass energy

Iransfer cuefficienl,

In tile second step of plloton interoetion, the kinetic energy of fast electrons may be

spent in two way"
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i) Coulomb-force interaction with atomic electrons of the absorbing matcrial,

resulting in the local di,sipation of the encrgy as ionization and excitation

in or near the electron track. These are called coli ision interaction.

ii) Radiative interaction with the Coulomb force ficld of atomic nuclei, in

which x-ray photons (Ilremsstrahlung or "braking ra<.!iation") arc emitted as

the electron <.!ecelerate,.These x-ray photons are relativcly penetrating

compared to elcctrons and they carry thcir quantum encrgy far away from

the charged partiele track.

Mast of the electrons sct in motion by the photons will lose their energy by inelastic

collisions (ionization and excitation) with atomic electrons of the material. A few,

depending on the atomic number orthc material, will lose energy by Brems,trahlung

interactions with the mrlci.

Since the kerma (K) includes kinetic energy received by the electrons whether it is

destined to be spent by the collision with the electrons or radiative-type intcractions,

so K can be subdivided into two parts according to whether the energy is spent in

creating excitation and ionization (K.) or is carried away by photons (K,):

K=K,+K, (1.2)

wherc the subscript, c' and" refer to 'collision' and 'radiative' interactions

respectively. Therefore, all the photon energy transferred to kinetic energy of

electrons will not be absorbed by the irradiated matcrial. A Iraction g ofthc electron

energy is converted to photon energy (Ilremsstrahlung). The Ilremsstrahlung energy

Is radiated out of the local volume as x-ray' and i, not included in the calculation of

locally absorbed energy. The coefficient used to derive the energy actually absorbed

per unit mass in an irradiated material is the mass energy absorption coeffiCient

(p,,/p) and is given by

&c=~(I_g)
P P

,

(1.3)
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For most interaclions involving soft ti.<suesor "ther low Z material, electrons lose

energy almost entirely by ionization collisions wilh the 13rem;strahlung component

negligible. So under lhese eondilions, J.i,. = 11" These two coefficients differ

appreciably when the kinelic energies of the secondary particles are high and

material traversed ha5a high atomic number.

Exposure i5 the ionization equivalenlto the colli, ion kenna in-air. The exposure, X,

according to ICRU 1998 [3] is defined as the quolient of dQ by dm, where dQ is the

absolute value of lhe total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air by the

secondary eleetron5 when all electrons liberated by photons in air of mass dm are

completel>'stopped in air, Thus,

X=dQ
d",

(1.4)

In Bangladesh, ioni~ing radialions are being widely used in the field of medicine,

industry, re5eareh and education and guiding an important role in bringing ;ignificant

50cial and economical benefits to mankind. When innizing radiations are used in

medicine, it is imponant to measure lhe amount of radiation delivered and to keep it

within the limit. In diagnostic procedures (x-ray examinations, nuclear medicine, CT

scan, PET etc) the measurement is both for the optimization of image quality and for

radiation protection purposes. However, the need of accurate dosimetry is greatest in

radial ion therapy for cancer trealment In radiolherapy, a large amounl of radiation

dose (typically 10 times the do>e that would kill a person receiving this do,e to his

entire body) is delivered 10 lhe tumour. Modern radiotherapy relies on an accurate

dose delivery to the prescribed target volume. The International Commission on

Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) has recommended an overall accuracy in

tumour dose delivery of 0105% based on an analysis of do,e response dala and on the

evaluation of error.; in dose delivery in a clinical setting. Concerning all uncertainties

involved in the dose delivery to \he patient, 5% accuracy recommendation is by no

means easy to attain. Praclical clinical dosimetry today is ba>edon the absorbed dose

quantity, and accurate measurement of absorbed dose represents onc of the major

re;ponsibilities of clinical medical phY5icist.In order to measure the absorbed dose

•



in a medium, it is necessary to introduce a radiation sen,itive device (dosimeter) into

that medium. Generally, the ,ensitive medium of the dosimeter is not the "lme

material as the medium in which it is embedded. Although there arc a variety of

solid-,tate and chemical methods for measuring radiation do,e, but ioniLlltlon

dosimetry is the most widely used, most convenient and most accurate method for

mea,uring either exposure or absorbed dose. This method is employed more often

than any other dosimetric system because of its sensitivity and the case of

quantitative measurement compared to other methods of dosimetry.

!onization chambers are employed as absolute or as relative do,imeters. A dosimeter

that produces signal, from which the dose in its sensitive volume can be detennined

without requiring calibration in a known radiation field is referred to as an absolute

dosimeter. Three types of ionization chamber.; are used as absolute dosimeters:

(i) Standard free air ionization chamber;

(ii) Phantom-embedded extrapolation chamber; and

(iii) Cavity ionilation chamber

Standard free air ioniution chamber measures the air-kenna in air according to its

definition by collecting all ions produced by the radiation beam that result, from the

direct transfer of energy from photon to primary electrons in a defined volume of air.

It is used as the air_kenna primary standard for photon with energy up to aoout 300

keY (4) and cannot function as a primary standard for wCo or mCs beams, since the

air column surrounding the sensitive volumc (for establishing the electronic

equilibrium condition in air) would bC\:omevery long. This would make the chamber

vcry bulky and the various required corrections and their uncertainties would become

problematic.

Phantom-embedded extrapoiatlon chamber is a variable air-volume extrapolation

chamber, which is an integral part of a water-equivalent phantom in which the dose

is measured. 11can scrve as radiation dosimeter in the measurement of absorbed dose

for megavoltage photon and electron beams. Standard dosimetry protocols provide a

,imple linear relationship between the dose at a given point in the medium and the

,



ratioQjm; where Q is the ionization charge collected in the mass of air m in the

measuring cavity inside the medium. The conversion of cavity dose to the dose in the

medium is based on the cavity theory.

Cavity ionization chamber measures air-kerma in the energy range from 300 keY to

3 MeY. The primal)' standard laboratories usc the cavity ionization chamber of

accurately known volume for caiibration 01"their standard ""Co and mCs y-my

beams., A cavity ionization chamber consists of a sensitive volume v, of radius r
containing medium g, which is usually the ambient air surrounded by a wall 01"

another medium lV having a thickness I, as shown in Fig. 1,2. Therel"ore, a Cavily

ionization chamber has a cavity and its surroundings. For point"by-point

measurement ol"the absorbed dose due to x or y-radiation. thc small-eavity ionization

chamber is the cho;en instrumcnt and its reading is interpreted by Bragg-Gray cavity

theory or its later refinement>. This theory impo~e~ limit on the dimension of thc

cavity and on the matcrials used in constructing the chamber wall. The cavity

ionization chambers are constructed from highly pure graphite and require good

insulator materials in order to minimize the leakage and polari£ation effects and to

provide an acceptable long-term ;tability.

Fig. L2 Schemalic n:pro"'ntation or. COVLt)Lonization d""nbcr

The air kerma in ""Co and IJ'CSy-ray fields are usually measured u~ing thick walled

graphite cavity ionization chambers. Graphite walls are used at these energies to

•



I
approximate air equivalence, so that calibration can be expressed in terms of

c"posure ralc or air kenna ratc. Analogously to the free air chamber ions are

collected in air, bul this time inside a cavily with a known cavity volume surrounded

by a graphite wall thick enough t() provide full build-up of secondary electrons

(charge particle equilibrium). The Bragg-Gray cavity theory relates the dosc-to-air in

the cavity of known volume to the dose-to-medium in which the secondary electron

spectrum is being built up, i.c_, in the chamber wall. The absorbed dose 10 the wall is

related to the collision air-kenna in air through the mass energy absorption

cDemeio"l ralio of wall and air. The colli,ion air kerrna in air is related [0 the total

air-kenna in air by correcting for the fractional energy expended in radiative

interactions. In addition to the need for accurate knowledge of the sensitive air

volume, knowledge on wall correction factor is required to account for the effect of

photon attenuation and scattering in the chamber wall. So, in order to determine the

air-kenna in air an accurate knowledge of (W/~)as well a; the cavity volume and

Bremsstrnhlung fraction is required; where W is the average energy spent by an

electron to pwduce an ion pair in dry air, Finally, Standard Labordtories implement

additional correction tactor", such as point source non_uniformity correction factor

and factors that a~count for deviations from the Bragg-Gray cavity theory. Absolute

Ion chamber is, however, not usually practicable outside the National Primary

Standard Laboratories.

DClSimctersrequiring calibration in a known radiation field are called relative

dosimeters. Ionization chamber> arc commercially available in a variety of designs

for different applications and may be constructed in a machine shop when special

designs arc required, These ionization chambers are not constructed with exactly

known effective volume. Hence, they require calibration and calibration of the

chamber must be traceable to a "tandard laboratory. Since the range of application of

the ionization chamber in the field of medical physic" is so widespread and the

requirements are so vaned that a single ioni.cation chamber would not be able to

cover the whole range of application. Therefore, a chamber cannot be made energy

independent over the full range of interest in medical dosimetry. Moreover, using

ionization chambers of different type, and sizes, the full rangc of application in

medical field (from radiation protection survey measurements to radiotherapy
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dosimetric measuremcnts) can bc covered by ionization dosimetry [5J. The highest

dosimetric accuracy can be obtained in medical dosimetry u,ing calibrated ionization

chambers of good stability and a sen,itivc electromctcr, The ionization chambers

uscd in medical dosimetry have been carefully dcsigned to make the various

perturbations quite ncgligible. However, lhese chambers have been conslrucled

empirically wilh composite wall materials (and ,>omclimeswith differenl materials

for the wall and lhe ccntral eko<;trode)to hayc an energy independcnt respon>e over a

certain energy range, The choice of chamber materials, ils dimensions and thc form

of cavill' dcpend on the purposc the chamber has to serve; for cxample- whether it is

intcnded 10measure exposure or absorbed dosc as well as lhe type of radiation to be

measured, its intcnsity and its rale of change in space and time.

The succes, of radial ion therapy dcpcnd~ upon the accuracy wilh which a dose

prescription is fulfilled. Information for trealmcnt planning. including data on deplh

doses and dose distribution, as supplied by the equipment manufacturer should not be

used clinically without independent confirmalion of the actual values [6]' Before

clinical use, the output of phOlon and electron beams produced by external beam

radiolherapy machines must be calibrated. For praclical reasons, outputs of clinical

photon and eleclron beams are usually measured with ionizalion chambers that have

calibralion coemcients (factors) either delermined in air or in water traceable to a

standard laboralory and are thus used as relaliyc dosimetcrs. Accuracy and rcliabililY

in radiation dosimetry depends on the proper calibration and standardizalion of lhe

dosimetry syslem and the calibration and standardizalion playa key role in the

ultimale evaluation of radiation doses for the treatmenl of cancer patients. The

traceability of a calibration factor to a national Primary Standard Dosimetry

Laboratory (PSDL) implies that'

(i) The chamber is calibrated directly althe PSDL in lerms of the air-kerma in

air or absorbed dose to water; or
(ii) The chamber is calibrateu directly at Secondary Slandards Dosimelry

Laboratory (SSDL) that traces their calibration 10a PSDL; or



(iii) The chamber calibration coefficicnt is obtaincd through a cross_calibration

with another ionization chamber (u,cr's secondary standard), the

calibration coefficient of which is measured directly at a PSDL or SSDL.

Before a relative dosimeter is used in radiotherapy machine output calibration, the

user must identify a dosimetry protocol (code of practice) appropriate for thc given

rndiation beam. The choicc of whieh protoc(ll to use is largely lert to individual

radiotherapy departments. A doslmctry protocol providcs the fonnalism and the data

to relate a calibration of a chamber at a standard laborator)' to the mcasurement of

absorbed dose to water under reference conditions in the clinical bcam. Dosimetry

protocols are i"ued by national or regional organization" such a' AAPM (North

America), IPEMB (UK), DIN (Gennany), l\CS (The Netherlands and Belgium) and

NACP (Scandinavia) or by international bodie, such as the IAEA. This procedurc

ensures a high level of consistency in do;e detennination among different

radiotherapy clinics in a given country; also between one country and another, Two

types of dosimetry protocol~are available:

i) Protocols based on air-kenna in air calibration coefficients and

ii) Protocols based on absorbed dose-to-water calibration coefficicnts.

Most current megavoltage do,imetry protocols rely on chamber calibration

coefficients detennined in the wCo beams at standard laboratorie,. Conceptually,

both types of protocols are similar and based on several ,teps in the proce>5 of

detennining absorbed dose or dose rate from the charge or current mea,uremcnt

respectively, by an ionization chamber. The air kenna ba,ed protocol use the air-

kerma in air calibration factor obtained for a local reference ioni7.ationchamber in a

"'Co beam at a ,tandard laboratory. Routine ionization chambers are then cros,-

calibrated with the reterence ionization chamber in a local ""Co beam.

Generally, the air kerma in noCoor IJ7Csy-ray field is obtained by measuring the

ionization charge produce in the graphite-walled cavity ionization chamber.

According to the Bragg Grny cavity theory, e~posure

"
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(l ,5)

where Q is the signal charge from the cavity ionization chamber, m is the mass of air

in the cavity of the ionization chamber. The ionization chambers are unsealed and

thus allowed to communicate with the outside atmosphere. The density or mass of air

in the chamber volume will depend on the atmosphene conditions. The density or

mass of air in the chamber volume will incrcase as the temperature decreases or

pressure increases and m is obtained from the relation

m- V 273,15 P
-Po '(273.15+T) 101.325

(1.6)

Here, P
D

is the dcnsity of dry air at OT (273, 15 K) and 1 atmosphere (10 1325 kPa),

V, is the sensitive volume of the chamber in which ionization charge is produced, T

and P are the temperature and pressure respectively at the time of measurement.

(fJ•• !P)m,
{fJ,./p),",

graphite.

i, ratio of mass energy absorption coefficient for the y-rays in air and

,
_"'" is the ratio of the avcrage mass collision stopping power of graphite and air for
.I',,,
secondary electrons which pass through the cavity.

nk
J

i, the product of several correction factors for various phenomena [7], which is

required for experimental perturbations such as-

k."" : Correction factor for wall induced allcnuation and scalier ofy-rays.

k,,,,, Correction factor for the electric charge loss duc to recombination and

diffusion.

k,,,m : Correction factor for the contribution of y-rays ,cattered by the ionization

chamber stem.

k, : Correction factor for change of the amount of ionization charge (or current) due

to humidity.

,



k".: Correction factor for the non-uniformity of the )'-ray field.

Finally, the air kenna rate k. is obtained from the exposure rate, X measurement

using the following relation

K" X (W/e)
(I-g)

So,

where Wis the average energy spent by an electron to producc an ion pair in dry air,

I is the signal current from the cavity ionization chamber and K is the fraction of

secondary eleclron energy loss due 10Brems5trahlung in air.

1.2 Scope and Objectives of the Prescnt Study

Two different size cylindrical ionization chamber" are being used as the national

standard devices for air kcnna measurement at the Primary Standard Dosimetry

Laboratory (PSDL). National lnstitute of Advanced Indu5trial Science and

Technology CAIST), Tsukuba, Japan. These ionization chambers are used for

calibration of the secondary standard ionization chambers and the field type

ionization chambers used for different radiotherapy machine output calibration and

radiation protection purpoiie5 in Japan. The main disadvantage of these ionization

chambers iii that the air kerma rate in y-ray field is measured by setting these

chambers at 45° angular position against the y-ray beam direction so that y-ray

allenuation doe, not increase at the end or side walls of the chamber. But it is

diffieullto setlhe chamber at 450 angular po••ition at a correct reference position.

In the pre>.entstudy eight parallel-plate {pancake] and spherical ionization ehamberii

of variou5 volumes have been designed and fabricated at the Primary Standard

Dosimetry Laboratory (PSDL), A1ST, Tsukuba. Japan. Perfonnanee of each of the

"
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fabricated ionization chambers would be compared with the cylindrical ionization

chambers. The absolute value of the air kenna rate at a gIven reference position of

the 6OCOand mCs y-ray field would be detennined u;ing the fabricated ionization

chambers and is compared with the air kenna rale value obtained by the cylindrical

ionilation chambers. When the response of the fabricated ionilation chambers is

comparable with that of the cylindrical ionization chambers, it is possible to use the

fabricated ionization chambers for air kenna rate measurement instead of cylindrical

ionization chambers. In order to achieve this goal the present study has been

undertaken.

Since the photon interaction, wall attenuation elC. are energy and material dependent,

so a chamber re~ponse depends on the chamber design. It i, necessary to correct for

various faclors to obtain absolute values of thc air kenna in y-ray field u~ing these

fabricated ionization chambers. A few corrections which arc usually applied to

obtain absolutc value of air kerma include: corrcctlon for wall attenuation and scatter

of y-rays; correction for recombination of ion, within thc chamber; correction for the

effccts of temperature, pressure and humidity; correction for thc contribution of y-

ray~ scattered by the ionization chamber stem ctc. Data on thel.Ccorrection factors

are not available for thesc ionization chambers. To achieve such objectives it is

planned 10:

derivc the ionization volume ofthc fabricatcd ionization chambers;

measure the correction factor for volumc recombination loss and corrcction

factor for initial recombination loss and diffusion loss within the fabricated

ionization chambers;
mcasure thc correction factor of each of the fabricated ionization chamber for

the contribution ofy-ray~ scattered by the ionization chamber ,tcm;

calculate the correction factor for wall-induccd attenuation and scatter of y.

rays;
calculate the mean mass collision slopping power ratios of graphite and air

for the fabricated ionization chambers at "'Cs and ""Co y-ray beam energies;

investigate the angle depcndence sensitivities of the fabricated ionization

chambers.
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Using the measured values of these correction factors and phy,ical parameters of the

fabricated ionization chambers the absolute value of the air kerma rate in ""Co and

Ll'CSy-ray fields at the Primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (PSDL) of AIST

could be determined. Based on the experimental data it would be possible to develop

a method for the measurement of different correction factors and physical parametcrs

for the parallcl plate (pancake) and spherical ionization chambcrs. It would also bc

possible to proposc,a method for the measurement of air kerma rate accurately. In

addition, it could be possible to investigate thc advantagcs and disadvantages of

different types of ionization chambers.
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Chapter II
Review of the Previous Works

2.1 Introduction

In order \0 mea!m,e the absolute air "erma rate in the y-ray field using the fabricated

ionization chamber it is necessary (0 determine the various correction factors and

phy,ical parameters for these chambers. Scientists all ovcr the world measured and

calculated the various correction factors by different methods for different type of

ionization chambers. Some of the previous works, which are largely relevanllO the

present study, arc reviewed in the subsequent pages.

2.2 Studied on Ion Recombination Loss

Boutillon [8] has measured volume recombination parameter m' in ionization

chambers which gives information about the recombination coefficient ll. Two

parallel-plate free air ionization chambers were used for the determination of m',
one of them in a low-energy x-ray beam and the other in a medium-energy x-ray

beam under conditions, which allows strict application of the basic theory. The

method consists of measuring the ratio of ionization currents 1., and 1", obtained at

two given volreges V, and V, respectively and then plotting 1~/1" as a function

ofl<, , The value of m' was derived from the linear extrapolation to zero current.

Several pair:. of voltages (VI, V,j were used in the measurement. The value of m'

obtained was 3.97 x 10'4 sm.IC-'V', with a relative uncertainty of 1.7%. The

dependence of m' on atmospheric conditions was abo investigated,

Das and Akber [9] investigated the ion recombination (Pro.) and polarity (kpol) ,

effect of ionization chambers in kilovoltage x-ray exposure measurements, Six



different parallel plate ionization chamber,; with different volume, commonly used in

diagnostic radiology, were invc,tigated for the plo" and k,.,. effects at various

exposure rates by changing the tube vollage, beam current, exposure time and

distance. At a time, one parameter was changed while keeping the others constant. A

mammogr~phy unit (24-35 kV peak tube voltage) and a diagnostic x-ray unit (60-

125 kV peak tube voltage) were used for the mcasurcment The volume ion

recombination correction P,,", was measured for each chamber uSing two-voltage

method. Results indicate that the magnitude of l'"m is linearly dependent on peak

tube voltage for large volume (>150 em') chambers and independent for small (s;150

em') ones, In general, p.~is higher at higher exposure rate (increasing peak tube

vollagc, filament current and decreasing distance); however, k"" is independent of

exposure rate and tube voltage but strongly depends on tbe sensitive volume of the

ion chamber. p
w

• and kf'"' vary between 1--48% and 1-16% respectively, among

various chambers and expo,ure conditions, Chambers with larger volume have

highervalues of p,•• and kf"I'

Takata [lOJ measured the ion loss due to initial recombination and back diffusion at

several humidity conditions in a parallel-piate cavity ionization chamber irradiated

by ."Co y-rays. It was shown from the measurements that in the range of inverse

elc<:tricfield strengths from 0.05 to 14 mmy-l, the initial r«ombination took place

both in eluster. and columns of ions produced along the path of the secondary

electrons ejected by the y-rnys. The ion loss due to recombination in clusters was

found to increase with humidity, but that in columns did nol. Effects of ion clustering

reactions on recombination may be reduced afler longer periods of ion drift, when

recombination in columns takes place. Ion loss due to back diffusion was also found

to have no dependence on humidity.

Takata and Matiullah [11] investigated the dependence of the value of m on the life

time of ions in a parallel-plate ionizatIon chamber which has a variable space

between the polarizing electrode and collector. To do so, the cbamber was exposed in

weo y-rays at several different exposure rates. The value of m was deduced from the

j
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collection efficiencies which were detennined at various applied voltages. m was

found to depend upon the lifetime of ion, in the chamber (i.e. it increa>cs trom 17.1

to 18,5 MYAI12m.11.!wilh a dc<:reasein the ralio of the voitage \0 thc square of lhe

chamber space from 0.6 to 20 kVm-1)

Takala [i2) detennincd lhe effects of humidity on volumc recombination in

ionizalion chambers. Saluration curves were measured with a parallel-plate

ionization chamber for air with humidity in the range 00/0-81%, From thc curves,

valucs of IIIwcre obtained, Il was confirmed that humidity is the cause for thc

increase of the value of 1/1with the lifetime of ions in the ioni7.ation chamber.

Additionally il was also found that the valuc of !II increases sharply in a range of

small values of lhe product of the ion, lifetime and lhe partial pres,ure of water

vapour and increases morc slowly at higher value, ofthis paramcter.

Takata et al. [13] delennined the loss of ions in cavity ionization chambers. ion

losscs due to initial recombination, volume recombination and back diffusion are

obtained by measurement and calculations for two different-size cylindrical

ionization chambers and two spherical ionization chambers. initiai recombination

and volume recombination were measured using a method proposed by De Almeida

and Niatel and adopled by Boulillon. The diffusion loss was obtained separately by

computing electric field dislributions in lhe ionizalion chamber.;. Diffusion loss Was

found to be larger than initial recombination loss for thc cylindrical ioni~ation

chambers and vice versa for the spherical ioni~ation chambers.

Takata and Sakihara [14J invcsrigated thc dependence of thc m value on applied

voltage of ionization chamber, Yalues of m were measured using a free-air

ioni~ation chamber, which has two slit, for double x-ray beams. By this method, one

value for m is oblaincd from a set of data on currents al each polarization voltage,

Yalucs obtained are for a recombination region 2,65 em wide. II was found that the5e

values decrease from 1.93>10' 10 1.72xIO" Ys'''C"1cm.I'' with an increase in

electric field strenglh from 4,8 1048 Vern". This means lhat the valuc of m increases

with the ion age.
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Piennattei et aL [15] measured the ion recombination correction factor I< for"
spherical ion chambers irradiated by eontinuou, photon beams. Three 'pherical ion

chambers with volumes ranging from 30 to 10' cml were irradiated by photons of

I'llr source to detenninc the k", factors, The ionization currents of the ionization

chambers a~ a function of the applied voltage and the air kenna rate have been

analyzed to detenninc the contribution of the initial and general ion recombination.

The I<WI values for large volume ionization chambers obtained by considering the

general ion recombination as predominant (Almond's approach) are in disagreement

with the results obtained using methods that consider both initial and general ion-

recombination contributions (Niatel's approach). Such disagreement can reach 0.7%

when hIgh currents are measured for a high activity source calibration in tenns of

reference air-kenna rate. In this study, a new 'm'o-voltage' method, independent of

the voltage ratio given by a dosimetry system, is proposed for practical dosimetl)' of

continuous x- and y-ray beams. In the case where the Almond approach is utilized,

the voltage ratio V,/V, should be less than 2 in,tead of Almond's limit of V,/V, <5,

Takata et al. (16) investigated the decrease in output currenl.l due to back diffusion of

ions in ionization chambers. Exact and approximate equations are derived for

decreases in output current due to back diffu~ion of ion~ in parallel plate, cylindrical

and sphctieal ionization chambers. Approximate equations are obtained under the

assumption that ions are lost by back diITusionif they are produced in the electrode

vicinity where the electric potential ditference from the electrode is less thanl<Tle,

where I< is the Boltzmann constant, T the gas temperature and e the elementary
charge. Values obtained by the corresponding exaet and approximate equations

agreed well except at low applied voltages. [t waS shown that the deerease in ion

current does not depend on the electrode separation of a paralle[ plate ionization

chamber and Is independent of the ,ill.' of a cylindrical or spheriea[ ionization

chamber if the ratio of the inner to outer electrodes defining the ion collection

volume is constant.

Niatel [17] presented an experimental study of ion recombination in parallel plate

free-air ionization chambers. Two chambers of different sizes were used for this



measurement. The results may be explained by assuming that two difTercnt types of

ion recombination (initial and volume recombination) take place simultaneously.

Their relative values were ealculaled from the re;ults and arc found to agree with

theories of Ion recombination. It was found thai for the saturation current to be

determined by extrapolation method the collection field ,trcngth should be high

enough. The extrapolation is the reciprocal of ioni£ation current against the

reciprocal of collecting field strength. The results are similar for both the chambers;

however, as their sizes are not the same, the space charge efTect, might be expected

to be difTercnt.

2.3 Studied on Angular Dependence and Wall Correction Factors

Takata ct al. [18J Investigated the angle dependence of signal currents from

cylindrical lonllation chambers. Two difTerent size graphite walled ionization

chambers of volume 6.02 em) and 62.7 em) were used in the investlgalion. The

s'ignalcurrent from the larger ionization chamber peaked when it was fixed at 0" and

at 90° in mCs and wCo ¥-ray fields for source-chamber distances 1 m and 2 m. The

smaller ionization chamber showed a small peak at 0° In both fields but not at 90°.

However, calculations indicated that the signal current from the smaller chamber

would also show a peak at 90" in a lJ1Cs point-source ¥-ray field. Peaks occur

because y_rays attenuate along the cylindrical side wall or along the end walls when a

chamber Is tilted slightly from 0" and 90" and the direction orlhc y-ray beam agrees

with the plane of one of these walls. These facts suggest the need for care in the

common practice of measuring and calculating responses of cylindrical Ionization

chambers fixed perpendicular to y-ray beams,

PIennal1ei et a1. [19] measured the wall correction factor for a spherical ionization

chamber used ln brachytherapy source calibration. For spherical ionization chambers,

the corresponding wall corr«tion factors A. have to be determlned by a non-linear

trend of the response as a function of the wall thickness. The Monte Carlo and

experimental data reported here showed that the A. factors obtained for an Exradin

'"
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A4 chamber in tenns of reference air kenna rate, are up to 1.2% greater than the

values obtained by the linear extrapolation method for the 250 kY peak tube voltage

x.ray, 19l1rand wCo y-ray. Using the A. factors derived from the EGSnrc Monte

Carlo code system calculations, the accuracy of the calibration factor NK,u for the

Exradin A4 chamber, obtained by the interpolation between two calibration factor,

improves about 0.6%. The discrepancy between the new calculated fa~tor and that

obtained using the ~omplcte calibration ~urve of the Ion ~hamber and the 1'Illr

spectrum is only 0.1 'I..

Kurosawa et a\. [20] investigated the angular dependence of wall correction fa~tor

for cylindrical cavity chamber, Attenuation correction factor was measured at'several

irradiation angles by extrapolation technique for cavity chamber and wall correction

factor was calculated for each angle by Monte Carlo calculation using EGS4 code.

From the results, it has been seen that the air kenna rate obtained by extrapolation

technique is dependent on angular position but the air kenna rate obtained from wall

correction factors calculated by EGS4 code has a constant value for any angle.

McCaffrey et al. [21] investigated the evidence for using Monte Carlo (MC)

calculated wall ancnuation and scatter correction factors of graphite_waned

ionization chamber. Using the linear extrapolation method with experimental data

k •••, was detennlned in this study for three different styles primary-standard-grade

graphite ionization chambers: cylindrical, spherical and plane-parallel. The air kenna

rates by these three chambers detennined using extrapolated k.oI1 values differed by

maximum 2% for measurements taken with the same wCo source. The Monte Carlo

code EGSnrc was used to calculate the values of k."" for thesc three chambers. The

Monte Carlo calculated values of k.,11 are shown to be more accurate as they provide

more consistent values of air.kenna rate (within 0,3%) measured with these three

chambers. Further, MC calculations were sufficiently accurate to predict the subtle

structure in the response curve of a rotated plane-paralic! chamber. These results add

confidence to the assessment ofMC as the preferred method of detennining t.oI1 for

ionization chambers used in wCo beams.

"



BUermannet al. [22] determined the wall correction factor of ionization chambers for

different irradiation conditions using both linear extrapolation method and EGSnre

Monte Carlo system. A "series of graphite cavity ionization chambcrs of dilTerent

shapes and sizes was chosen for the inve5tigation: two of cylindrical types (PTE-2

and ASMW"IOO) and two of the pancake types (ND-1002 and HRK-3). The

chambelO were irradiated in Ll1Cs and '"Co rcfcrence radiation fields of the PTE

from I m distance from the source except the ASMW-I00 chamber that was

irrndiated from a distance of 2 m. The iani,ation currents of the chambers were

measured as a function of wall thickne5s at different incident angles of radiation.

This repon presents both experimental and theoretical results, which strongly suppon

the validity of calcuIatcd wail correction factors. Moreover, it i, demonstrated that, in

selected cases the application of a linear extrapolation method lead5 to errors in the

determination of the air kerma reaching up to 13%.

Takata et al. [23] determined the wall correction factors of two di fTcrent,ize graphite

C)'llndricai ionization chamber5, which were being used at AIST for air kerma

measurement in 6QCoand IJ1Csy-ray fields. Chambers were placed at a 45" angle to

y-ray beams, so that y-ray anenuation does not inerea5e at end or side walls of the

chamber. Correclion factors for wall induced altenuation and scalier were determined

by measuring the varlation in chamber response a, a function of wall thickness in the

full build-up region, extrapolating to infer the respon,e at zero wall thiekne,s and

applying a correclion factor 10 account for lhe center of electron produclion. Wall

correclion faclor was alw ealculaled by MonICCarlo calculalion using EGS4 code.

Differences between values of wall correction factor obtained experimentally and by

calculation for AIST ioniLation chambelO were small, compared to the relatively

large differences obtained for almost all ionization chambers at other NIMs. It is

possibly because only AIST ionization chambers wcre plaecd at a 45° angle to y-ray

beams and other cylindrical ionization chambers uscd at many NIMS are fixcd

perpendicularly to y-ray beams, i.c., at 90'.

Bielajew [24] demonstrated that wall correction factors can differ by as much as

1.0"10 for spherical chambers depending on whether thcy are obtained experimentally

"
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by extrapolation measurements or by Monte Carlo simulation. This difference was

not explained by experimental or calculational stati,tics, which lie in the range

0.05%-0.2%. The paper also demonstrated that, linear extrapolation of experimental

data for spherical chambers are inappropriate owing to the curvature of the chamber

walls. A simple nonlinear theory was constructed, that resolves the difTercnce.The

Monte Carlo calculations and the noniinear theory were compared with extrapolation

measurements for the NIST spherical chambers in wCo and I"CS y-ray fields. It was

concluded that wail correction factors should be obtained by Monte Carlo calculation

for spherical chambers and that linear extrapolation techniques should be regarded

with suspicion for all chambers.

Rogers and Bielajew [25J compared the measured and calculated values of wali

attenuation and scatter correction factors for various ion chambers. Using the EGS4

system it has been ,een that Monte Carlo calculated A."J! (k"" in IAEA terminology,

K;' in standard laboratory terminology) factors predict relative variations in detector

response with wall thickness, which agrees with all available experimental data

within a statistical uncertainty of Jess than 0, I%. However, the calculated correction

factors for use in exposure and air kenna standards are different by up to 1% from

those obtained by extrapolating these same measurements. Using calculated

correction factors would imply increase of 0.7-1.0% in the exposure and air kerma

standards based on spherical and large diameter, large length cylindrical chambers

and decreases by 0.3-0,5% for standards based on Jarge dimnctcr pancake chambers.

Ferreira ct al. [26] made Monte Carlo calculations for the ionization chamber wall

correction factors for 1911r and 6OCOy-rays and 250 kV x-rays used in calibratio-nof

19l1rHDR brachytherapy sources, Monte Carlo calculations were performed using

EGS4 code system wilh the PRESTA algorithm, to calculate the wail correction

factor for 51 commercial ionization chambers. The calculated Aw correction factors

for 1921rand 60CO and 250 kV x-rays agree very well to within 0,1% with published

experimental data. For the "'Ir sources A. varied 0.973-0.993 and for the 250 kV x-

rays the minimum value of A. for all chambers studied was 0.983.

•



Shortt et al. [27] measured the effect of wall thickness on the response of a spherical

ionization chamber. They have constructed a thin-walled spherical graphite chamber

along with a series of spherical shells in order to increase the wall thickne's. The

change in the chamber response with wall thickness has been measured in a 1)'eS"f-

ray beam and the data show that \he change in respon.\e is not linear with wall

thickness. A linear versus non-linear extrapolation of the measured data to zero wall

thickness leads to a difference of almost I% in the e,timation of the wall correction

factor K•. The value of K. obtained using the non-linear e>.trapolation for the

spherical chamber is in good agreement with the result obtained using Monte Carlo

techniques. This result adds support to the perspective that the Monte Carlo

technique is the best approach for determining the wall correction factor for an

arbitrary ionization chamber.

Laitano et al. [28] detennined the "..wi correction factor for a cylindrical ionization
chamber to measure air-kerma in 6<JCo y-ray beams. An experimental method other

than the traditional extrapolation procedure was used to detennine the k.oll

correction factor. In this method, the dependence of the ionization current in a

cylindrical chamber was analyzed a; a function of the eff«tive wall thickness in

place of the physicai (radial) wall thickness traditionally considered in this type of

measurement. The wall of a cylindrical chamber consists of different regions:

substantially they are the front and posterior regions and the two chamber bases.

Even if having an equal physical thickness, each of these regions has a specific shape

and specific position in the chamber wall with respect to beam direction. Therefore,

each wall region contributes 10 the atlenuation and scatter effects (in tenns of

variation oflhe ionization in the chamber cavity) by an amount that varies according

to the wail region. A Monte Carlo calculation of attenuation and scatter effects in the

different regions of the chamber wall was also made to compare calculated and

measured resuits. The k.
oIl
values experimentally detennined in this work agree

within 0,2% with the independent Montc Carlo calculation. The agreement of the

results obtained by tv.'o totally indcpendent methods and the appreciable deviation

(up to about 1%) between the result, of both these methods and those obtained by the

traditional extrapolation proccdure reasonably support the conclusion that the two
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methods providing comparable re~ul!s are correct and traditional extrapolation

procedure is likely (0 be wrong. The method used in this study applie;, however, to

any other chamber of the same type.

From the literature survey, it is evident thaI some discrepancies exisl in the value of

different correction factors of ionization chambers obtained by various methods. The

values of correction factors such as the wall correction factor, recombination loss,

stem correction factor elc. of the ionization chamber is required to detennlnc the

absolute air kerma rale using the fabricated ionization chamber. These correction

factors depend 01; the chamber composition, chamber material and the beam energy.

Therefore, tile present study Ita, been undertaken.
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Chapter III
Theoretical Aspects of Ionizing Radiation

Dosimetry

3.1 Introduction

In comparison wilh other radiation sen,itive sy~lems for d(lSimctry, the ionization

chamber dosimetry system is the simplest, direct and lea,t elaborate one for high

accuracy measurement in photon or electron fields. Dosimetry by ionization chamber

is employed for the detection and measurement of ionizing radiation. The quantities

of interest in medical do~imctry are kenna, e~po,urc and in-phantom absorbed dose.

These dosimetric quantities arc well-defined point quantitie<" i.e. they can be defined

for every point of an int1nitesimal mass &n about lhe point. The IOnization chamber

usually occupies a finile volume about the point.

3.2 Ionization Cbamber

An ionization chamber as shown in Fig. 3.1 generally consists of a sensitive volume

filled with a given medium, surrounded by a wall of another medium. In the context

of cavity theory, the sensitive volume of the dosimeter is identified as the "cavity",

which may contain a ga>cous, liquid or solid medium. Gas is often used as the

sensitive medium, since it allows a relatively simple electrical means for collection

of charges released in the sensitive medium by radiation, Ionization chamber also

consists of a collecting electrode to collect the ionization current (charge), a high

voltagc eleetrodc to apply Ihe chamber voltage, an insulator to separate the collecting

electrode from the high voltage electrode and a guard system to reducc Ihe chamber

leakage currents.

In oroer 10 avoid the perturbations caused by the various chamber components to an

ideal Bragg-Gray cavity, the non_chamber matcnals (e,g. insulalors) in the chamber



must be minimum and the central elcctrode mu,t bc of minimum practicable

diameter, In addition, the chamber construction must be such that the chamber

collection volume is well defined and the chamber polarity etrcet is negligible,

Dimem'j(ms and Form of Cavity

For point-by-point measurement of absorbed dose in a medium, an ionilation

chamber must satisfy certain conditions that are basic to cavity theory. These

conditions impose an upper limit on the chamber dimension and particularly on the

dimension of the gas cavity but do not impose a lower limit. The lower limit of the

chamber dimension is set by the practical considerations of mechanical design in

order to obtain adequate ionilation current. To minimize the disturbance of the

radiation field due to the insertion of the chamber, the chamber is made as small as is

practically possible.

On the other hand, if the ionilation chamber i, intended for measuring low-intensity

radiation, current measurement can be cased using larger volume ioniwtion chamber.

But the loss of ions by recombination i, then the criterion that will set the upper limit

of its size or least to the spacing of the electrodes.

C••••• b<r w,lI

Fig. 3.1 Different ports ofan ionil<llionchamber

Bragg-Gray theory imposes no explicit restrictions on the geometrical fonn of the

cavity: it can be spherical, cylindrical, pancake ,haped or needle shaped.



C1wmber Wall and tile Central Electrode

for chambers (which arc not parallel plate type), lhe outer wall usually fonns lhc

high voltagecle ctrode and a voltage V is applicd to this wall. If the wall is nol

conducting, a thin conductive coating is applied 10the inside of the wall and the high

vollage wire is connected to the inner wall. The ion-collecting rod in the cavity

ionization chamber should be made of the same malerial as lhe wall if possible, as

cavity theories do not deal with inhomogeneous wall media. Ilowevcr, the surface

area oFthe rod is usually so much less than thaI oFthe "'all that it will nnt have much

influence unless the inleraction cross-sections in thc rod are much larger than in lhe

wall. The ion-collccting rod is held at the ccnlral position of the chamber but is

electrically insulated from the chamber wall.

The choicc of chambcr material depcnds primarily on lhe quanlily to be measured. If

the chamber is used to mcasure the exposure, il must be made by air-equivalenl

material lhat is, it must have an effeclive atomic number Z closely matching to that

of air. If it is used 10 measure absorbed dose in a particular medium, bOlh wall and

gas ,hould be matched to the medium. Two materials should be matched for a

particular lype of radiation so that the absorption of the radiation lead, to lhe same

flux density and energy distribution of secondary ionizing particle, in one medium as

in the other. This "'ould be achieved only if lhc two malcrials have the same

absorption cocfficienl for the primary radiation and the same atomic slopping power

for the se\:ondary particles. The thickness of the chamber wall also depends on the

inlended usc. On one hand, adequate wall thickness is needed For electronic

cqullibrium. On the other hand, the wall attenuales the radiation. If the wall is too

thin, enough electrons will not be generated and lhe chamber response will be low. If

wall is too lhiek, chamber response is reduced due to increaSlXlattenualion. Thick

walled graphite cavity ionization chambers are used by the primary standard

laboratories as primary air kenna standards in 6OCOand mCs y-rays. The graphite

wall should be thick enough to provide full build-up for secondary electrons. For

measurements in the build-up region or Forthe measurement of low energy x-rays,

the wan must be very thin. For the in_phantom dosimetry of wCo beams, lhe wall

must be of equilibrium thickness, so that the chamber does nOI respond to the



phantom electron. The chamber material mu,t be rigid, durable, of adequate

electrical conductivity, impervious to (and free from chemical attack by) the gas: the

gas must be stable in the presence of rndlation. Special plastic materials closely

matching with air, sofitissue or bone have been developed and appropriate mixture

of stable gases have been used to match with (he'c plastics. It is also necessary to

know the W-value, "hieh is the average energy expended in the gas by ionizing

particles per ion pair formed for the particular gas mixture chosen. If air is chosen as

the gas, bakelite-graphite is used as the wall materia!. In the calibrated ionization

chambers u,cd in radiotherapy do,imetry, the chamber wall is usually made by air-

equivalent material or its composition is empirically adjusted to give a nat response

over a certain energ)' range. In order for the chamber to be air equivalent, the

effective atomic number of the wall material and the central electrode must be such

that the system as a whole behaves like a free-air chamber. Commonly wall materials

arc made of graphite (carbon) or bakelite, or a plastic coated on the ioside by a

conducting layer of graphite or of a conducting mixture of bakelite and graphite. The

effective atomic number of the wall is generally less than that of air because it is

closer to that of carbon (Z=6). Consequently, such a wall should give rise to less

ionization in the air cavity than in a frec-air wall. Usually the greater atomic number

of the central c1ectrode, Its dimensions and its placement geometry within the

chamber can provide compensation for the lowcr atomic number of the wall. The

chamber wall can serve a number of function, simultaneously:

_ being the source of sccondary charged particles tnat contribute to the dose in

the air volume ofthe chamber and provide charged-particle equilibrium (ePE);

_ protecting the air volume of the chamber from 'ho~tile' influences such as

mechanical damage, dirt, humidity, light, eleClrostatic or RF fields, etc.; which

may alter the chamber reading;

_ serving as a container for gas mediumg; and
_ containing radiation IiIter>to modify the energy dependence of the dosimeter.

Guard Electrodes

Guard electrodes serve two different purposes. The t1rstpurpose is to prevent leakage

current flow from the high voltage elcctrode to the collector. To intercept the leakage



current, the guard elcctrode mu,t surround the collector and must be maintained at

the same potential in order that it may not it,elfbecome a source of leakage current.

The second purpose of the guard electrodes is to define the volume wilhin the

ionization chamber from which ions can reach the collector electrode.

Insula/or

The outer wall of the chamber is separated from the central electrode by an insulator.

The naturally occurring substances amber, quartz and many synthetic pla.>tles

especially methyl methacryiate (Lueite), polystyrene, polyethylene, nylon, Teflon,

Mylar film and polytrilluoromono-chloroethylene (Kel-F) arc most suitable material

for insulation in ionization chamber. Practical considerations usually govern the

choice. Since the in,ulator has finite re,istance, however large it may be, the central

electrode registers a finite leakage current. For high precision measurements, the

chamber leakage current mUSIbe very ,mall.

Although the chambers diner in size and shape but the underlying principle of

operation i, similar for all chambers. Thc general succession of events, from photon

to mcter, is a, follows:

The photon i, incident on the ch<lIl1ber;
The photon interacts with the chamber wall material and emils sceondary

eieelrons, i,e. photoelectrons, Compton elcctron'. If the photon energy is

large, positrons and electrons are also produced by pair produclion;

Some of the electrons which enter into or pass through the chamber cavity

interact with thc gas in the cavity and proouce ion pairs in proportion to the

absorbed photon energy;
The ion pairs are drawn to the cDl1eetingelectrode by means of the high

voltage placed across the electrodes;
Upon reaching the collecting electrode the ion pairs are converted to

current; and
The current is then amplified and Iiltered to produce exposure (or exposure

rate), which is measured by the electrometer.

.~...•••...



3.3 The Bragg-Gray Cavity Theory

An ionization chamber actually meaSUreSdose according to the Bragg-Gray cavity

theory. The Bragg-Gray cavity theory relates the absorbed dose in the sensitive

medium of the dosimeter (cavity) to the absorbed dose in the surrounding medium

containing the cavity; i.e. it provides a relationship between the dose in the gas and

that in the wall of the ionization chamber The conditions for application of the

Bragg-Gray cavity theory arc:

0) the cavity must be ,mall compared to the range of charged particles

incident on it so that its presence does not perturb the llucnce (number of

particles per unit area) of charged particles in the medium;

(ii) the absorbed dose in the cavity is deposited soiely by charged particles

crossing it; i.e.; photon interactions in the eavity are assumed negligible and

thus ignored.

If a !lunce 4J of identical charged particles with kinetic energy r passes through an

interface between two mediag and w (assuming 4J is continuous across the boundary)

then the absorbed dose on the g side of the boundary

And the absorbed dose on the w side of the boundary,

[(dT) ]D ",<1> -
• pdx ',' J'

where, [{dT / ptixL,K 1,. and ((dT / {Xix)", 1, are the mass collision ,topping power of

the two media evaiuated at energy T. So. the dose ratio D,/D, is equal to the

corresponding ratio of mass collision stopping powers.
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Suppose that a homogeneous medium w contain a lhin layer of "caVill''' tilled with

anolher medium g is unifonnly irradiated by photons, as in Fig. 3,2(b), According to

the first Bragg-Gray condition, the thickness of the g-Iayer is so small compared to

the range of the charged particles striking it that its presence does nol perturb the

charged-particles ficld i.e., <l>is continuous across layer g and both interfaces.

,
,

D.

,,'

D, D. D, D.

l"'

Fig. 3.2 (a) A nuenee <Dof identioaJ cl1arged particles of klnelie energy Tis "o"ing
the interface between media w and g, (b) 1\ nucnce <D'of identical charged
particle, of kinOlio energy T I"",e, Ihrough a tl1in layer of medium g
sandwiched hetween rogions containing mcdium w

Again according 10 the second Bragg.Gray condition, the field of charged particles

enter inlo the cavity from outside the vicinity of lhe cavity i.e., in the case of

indirectly ionizing radiation a beam of high-energy charged particle> is generated in

medium w through interactions, It is also assumed lhat no interactions occur in

medium g. All charged particles in the Bragg-Gray theory must originate elsewhere

than in the cavity. Moreover, charged particles that enter lhc cavity are assumed nO!

to stop in 11.

Under the lenns ofthc two Bragg-Gray condttions, lhe ratio of absorbed doses in the

adjacent medium w to that in the cavity g for cach monoenergelic component of the
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spectrum of charged particles crossing g is again [he same as (he mass collision

stopping power ratio in the two media.

D, (lfT Ipm ),_",--.----~~
D. (dTlp"x),,"

(3.1)

for a differential energy distribution <Dr(particles per em' MeV), the average mass

collision stopping power in the cavily medium g i,

,,

So,

(3.2)

Similarly, for (he thin layer of wall material lV,

(3.3)

Combining eqns. (3.2) and (3.3) gives the ratio of ab,orbed dose in w to lhat in g,

which is the B-G relation in terms of absorbed dose in the cavity:

D. s. _.-.-",D - ,, "
(3.4)

If the cavity medium g contains a gas in which a charge Q (of either sign) is

produced by [he radiation D, which can be expressed (in grays) in Icnns oflhat

charge as

•



(3.5)

where, Q is the charge expressed in coulombs, m is the mass (kg) of gas in which

charge Q is produced and (wIe lK is lhe mean energy required to produce an ion pair

in the gas,

By substituting eqn. (3.5) into eqn, (3.4), the absorbed dose in the medium

immediately surrounding a Bragg-Gray cavity i.e., in the chamber wall can be

calculated on the basis of the charge produced in the cavity gas, provided the

appropriate values ofm, (W Ie l, and s; are known. So,

D.• Q(W) .,"
me' ,

(3.6)

Eqn. (3.6) is the Bragg-Gray relalion expressed in terms of cavity ionization.

Therefore, the Bragg-Gray cavity equal ion relates the ionization per unil mass in lhe

small gas cavily to the energy absorbed in the wall of the chamber.

Although the cavity size is not explicitly taken into account in the Bragg-Gray cavity

theory but the fulfilment of the two Bragg-Gray conditions depend on the cavity size

that is based on the range of the electron, in the cavity medium, the cavity medium

itself and electron energy. A cavity that qualifies as a Bragg-Gray cavity for high-

energy photon beams may not behave as a Bragg-Gray cavIty in a medium or low

energy beams. The Bragg-Gray cavity theory does not take account of the creation of

secondary (delta) electrons generated due to the slowing down of the primary

electrons in the sensitive volume of the dosimeter.

3.4 Active Volume of the Ionization Chamber

In the ionization chamber the active volume, thai is, the volume from which ions are

drawn to the collecting electrode is the whole gas volume of the chamber. If the

•



chamber is totally enelosed and contains only two electrodes, the active volume is

the whole volume of the gas enelo,cd. Whenevcr a guard ring is projected into the

chamber to intereept any leakage current flowing from the high-potential electrode to

the collector. this will affect the electric field in the chamber and some of the ions

produced in the gas arc drawn to Ihe guard ring, not to the collector. The active

volume is then bounded by the limiting lines of force of electric field along which

ions are drified towards the guard ring. Any change in the potential of the guard ring

relative to that of the collecting electrode will cause a change in the active volume of

Ihe chamber.

3.5 Ion Chamber Saturation and Ionic Recombination

As the voltage ditTerencebetween the electrodes of an ionizalion chamber exposed to

radiation is increased from zero to a high value, the current at first increases almost

linearly with voltage and then increases more slowly, until it fmally approaches

asymptotically the saturation currenl for a given radiation intensity. The curve of

applied voltage V versus current for a con,tant dose ratc or dose is called the

saturation curve as shown in Fig. 3.3. The increa>c of ionization current is caused by

incomplete ion collection at low voltages; unless the positive and negative ions are

separated quickly by the electric field, they tend to recombine before tlley reaell the

collector. The recombination can be reduced by sweeping out tile ions of tile

ellamber more rapidly by increasing the field strength (Vlem) or by reducing the

distance between tile electrodes or by both ofthesc mea,ures. But it is not possiblc to

increase the applied vollage indefinitely to eliminate recombination altogether,

because of Ihe onset of eitller (i) electrical breakdown of in,ulators, or (ii) gas

multiplication, in which tile free electron, gain enough kinelic energy from the

clectrical field within their mcan free path in the gas to ionize the ncxt alom tlley

encounter. Tlius extra ionizalion, not due to the ionizing radiation field, is produced.

As soon as this begin, to occur, a rapid multiplication of ions In the chamber takes

place and the current is no longer a unique measure of tile radiation intensity, but is

strongly dependent on the applied voltage.
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Fig. 3.3 Typical ,"!umtion cur"c or an ;oni/auo" <humber

The collection efficiency f of an ionization chamber operating under specified

conditions is the ratio of the measured current (I) to the ideal saluration current (i,)

i.e., the ratio of number of10n5 collected 10 the number of ions produced. The oulput

current of an ionization chamber is reduced trom the saturation value i, by initial

rcrombination, back diffusion 10 electrodes and volume rcrombinalion. If the losses

due to these phenomena are small and do not interrupt each other, the charge

collection efficiency I( ~v';,), can be expressed as

(3,7)

where f~fd and j, are collection efficiencies corresponding to initial recombination,

back diffusion and volume recombination re>peClivcly. In most irradiation

conditions, volume recombination ioss is dominant compared to the losses due to the

other two processes which are usually negligible (i,e ..j, = fd= I). Ionization chambers

are commonly u.ed in the ncar-saturation region or even in the saturation region

wheref=l, so that small changes in the voltage don't change the curren!.

Depending on the chamber design and ionization intensity, a certain amount of ion

loss through ion recombination is to be expected, Especially at very high ionization
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intensities, even at maximum possible chamber voltage there rna)' be significant

amount ofrecombination losse,.

3.5.1 M«hanisms ofRcrombination

Rccombination is usually classified as:

i) initial recombination and

ii) volume or general recombination.

Initial recombination occurs when the positive and negative ions fonned in the track

of a single ionizing particle mcct and recombine, Initial recombination is an

intratraek process and independent of the number of tracks formed per second, i.e., of

the dose rate. Initial recombination takes place both in clusters and columns of ions

produced along the path of the ,eeondary electron; ejected by the y_rays [29]. It

occurs before ions can escape from their initial neighbors to mix with ions from other

tracks in the process of general recombination, Initial recombination depends only on

the initial ion density in each track and the field ,trength normal to the tracks which

tends to pull the positive and negative ion columns apart. Although some initial

recombination must always occor, it i; only of importance when the ion density in

the track is high such as a_particle tracks even at atmospheric pressure or in the

tracks of any type of charged particle at high-pressure gas.

Volume or general recombination occurs when positive and negative ions fonned by

different ionizing particles meet and recombine as they drift towards the oppositely

charged electrodes. Thus, the amount of volume recombination increases with the

dose rate. The volume recombination sets the upper limit of the dose rate that can be

measured accurately by a particular ionization chamber operating at nonnal

atmospheric pressure.

The initial and volume recombination in a continuously irradiated chamber is

distinguished by plotting the reclprocal of the observed output current (I) from an

ionization chamber, against an appropriate function of the CQllectinglield strength E.



•
in the chamber. If initial recombination i, dominant Ih en there will be a linear

relationship klwccn (IT'and (£)-1 in the ne",-.;alUralion region:

lji=1j',+consljE

where i, is the saturation current of the ionization chamber. Bul if volume

recombination is dominant the relationship become,>

1/i= l/i, + const! £'

To achieve a clear difference between these two effecls, currents must be measured

very accurately. The degree of ionic recombination depends on the geometry of the

ion chamber, the applied voltage and the rate of charge production by Ihe radial ion.

In the theoretical mooel of volume recombination, it is assumed that the current in

the gas Is carried entirely by positive and negative ions having fixed mobility k, and

k, (cm'/(sV)), It also assumed that the ions are produced uniformly throughout the

gas volume in small cavity chambers and they drift along the line~ of force of the

electric field toward the oppositely charged electrodes, The ions formed in any part

ofthc air volume will then remain confined to the "tube afforce" within which they

are formed and terminate on the two electrodes as shown in Fig. 3.4. As thcy drift

along this tube of force, any small group of ions retains the same spatial

concentration it had when formed, since any change in the cross section of the tube

of force implies an inversely proportional change in thc field strength and

consequently in the velocity of the ions. That is, if the group of ions is compressed in

an area laterally, it is extended along the length of the tube by the same factor. The

volume occupied by the ions, therefore, remain, constant and their concentration

changes only through the loss of ion, by recombination. Recombination in more

complex field configuration can be evaluated by dividing the whole volume of the

ionization chamber into approptiate tube of force and then assessing them separately.

The rate of recombination at any instant depends on the number of collisions

between positive and negative ions per unit volume and unit time. Therefore, it is

proportional to the product of their concentrations, The constant of proportionality is ,.
•

•
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the recombination coefficienl, a (em'/sec), which is the ehamcteristic of a particular

gas. If the charge dcnsily per unit volume is considered inslead of number density of

lhe ion>, then the conslanl of proportionality in the recombination equation

becomes ale , where e is the electronic charge.

o

-s

d

•

+v

Fig. 3.4 Di.gramm.tic ,'iew of ion, formed uniformly throughout the tube of fo",e,
within which they rom.;n canfLned as they drit\ to"ard, the eleelrode'

In a gas at atmo,pherie pres,ure, the drill velocity uf an ion in an applied electric

field is constant and proportional to lhe field slrength. The conslant of proportionalily

is called lhe mobility k (cm1/(sV)) and it, value for posilive ions k, is not the same, a.

for negative ionsk,. The field strength dl! Id,. is laken to be po,itive along the tube

of force. In the absence of recombination, the charge on lhe negative ions ero»ing

the section of the tube at po.ition,. in the posilive direction per second must be equal

to the charge on all the ions of that sign iiberalcd in lhe tube per second between 0

and 05, which is,

Here q is the charge of Ion. of either sign produced by radiation per unil volume per

second, and A, is the ero»-sectional area of the tube of force at po,ition o5.

••



The field strength at " is inversely proportional to the area of the lube of foree

i.e.,K/ A, ' where the constant K is determined by the relation

,
v'" JK(A,r'ds

V is the potenllal difference betwe<::nthe electrodes of the ionizallon chamber.

Therefore,

The velocity of negative ions with mobility k" at point s is thereforek,K/ A, ' that is,

,
k,V / A, J(AY'ds

,

So, the concentration of negative ion, at position s is

,
q JA,ds

C""'----
, A,(k,KIA,l

(3.8)

Similarly, the concentration of positive ions that crossing the plane at S In Ihe

opposite direction is

" ,C: '"/v J(A,rLds JA,ds
'" ,

(3.9)

The amount of charge recombination per second in the volume element A,ds is then

(ale~;C: A,ti.'



and the total recombination pcr second throughoutthc tube offorcc is

,
laC-CAd, , ,s
, '

The total chargc Iiberatcd per second in the tube is

,
JqA,ds

The fractional amount of re<;ornbination (1- f) that occurs throughout the tube of

force is
,
f(a/e)C;C; A,ds

1- f '"0'__ ,, _
JqA,ds,

(3.10)

where f is the collcction efticiency (ratio of thc measured current to the ideal

saturation current) of an ionization chamber undcr spe<;ilied conditions.

This is thc general formula of the fractional amount of recombination for any tube of

force: the thrcc usual cases arC pancake, cylindrical and spherical geometry

ionization chamber.

3. Volume Recombination in a Parallel Plate (Pancake) Ionization Chamber

When the chamber is operated at ncar saturation, the space-charge field due to the

ions can be ncglected in comparison with the collecting field strength V/d. In a

parallel platc ionization chamber, the area of the tube of force is constant along its

length and is denote-: by A p' lienee eqns. (3,8) and (3.9) become

c- '" q.\'d
, kV,

c: = '1t/(d -.I'}
I,V



Now the fractional recombination beCllmCS

"_a (d")
6ek,k, V'

By substituting

, (a Y d"]
';I'"ru = ek,k, AV'

(3.11)

The factors in the first parentheses are the properties of the gaseous ions and are

independent of the experimental variables. It is dcnoted by m' and is related to the

volume recombination process. In the second parentheses, the experimental variables

are grouped together. So,

.;' =m,d'q
~ V'

Thus for parallel plate ionization chamber containing air

Neglecting the tenns of higher order

,
iI''''' = --,-_.

1+-1'6'~

(3.12)

This is the expression of the collection efficiency for parallel plate ionization

chamber.

,
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b. Volume Reeombinalion in a Cylindrieallonizalion Chamber

Since the cylindrical ionization chamber is symmelrical around lhc axis (Fig. 3.5), so

lhe whole e1eclric field or any part of it bounded by radial surfaces is considered as a

single lubc of force and lhe expression for A. pcr unil axial Icngth as

A, _2nr_2lr(a_s)

Fig. 3.5 Dclinition of parameters forchombcrs wilh cylindric.1 or 'pileric.l goomclr}'

Therefore, eqn (3.8) and (3.9) become

c =..!L} dp J2nrdr_ q In(a/b)(u' - r'}
'k,V,2nr, 2k,V

c; qln(a/bl~, -b')
2k,V

where a and b arc thc ouler and inner electrode radii of the chamber respectively.

Now, thc tOlal recombination per sec(md lhroughout the whole volume is

}~;C;2nrdr.'



This is equal to

CUi' [In(a/b)1' ,,- (a' _ b' r
4ek,k,V' 6

and the charge of either sign lilleratcd per unit time within the volumc corresponding

to unit axial length of the cylinder is q,,-(a' ~ b'),

So, the fractional recombination becomes

1_ (" = CUi[ln(a/b)J' (a'-b')'
JUI 4ek,k,V' 6

f. =l~_a_[(a-b)'qI(a+b) In(a/b)]'
'I' 6ek,k, V' (a-b) 2

This equation has exactly the ,ame form as that fur parallel platc ionization chamber

but in this casc i.e., for cylindrical geometry chambers

" 0 (--"--] [(a - bk" I'q
,,' ekk V'

"

=m' o[("_-_b~"~,,,~I'cq
V'

where,

< o[(a+b) In(alb)]''
••• (a-b) 2

So for cyl indrical ionization chamber containing air the collection efficiency

I
!", = I

1+-'"
6"

,



c. Volume Recombination in a Spbcrieallonization Cbamber

In the case of spherical ionization chamber, the expression for A, is

A, =4nr' =4JT(a-s)'

and the fractional recombination i;

I-I =_"_[(a-b)'qla'+ab+b']'
- 'pO 6ek,k, V' 3ab

For spherical gwmetry ionization chamber

The equivalent gap length'in spherical geometry chamber is therefore

where,

[' ]'"K,,,. = 3(a/b+l+b1a)

and finally the expression of the collection efficiency for spherical shaped ioni7.ation

chamber is

So, the general equation for the charge-c(llicction efficiency f (If an i(lnization

chamber containing air exposed to a continuous radiation field is

f = I
l+~~'

6

•



3.5.2 Loss uflons by Diffusion

If the applied voltage of the ionization chamber i> low. some of the positive ions

produccd dose to the positive plate may diffuse back and reach it and similarly for

negative ions produccd close to the negative plate. On this assumption, each ion

reaching a plale loses its charge on the first collision. Measurements of this loss have

been made by Scott and quoted by Greening [30] and found that diffusion losses will

rarely need to be taken into account in practical ionization chambers.

3,6 Cbamber.Signal Correction for Influence Quantities

Ionization chamber reference conditions are described by a set of influence quantities

which are not the subject of the measurement, but they influence the quantity being

measured. The Influence quantities of Ionization chamber dosimetry system arc

chamber wall; ambient air temperature, pre,sure and humidity; applied vollage and

polarity of the chamber; chamber leakage currents, chamber stem effect etc. If the

chamber is used under condition, that differ from the reference conditions, then the

measured signal of an ionization chamber must be corrected for the effect of

influence quantities In order to obtain the correct signal value.

3.6.1 Chamber Wall Effed

The air kenna in IJ7Cs and 6OCOy-ray fields i, usually measured by thick walled

graphite cavIty ionization chambers. The walls of the chamber pcnurb the incident

beam by attenuating it and generating scattered photons. The wail correction factor

k
wul

• is intended to remove the effects of attenuation of the Incident primary photons

in the chamber wall (and cavity air) and to remOVethe contribution of the recorded

ionization from any photon interaction other than the first interaction in the chamber

wall. So the wall correction factor corrects for atlenuation and scatler in the chamber

wall. The application of k •• 11 renders the measurement, tIJatcorresponds to a point in

air in thc absencc of the chamber. In pra~tice, wall correction factor is usually the

largest and most significant correction factor applied in calculating a cavity

,
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ionization chamber response; it can vary from 1%to 3%. depending on the design of

the chamber and its "all thickness [31],

3.6.2 Air Temperature, Pressure and Humidity Effects

The mass of air contained in the sensitive volume of the eh3mber is equal toP"~,

with P, being lhe air density and V, is the ioniz3tion volume of the chamber. Since

most ionization chambers are open 10 the ambienl almosphere, P. is a function of

the atmospheric pressure. lemperature and humidity and so is th" charge colleeted by

the chamber, as both are eorrelaled. Most standard laboratories use the value dry air

densily Po al ~landard conditions of O"C and i0l.325 kPa is 1.2930 kgfmJ
.

Considering air as an ideal gas, the density Po(T, Plat an arbitrary temperature T(in

"C) and pressure P (in kPa) is given by

p,{T,P)= p,(O'C,lOI.325kPa) 273.15 . P
273,15+T 101.325

Since lhe charge measured by an ioni7~tion chamber depends on air temperature,

pressure and humidity, therefore, the absolule value of the air kenna rate must be

given for slated reference values of lhese parameter,.

The correction factor for air temperature and pressure k, I' is given as:

k (273.15+T) Po
r,r - (273,15 +T.l P

(3,13)

and it is applied to convert lhe measured signal to the reference condilions, l'!ere T

(in "C) and P (in kPa) are respectively the temperature and pressure of air within lhe

chamber at the time of measurement, while T. (in "C) and Po(in kPa) are the

reference conditions used in the standard laboratory,

Since the usual laboratory conditions contain a quanlity of water vapour and air

kenna is defined for dry air, a correction factor for the influence of humid air k. is



required for absolute measurement of air kerma in the y-ray field, The dependence of

the inverse of the correction factor for humidity on relative humidlty at 20"C and

101.325 kPa according to the data of ICRU 1979 [321 is SllOWnin Fig. 3.6. The

following polynomial is determined by fitting the data of lCRU 1979 [32] would be

used for the correction factor and for the change of ionization due to humidityk •.

11k,'" l.0 + 4.0499x 10-' H - 2.485 x 10-; H' + 8.4819x 10->H'

-1.4'299 x 10-' H' + 2.4244 x 1O-Ll II' + 3.222x 10-ll H'

_ 5.4071 x 10-" JI' + 3.6796 x 10-" H' - 9.425 8x 10-" H'

Here H is the relative humidity (%) at 20°C.

Relalive humidity (%)

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 gO 90 tOO

(3.14)

1.003

.., 1,002

LOOt

t.OOO

"" "' '" , ,
Partial pr.ssure of wator vapour (%)

FLg, 3,6 Dependen", of tho invorse orlhe ""IT",lion factor lor humidity on relative
humidity at 2ife and 101.325 kPaaccording '0 Ihc doL. oftUW 1979 [321

Assuming the differencc betwccn the correction factors k. at 20°C and at 22°C

negligible, it is possible to use eqn. (3.14) without any modilication as the correction

factor for humidity at 22'C.



3.6.3 Chamber Stem Effect

Irradiating the chamber stem often cannot be avoided. Stem effect arises from the

effect of scattered y-rays from the stem, which reaches the chamber volume. In some

case, irr~diation of the chamber stem results a leakage current or extra current

induced in a cavity which is fonned ncar the cable tenninal of the stem

unintentionally,

3.6.4 Chamber Leakage Currents

No matter how well an ionization chamber dosimetric system is designed there will

always be a small chamber leakage current. Their effects on the true radiation-

induced currents are minimized by guard electrodes, low noise triaxial cables and

sophisticated electrometers. The leakage currents fall into three categories:

i) Intrinsic leakage currents,

iil Radiation-induced leakage currents, and

iii) Mechanical stress induced current and friction-induced spurious cable

current.

There will always be a small, non-radiation related signal present when the system is

in a ready mode to respond to radiation. This intrinsic current results from surface

and volume leakage currents tlowing between the polarizing and measuring

electrodes of the ionization chamber. In a well designed ionization chamber

dosimetry system the intrinsic leakage current are at least two orders of magnitude

lower than the measured radiation induced signals and thus either negligible or can

be ~uppressed from the actual radiation signal.

Electric leakage in the ionization chamber and electrometer may also occur because

of the irradiation of insulators and chamber parts, cables and electronics of the

measuring equipment. This is tenned post-irradiation leakage; an effect that

continues after the irradiation has ceased and decreases exponentially with time.

Mechanical stress on cable insulator, also cauSeS a leakage current for which

bending and twisting of the cables should be avoided.
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Chapter IV
Experimental Methods

4.1 Introduction

Ionization chambers used in hospitals for calibration of the radiation therapy beams

must have a traceable calibration (directly or indirectly) in a ,tandard laboratory.

Absolute ionization chambers are not used for routine calibrations. The Primary

Standard Dosimetry Laboratories (PSDLs) calibrate secondary standard dosimeters

for Secondary Standard Dosimetry Labmatories (SSDLs) that arc used for calibration

of the reference instruments of users, such as therapy level ionization chambers used

al hospitals. Graphite cavity ioni7.alion chambers with accurately known volume arc

used at primary metrology institutes for absolute measurement of air kerma in ""Co

and mes y-ray fields. For the absolute ionization chamber, the sensitive air volume

or mass is determined directly by measurement of the inner radius and the length of

the volume. In addition to the need of accurate knowledge of the sensitive ait

volume, wall correction factors are required to account for the elTect of photon

attenuation and scattering in the chlll11berwall. An accurate knowledge of W Ie value

and Bremsstrahlung fraction is also required to determine the mr-Mrma (rate) in mr.

Finally, standard laboratories implement additional correction factors, which account

for the deviations from the Bragg-Gray cavity theory,

For absolute air kerma measurement, cylindrical ionization chambers are being used

at National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMlJIAIST); recently eight spherical and

parallel-plate (pancake) ionization chambers of various volumes have been

constructed at the Primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (PSDL), AIST, Tsukuba,

Japan. These ionization chambers can be used for the measurement of absolute air

kerma rate in wide ranges in standard wCo and Il'CS ')'-ray fields. Figs. 4.1- 4.11

show the design and dimensions of different parts of the fabricated ionization

chambers.

'"



4.2 Specifications of the Fabricated Ionization Chambers

Chamber's electrode material: Poco graphile of density 1.82 g em.
l

Symbols for spherical chambcrs: S7A, S60A, S60B, S900A

Symbols for parallel plate chamber,: P9A, P9B, P60A, P60B

Chambers "xxA" are used both for MCO and IJ'Cs y-rays and those "xxB" are used

only for mCs y-ray beam, This is because lhc wall:. of xxl3 arc lhick enough for

electronic equilibrium for I"CS y-rays and not for 60CO, Figs.4.12 and 4.13 are thc

photographs of P9A and S60A ionizalion chambers,

57A Ionization Chamber

Spherical wall:

Collector clectrode:

S60A Ionization Chamber

Spherical wall:

Collector electrode:

560B Ionization Chamber

Spherical wall:

Collcelor eleelrode:

linner (jl24 mm and outer ~3{).6 mm

Rod- (jl2mm and lenglhl6 mm

Inner <p50mm and ouler (jl56.6mm

Rod- (jl2mm and lenglh 15.7 mm

Frustum- <p2mm, <p5mm and height 1.5 mm

Rod- ,+,5mm and lenglh 16 mm

Half sphere- <p5mm

Inner (jl50 mm and ouler ,+,52.4mm

Rod- ,+,2mm and length 15.7 mm

Frw,tum- ,+,2mm, cpSmm and height 1.5 mm

Rod- lp5 mm and length 16 mm

Halfsphere (solid) - (jl5mm

591)I)A lonilJlfion Cham1rer

Spherical wall: lnncr (jl120 mm and outer <p126.6 mm

Collector electrode: Rod- <p3mm and length 35,7 mm

Frustum- ,+,3mm, ,+,12mm and height 4.5 mm

Pipc- inner ,+,8mm, outer (jl12 mm and lenglh 37.5 mm

Halfsphere- mner ~8 mm and ouler ,+,12mm



P9A Ionization Chamber

Ring wall:

80th side disk walls:

Collector electrode:

P9B Ionization Chamber

Ring wall:

Both side disk walls:

Collector electrode:

Inner 1/l50mm, oulcr (jl56.6 mm and length 4.8 mm

(jl56.6 mm and thickness: 3.3 mm

Rod-1/l2 mm and length 3 mm

Disk- (jl44 mm and thickness OJ mm

Bolh side comb shape eleclnxle-1/l44 mm

(15 mm from the center 10 22 mm with a slope of

0,85/7)

Inner <p50mm, outer (jl56.6 mm and length 4.8 mm

<p56.6 mm and thickness: 1.2 mm

Rod-1/l2 mm and length 3 mm

Disk-ljl44 mm and thickness OJ mm

Both side comb shape electrode- «>44 mm

(15 mm from the center to 22 mm with a slope of

0.8517)

P60A Ionization Chamoor

Ring wall: Innerl/liOO mm, outer «1106.6 mm and length 8 mm

Both side disk walls: «1106.6 mm and thickness 3.3 mm

Colleclor electrode: Rod- «12mm and length 3 mm (OR with following Disk)

Rod" «10.5mm and length 2 mm (2 Rods)

Disk- <p96 mm and thickness 0.3 mm

P60B Ionization Chamber

Ring wall: Inner «1100mm, outer <p106.6 mm and length 8 mm

Both side disk walls: (jll06.6 mm and thickness 1,2 mm

Collector electrode: Rod- «12mm and length 3 mm (OR with following Disk)

Rod- «10.5mm and length 2 mm (2 Rods)

Disk- 'l'96 mm and thickness 0.3 mm.

•

•
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(b) COlietlOf eloctrodo of S60A Ionization Chamber (all dimension,
are in mm)
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4.3 Ionization Chamber System

The concept of an ionization chamber system is explained in Fig. 4.14. The

polarizing (Le. usually outer) electrode of the chamber is connected to biasing

(polarizing) voltage power supply. The ions produced in the ionization volume are

drifted towards the biasing electrode or to the collector depending on the polarity of

their charge. The signal current due to the ions is measured by an electrometer which

is connected to the collector electrode.

,'"~''''I< • '. '", ,

.,ro
electrOO,

,olloetinS ,iecnod,

F,S. 4.14 Schem'lLe d"S"'m of.n ,onizauonch,mber 'y,(,m. A '"proscnt' Ihe
electrome",r .nd Vis Ihe pawer ,uppil'

An ionization chamber system consists of the following components:

- An ionization chamber

- Electrometer

- Power supply

- Thermometer

- Barometer

- Hygrometer



,
4.4 Gamma Ray Sources

The absolute value of air kenna rate in 6OCOand I)1Cs y-ray field with nominal

activity 148 TBq and 34 TBq respectively would be measured using the fabricated

ionization chambers. Fig. 4, 15 shows schematically lhe 6(lCoy-ray source used in the

experiment.

oolllm.(o'

"'Co y-ray ,ou,«

SOcm

Fig. 4.1 S Schomat,o dllgrom of the "Co y_roy wuroe used in In••• p.rim~t

4.5 Setting of Ionization Chamber in y-ray Field for the
Measurement orIonization Current

The ionization current (or charge) produced in an ionization chamber is measured by

setting the mechanical center of the ionization volume of the chamber at a fixed

distance from the source on the central axis of tile y-ray beam as shown in Fig 4.16.

It has be<:ndone using two laser light beams, one is at the cenler of the y-ray beam

and the other is perpendicular to the beam. The perpendicular laser light shows a

reference position at I m distance from the "y-raysource. For irradiation at lower air

kenna rates, the chambers arc placed at 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 m from the source.
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Sometimes for much lower air kenna rates, tungsten alloy disks with a thickness of

25 mm and 40 mm or both are inlIeried in the collimator of the MlCo y-ray irradiation

container. For much lower air kenna rate of 137Cs y-ray field an iron disk is placed at

the collimator of the 137Csy-ray source. \\'hen higher air kerma rate is required, the

wCo y-ray source is pushed and placed so that source chamber distance becomes 0.6

and 0.4 m with the chamber fixed at the reference laser light position.

'~~I . ,__J~ cL ,- __
.'..d-. ,

Fig. 4.t6 Photograph of the setting amIIlb'elllent of S60A 1000izationChamber
in ""eo Y""'Y field for the measurement of ionization current

The ionization chamber is usually set at right angle to the y-ray beam. Average of the

absolute value of the signal ctment at both polarity of the applied voltage is used as

the output of the chamber for absolute measurement of the air kenna rate. By using

the average values, the effects of extra signal currents can be made negligible: (i) the

signal current from the cavity, which could be made due to imperfect design or

imperfe<:tllSsembling of the chamber, in the stem or near the cable terminal, (ii) the

signal current induced by irradiation of signal cables, (iii) the dark current of the

electrometer. This is because all of these signals do not depend on the polarity of the

applied voltage and are added to the actual signal ctment of the ionization chamber
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when their polarities are the SlIme as that of the actual sigJIal CUlTCntand are

subtracted from the actual signal current when their polarities are different.

4.6 Measurement of Ionization Volume Of tbe Fabricated Ionization
Chambers

An ionization chamber response depends on the chamber design. In order to obtain

the total ionization volume of such a chamber, for convenience, the chamber is

divided into three parts:

(i) the ionization volume in the spherical or disk part of the chamber,

(ii) the ionization volume in the neck part of the chamber and

(iii) the ionization volume in the stem part of the chamber.

For spherical ionization chamber, the ionization volume in the spherical part of the

chamber is calculated using the inner diameter of the cavity and the outer diameter

and length of the central collector electrode. In the case of parallel-plate (pancake)

ionization chamber, the ionization volume in the disk part is determined from the

inner diameter of that part, the depth of the cavity and the outer diameter and length

of the central electrode.

The ionization volume in the cylindrical shaped n«k part of the chamber is

calculated using the inner diameter and the length of the neck part and !he outer

diameter and length of the collector electrode within the neck part of the chamber.

For the chamber P9A and P9B, the volume of the wedge shaped part of the collector

electrode is obtained by calculation as a sum of small square pillars because it is

difficult to calculate it analytically.

The ionization volume in the stem part of the chamber is measured in the following

way: at first, the external cavity wall and the central electrode of the chamber all:

removed from the stem of the chamber and then a short central electrode is attached

with the stem. The stem is then covered by a smail pipe. The pipe shaped cover has

the SlImelength, inner and outer diameters as those of the stem part of the chamber.
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Then a flat disk is attached in front of the pipe shaped cover. The short central

e1ex:trode,the pipe shaped cover and the flat disk are made with the same material

(Poco-graphite) by which the chamber is made. Another cylindrical shaped stem

cover of the same dimension with a small hole at the base of the cover for passing the

collector electrode through it is also used. So, two types of stem cover are used. Now

each covered stem is set perpendicularly to the y-ray beam at a distance of 1m from

the source using two laser light beams. A voltage of 500V is applied to this

arrangement and is irradiated by r,(ICoor I)7Csy-ray beam. Ionization current from

this arrangement using two types of stem cover is measured at both polarities of the

applied voltages. Average of the absolute value of the signal current measured at

both polarities in each case of this arrangement is used as the signal current from the

stem part of the chamber. The ionization volume in the stem part of the chamber is

obtained from an assumption that the ratio between this signal current and the signal

current from the whole volume of the ionization chamber is proportional to the ratio

of the effective ionization volnme in the stem part and the total ionization volume of

the chamber.

4.7 Correction Factors for Ion Loss in the Fabricated Ionization
Chambers

The signal current from an ionization chamber at first increases with the applied

voltage to the polarizing electrode and finally reaches the saturation value. The

saturation characteristics are governed by lluee processes of iOIlloss in the chamber:

the initial recombination, hack diffusion and volume recombination. Initial

recombinatioll loss is due to the recombination of the iOlls created in each cluster;

diffusion loss is due to the back-diffusion of positive and negative ions to anode and

cathode respectively. Volume recombination loss of ions occurs when ions drift

towards their respective electrodes.

Initial recombination loss and back diffusion loss both are proportional to the inverse

of the applied voltage and independent of the air kenna rate. On the other hand,

volume recombination loss is proportional to the inverse of the square of the applied

voltage of the ionization chamber and to the air kenna rate. Volume recombination
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loss can be obtained from the change of signal currents measured at several different

applied voltages at high air kenna rates. Initial recombination loss and diffusion loss

arc obtained from signal currents measured at low air kerma rales and then it Is not

necessary \0 take into account volume recombination loss. In practice, initial

re<:ombinationis generally negligible compared to the volume ion recombination for

most ionization chambers. Volume ion recombination is reduced by the use of low

air kerma rates and small-volume ion chambers and then the initial ion

recombination is significant [17, 30].

In the present walk, ion losses due to volume recombination, initial recombination

and back diffusion in each of the ionization chambers are obtained using a method

proposed by De Almeida and Niatel [33] and adopted by Boutillon [8]. In this method

all the ion losses are obtained simultaneously by measuring signal currents at different

applied voltages for different air kenna rates.

Near saturation i.e., when the ion losses due 10 recombination and diffusion arc

small, the ralio between the saturation current I, and the ionization current Iv

measured at an applied voltage V, can be obtained by the eqn. (negle.:ting the tenns

of higher order)

with

m' =a/(ek.,tJ

(4.1)

(4.2)

where A is constant for a particular chamber involved in the initial recombination and

back diffusion;

m'g is also constant for a particular chamber involved in the volume

recombination process;

g is a factor which depends on the chamber geometry;

a is the volume recombination coefficient under continuous irradiation;

e is the charge per ion;

k. and k_ are the mobility of the positive and negative ions respectively.
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The first variable term on the right hand side of eqn. (4, I) describes the loss of ions

by initial recombination and diffusion and the second variable term describes the

volume recombination loss. So, volume recombination loss depends on applied

voltage, air kenna rates and the chamber geometry factor g. [on loss due to initial

recombination and diffusion within the ionization chamber are obtained from the

'value of A; volume recombination loss is obtained from the value of mIg at any

applied voltage and air kerma rate. Ionization chambers arc used in a wide range of

air kenna rates. For absolute measurements of air kerma rates, it is important to

obtain accurate signal currents by correcting it for ion losses using the values of A

and m'g in each ionization chamber.

If V in eqn. (4.1) is replaced by the lower voltage VI'I, a similar eqn. is obtained for

the signal currcntIel,. Here n is an arbitrary value larger than I.

Now dividing this eqn. by the eqn. (4.1) gives (neglecting the higher order terms)

(4.3)

Currents [v and [VI' are measured at several different air kerrna rates and then the

values of [v j [VI' are plotted as a function offr. The applied voltage must he high

enough to ensure high ion collection efficiency Over the whole range of measured

currents,

For an ideal parallel plate ionization chamber, g '" d'j6, where, d is the separation

between the parallel electrodes.

For an ideal spherical ionization cbamber in which both the outer electrode of radius

a and the central electrode of radius b are spherical shape



with

[' ]"K",. = 3(alb+l+b/a)

However, in the present case of the fabricated ionization chambers, the chambers are

not ideal one and it is not possible 10 obtain the value of g from the above

expressions.

In the present study, in order to measure the ion loss within each of the ionization

chambers signal currents are measured in 6OCOy-ray field for A5, S7A, S60A,

S9Q{lA,P9A and P60A ionization chambers and for S60B in 1l1CSy-ray field. The

applied voltages V and Vln are 600, 400, 300, 200, 150V for A5; 1000, 500,

200,IOOV for S7A; 1000,600,300,200, 100V for S60A and S60B; 1000, 600, 400,

300V for S9OOA;400, 200, 100, 50V for P9A and 700, 300, 100, 30, lOV for P60A

ionization chambers. The air kenna rates are varied by placing Cu plates with the

total thickness ranging from 6 to 60 mm or tungsten (W) disk of25 mm thickness at

the collimator of the 6OCOsource or an iron disk is placed at the collimator of the

IJlCs y-ray source. The measured signal current is corrected for the temperature 22"C

and pressure 101.325 kPa, but no correction is made for the dependence of the signal

current on humidity. Air humidity ranged from 38% to 44% throughout the

ionization current measurement from aU the fabricated ionization chambers in the

present study at different applied voltages. Signal current is measured at least three

times for a particular applied voltage in each polarity. Therefore, for a particular

value of applied voltage there are six values of ionization currents at both polarities.

Average of the absolute value of the signal currents measured at both polarities of the

applied voltage is used as the signal current in order to obtain the effect of ion losses

within the chamber.

4.8 Stem Correction Factor for the Fabricated Ionization Chambers

The stem correction factor is due to the contribution or y-ray scattered by the

ionization chamber stem. This factor (k,,,, ••) is detemtined using a dummy stem of

"
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identical size and composition placed on the side opposite to the original chamber

stem, and the chamber is irradiated successively with and without the presence of a

dummy stem; the ratio of the signal current gives the slem correction factor. In the

present study, ionization currents are measured al both poiarities of the applied

voltages. Average of the absolute value of the ionization currenl measured at both
•

polarities is used as the signal current in order to obtain the stem correction faclor of

the chamber. For each fabricated ionization chamber, stem correction factor is

determined at various source chamber distances (SeD), i.e. at various air kenna rates

in the y-ray field. For a particular ionilation chamber in a y-ray field, average value

of k,"m at various SCDs would be used as the stem correction factor during absolute

air kerma measuremenl by that chamber. In the present study, stem correction factor

of the fabricated ionization chambers are measured for the following source-to-

chamber distances (SCDs):

S7A lonizalion Chamber

SCD= O.3m,OAm, 1m, 2m, 3m, 4m and 6m (for wCo .ource)

- 1m, 2m and 4m (for 1J7Cssource)

S60A Ionization Chamber

SCD- 1m, 2m, 4m and 6m (fQr6<lCosource)

- 1m, 2m and 4m (for IllCS source)

S60B Ionization Chamber

SCD- 1m, 2m and 4m (for II'CS source)

S900A Ionization Chamber

SCD- 4m, 6m and 6m with 25mm W attenuator (for6<JCosource)

- 1m, 2m, 3m and 4m (for 1J7CSsource)

P9A Ionization Chamber

SCD- O.3m, OAm, 1m, 2m, 4m and 6m (for6<lCosource)

- 1m, 2m and 4m (for Il7Cs source)

"
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P60A Ionization Chamber

SCD~ 2m, 3m, 4m and 6m (for60Cosource)

~ 1m, 2m, 3m and 4m (for Il'CS souree)

4.9 Wall Correction Factor oftbe Fabricated Ionization Chambers

Several methods have been developed for the determination of the wall correction

factor. In extrapolation techniques, k""" is given by the extrapolated kw value

multiplied by k"" (center of electron production).Traditionally. most standard

laboratories determined k .• by extrapolation method. In this method ionization

current is measured as a function of wall thickness varied by adding layers of wall

materials to all sides of the chamber and then to linearly extrapolate the measured

curve to zero wall thickness, The extrapolation to zero wall thickness over-corrects

for wall attenuation. Some of the electrons that contribute to ionization in the cavity

gas originate from photon interactions that take place within the wall at a point

upstream from the cavity where the photon fluence has not been allenuated by the

full wall thickness. The factor k"" is introduced because the electrons set in motion

by the photons have a finite range in the chamber wall i.e, k,,,, is applied to account

for the depth in the wall at which the electrons entering the cavity are produced. k,,,,

corrects for the mean center of ele<:tronproduction.

Starting in the mid 1980s, with newly developed codes and faster computers, it was

possible to calculate directly the wall correction factor using Monte Carlo

techniqnes, where the calculated factor k""" included k"", Rogers and Biclajcw [25]

found that the calcnlated values of k_1I were significantly different (up to 1%) from

those determined by linear extrapolation in combination with k_ for spherical

chambers. Bielajew [24] showed that linear extrapolation of experimental data for

spherical chambers are inappropriate owing to the curvature of the chamber walls. A

simple nonlinear theory was constructed for the spherical chambers. Using this

nonlinear extrapolation of the measured data led to reasonable agreement with the

•
•
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Monte Carlo calculations. Other recent studies [22, 27, 28] provide evidence that

linear extrapolation technique is inadequate in measuring the wall correction factor.

McCaffrey et al [21] explored the clear evidence that Monte Carlo calculations

provide directly more consistent and accurate value of k""" correction factor; and

linear extrapolation techniques used to derive k. correction factors introduce

significant errors. The principle of Monte Carlo approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.17

from which the following equations become evident:

Fig 4.17 Schem.lie diagnlm of the successiv< <vents ,h.l occur ,f.pholon
of energy h vente" Lntho w.1I of. caYily chamber

According to Fig. 4.17 a photon of energy hv enters in the wall ofa cavity chamber.

After a path of lengths" the first interaction occurs producing a scattered photon of

energy hv' and an electron, which travels through the cavity and deposits energy

£'.' in the eavity air. The scattered photon interacts within the wall and produces an

electron which travels tluough the cavity, thereby depositing energy £,., in the
cavity air.

Correction factor for attenuation of r-rays in the chamber electrodes is

(4.4)

•

,



Correction factor for y-rays scaltcrcd by the chamber electrodes is

LE,.,
k""" = L(~I,. +E',L),

(4.5)

The energy E,. is the deposited energy in thc cavity air by elel:trons generated from
the Ith primary photon interaction and is weighted bye#"', where P, is the linear

attenuation coefficient and 5, is the path length of the ith primary photon in the

graphite wall. The weighted sum is the total energy that wonld be deposited in the

cavity air by elel:trons if there is no photon attenuation in the chamber wall. The

correction factor for photon attenuation in the wall is this weighted sum divided by

the total energy deposited in the cavity by electrons of the first generation when

photons are altenuated in the wall. The COITC\:tionfactor for thc increase in deposited

energy in the cavity air dne to electrons generated from scattered photons in the wall

is thc total energy deposited in the cavity by first-generation electrons divided by the

sum of the total energy deposited in the cavity by electrons of the first generation and

those of the higher generations, expressed in eqn. (4.5). From eqn. (4.4) it is obvious

that factor k.."is included in the calculation of k.,~. The wall correction factor

kooll is the product of the two factors k",,.. and k""" which are the corrections for y-

ray aUenuation in thc chamber walls and for scattered y-ray contributions to chamber

responses respectively. So, the wall correction factor

I.e.,

(4.6)

The values of k",,,,, k_ and k_" are calcnlated for spherical, cylindrical and

pancake ionization chambers using the EGS5 program [34] that simnlates these



different type cavities with six different sizes in mCs and MlCo1-ray fields. Same

type of chambers has the same shape but different size. The inner diameter of the

cavity of the smallest spherical chamber is 20 mm; the inner diameter and the length

of the smallest cylindrical chamber are 20 mm and 25 mm respectively and those of

the smallest pancake chamber arc 40 mm and 4 mm respectively. The size ratio

between adjacent size chambers is 1.5 for spherical and cylindrical ionization

chambers and is 1.4 for pancake chambers, In the calculation, the inner electrodes

(i.e. the charge collector) are ignored. The chambers are made with graphite of

density 1,82 gcm"l. Wall thicknesses are assumed to be 1.2 mm for Il'CS 1-rays (i.e.

for 662 keY) and 3.3 mm for lOCOy-rays (i.e. for 1173 keY and 1332 keY). The

cavity air pressure is assumed to be 101.325 kPa and temperature 22'C. It is also

assumed that the flat walls of pancake ionization chambers arc fixed perpendicular to

parallel and uniform y-ray beam and that of cylindrical chambers are fIXedat 45°

with the direction of the y-ray beam as shown in Fig, 4.18.

j j j j j j j j j

51

j

(Spherical cnam1>et) (Pancake ohaml>cr) (Cylindrio.l clulmbcr)

Fig. 4,18 Ch.mber pe'''iomng with re'pOClle tne be.m dirccllnn for dLITerenttype, of
ioltilOlion ohambers

Spherical ionizalion chambers:

Inner diameter •• 20, 30, 45, 67.5, 101.25, 151.87 mm (i.e., 1.5 time step)
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Pancake (Parallel Plate) ionization chambers

Inner separation (I. S.) =4, 5.6, 7.84, 10.97, 15.36, 21.51 mm (i.e., 1.4 time step)

Inner diameter (J.D.) = 40, 56, 78.4, 109.76, 153.66, 215.12 mm (i.e., J.D.=I. S.xI0)

Cylindrical ionization chambers

Inner diameter (l.D,) = 20, 30, 45, 67.5, 101.25, 151.87 mm (i.e., 1.5 time step)

Inner length (1.L.)= 25, 37.5, 56.25, 84.375, 126,56, 189.84 mm
(i,e" J.L.=I.D. x 1.25)

4.10 Average Mass Collision Stopping Power Ratio for the
Ionization Chambers in iJ7Cs and 60COy-ray Beams

Values of the average mass collision stopping power ratio are essential for absolute

air kerma rate measurement in Il'CS and wCo 'Y-rayfield. The average value of the

rate of energy loss per unit path length x by a charged particle of type Y and kinetic

energy Tin a medium of atomic number Z is called its stopping power, (dT(dx),n'

Dividing the stopping power by the density p of the absorbing medium is the mass

stopping power(dT( ,alx), in MeVcm'{g. Total stopping power has two components:

(a) the collision stopping power, which is the average energy loss per unit path length

due to inelastic Coulomb collisions with bound atomic clectrons of the medium

resulting in ionization and excitation;

(b) the radiative stopping power, which is the average energy loss per unit path

length due to emission of Bremsstrahlung in the electric field of the atomic nucleus

and the atomic electron [3].

Thc separation of the stopping power into these two components is useful for two

reasons. First, the methods used for the evaluation of the two components are qnite

different. Second, the energy going into the ionization and excitation of atoms is

absorbed in the medium rather close to the particle track, whereas most of the energy

lost in thc form of Bremsstrahlung travels far from the track before being absorbed.

In the present study, values of :<",/:<,. is obtained for secondary electrons emitted by
lJ7Cs 'Y-raysand 6OCOy-rays using the EGS5 program [34] that simulates spherical,

"
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pancake and cylindrical cavities of different sizes in Il'CS and 6'lCo )'-ray fields. The

simulated ionization chambers and its positioning with respect to beam direction are

considered same as those used to detennine the values of k"".

4.11 Dependence of the Mass Energy Ahsorption Coefficient Ratio
on the Photon Energy

In eqn. (1.7) it is assumed that all the secondary electrons are emitted from the

chamber wall i.e. in the graphite. But in large cavity ionization chambers it is thought

that some Compton electrons are also emitted from the air in the cavity by the

incident y-rays [35]. Consequently, the last frnctional term in eqn. (J .7) should be

modified to Mwhich is

M= (p.;.lp).~(E.~+E".)
(p••1p)." E", + (Pm I p) •••E".

So,

M = [(p", 1p) .(,I(p" I p)". ](E.~!E"" + I)
[(p", I p).r. I(p", !p).", ](E.~IE"" )+ I

(4.7)

where E~, and E". are the energies deposited in the cavity air by photo electrons

and Compton electrons emitted from the air and from the graphite wall respectively.

In the present study, values of E",,! E"" are also obtained using the EGS5 program

[34]. The simulated ionization chambers and the chamber positioning with respect to

beam direction are the same as those used for calculation of k •• 11 or average mass

collision stopping pOwer ratio in 1J7Csand !>OCoy-ray field.

4.12 Angle Dependence Sensitivities for the Fahricated Ionization
Chambers

For all the spherical and parallel plate ionization chambers, the reference direction of

the chamber is along the collector, i.e. along the stem. Setting an ionization chamber



at 0" means the ionization chamber reference direction is pointing towards the l-ray

source, and at 01090" means reference direction is perpendicular to the l-ray beam.

Usually signal current from all spherical and pancake ionization chambers are

measured by fixing the chamber at 90"; only cylindrical ionization chambers which

are using at NMlJIAIST arc fIXedat 45" during signal current measurement. In order

to measure the angle dependence sensitivities of each of the fabricated ionization

chambers signal currents are measured at both polarities of applied voltages at

different angular positions of the chamber in a wide range of angle e,g., from _120"

to +120". The signal currents are corrected for the temperature 22"C and pressure

101.325 kPa, Sensitivities of each of the fabricated ionization chambers are measured

at various source..chamber distances (SeDs) in 1l7CSand &lCo l-ray fields.

4,13 Correction factor to air kerma for the charge of initial ionizing
electrons

Air kenna is defined as the quotient of the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all

secondary electrons liberated by photons, by the mass of air from which the

sc<:ondaryelectrons arc liberated, The values of initial kinetic energIes are generally

obtained as the product ofW-value of air for the secondary electrons and the number

of ion pairs produced in the ionization chamber. The signal current from ionization

chambers, however, consists of not only the charge of ion pairs but also the charge of

the ionizing secondary electrons, i.e. photoelectrons, Compton electrons and Auger

electrons, and the charge of positive ions which are fonned by the release of these

secondary electrons.

Values of the correction faclor 10 air kenna and exposure measured by free air

ionization chambers for the charge of these ionizing electrons and ions were

calculated for photons with energies in the range from 1 keY to 400 keV [36]. In the

calculation, the effects of an increase in the W_value of air for low-energy electrons

were also taken into consideration. It was found that the correction factor for air

kenna has a maximum value near photon energy of 30 keV and il was found to be

0.9951 for a spectrum with a mean energy of 7.5 keV which is the reference x-ray

spectrum with the lowes! mean energy in ISO 4037-1 [37]. The correction lilctor
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increases monotonically from !he minimum value O.9977with photon energy in the

range larger than 65 keY.

Similar corrections alt' presumable for air kenna and exposure measured by cavity

ionization chambers. In a case of a cavity ionization chamber with a very small

cavity, aU ionizing electrons i.e. photoelectrons, Compton electrons and Auger

electrons are emitted from the wall material i.e., graphite. Some of these eleetrons

stop in the cavity air and contribute to the signal current. As the energies and

numbers of Auger electrons from graphite and air (N, 0, Ar atoms) are not the same,

the values of correction factors must be different for free air ionization chambers and

for cavity ionization chambers. Cavity ionization chambers are used for absolnte

measurement of relatively high energy photons. Conseqnently, the ratio of the

number of ionizing electrons to the total number of ion pairs produced is small and

the correction factor must be very close to 1. In the present work of air kenna

measurement using cavity ionization chambers, the correction for the charge of these

ionizing electrons is disregarded.

4.14 Absolute Air Kenna Rate Measurement in the 'f~ray Field using
Different Type of Ionization Chambers

The absolute value of air kenna rate in the wCo and IllCS y-ray fields is determined

at various sourcc-chambcr-distances (SCDs) using the cylindrical, spherical and

pancake ionization chambers. For this determination ionization current is measured

by setting the spherical and pancake ionization chambers perpendicularly with the

parallel and uniform y-ray beam direction and the cylindrical chambers are fixed at

450 witb the direction of the y-ray beam. Ionization current is measured at both

polarities of the applied voltage of the chamber and average of the absolute value of

the ionization currents at both polarities of the applied voltage is used as the signal

current during absolute air kerma measuremen!. From the signal current the absolute

air kerma in the y-ray field is obtained using eqn, (1,7),

•
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Chapter V

Results and Discussion

5.1 Ionization Volume of the Fabricated Ionization Chambers

The ionization volume of the fabricated chambers is given in Table 5.1. The

uncertainty U of the lotal ionization volume V,measurement for all the fabricated

ionization chamber in the prescnt study is obtained by the following equation:

u= ~(UmxV}'+(U,xA,)' xlOO%
V,

where U•• is the uncertainty in the ionization volume measurement of the spherical

or disk pan of the chamber (Y) and the V, is the uncertainty in the ionization volume

measurement in the stem part oflbc chamber (A,).

Table 5.111lolzatioo volume in different parts ofthe fabricated lonlzatlon chambers

Ionization Ionization Ionization Total Uncertain!volume in volume in volume in ionization y oftota]
Chamber ,h. the stem volume of

"",- spherical/ the neck part of the ••• ionization
pm volume

symbol t~~~~(nunl) ~~~~);c;,~~~ U(%)V~, A, nun) Vr cm
57A 7188.37 28.28 23.19 7.2398 0.01

S60A 65038.32 31.11 25.46 65.095 0.01
Spherical

'OOB 65038.32 31.10 25.46 65.095 0.06

S900A 899608.02 57.78 16.31 899.68 0.04

POA 8851.82 21.11 24.69 8.8976 0.13

POB 8851.82 21.l1 24.69 8.8976 0.13
Pancake

P60A 60651.07 28.27 22.18 60.702 0.07

P60B 60651.07 28.27 22.18 60.702 0.07
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In the case of spherical chambers, uncertainty U" is estimated from the standard

deviation of the measured radius of the chamber. In the Case of pancake ionizlllion

chamber U" is estimated from the standard deviation of the measured radius of the

chamber and that for the height of the chamber.

The uncertainty in the measurement of ionization volume in thc stem part of the

chamber is less than 10% for all ionization chambers in the present study and it is

obtained from the stem current measurement using two types of stem cover.

5.2 Ion Loss witbin the Fabricated Ionization Chambers

Figs 5,1.5.3 show the signal current ratio Ir !Irl• variation with Ir obtained for the

ionization chambers A5, S7A and S60A respectively. A5 is a spherical ionization

chamber of ionization volume about 100 eml, whieh is a commercial product by

Exmdin. For each chamber, the valuc of A is obtained from the intercept on the y_

axis by the lines titled to the plotted data and the volume recombination factor m'g

is obtained from the slope of the lines. Tables 5.2-5.8 show the values of A and m'g

for various ionization chambers at different applied voltages in the present study.

,
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Table 5.2 Yalues ofA and //Ilg for A5 Ionization Cbamber

V VI"
m2g (s C-'yl)

(Yolt) (Yolt)
A(Y)

'"'0 1.044oW.048 (3.975oW.114)E+11

300 O.911lO.037 (4.324oW.072)E+ll
600 200 O.795OW.OO6 (4.635oW.OO9)E+ll

150 O.66oW.OI9 (4,937oW.023)E+l1

300 O.78:CO.085 (4.573:CO.144)E+ II

400 200 0.711lO.017 (4.751lO.022)E+II

ISO 0.583oW.019 (5.024:CO.021 )E+ II

200 0.67&iO.039 (4.812:CO.046)E+II300 150 0,534oW.030 (5.087,,0.030)E+11

200 150 0.39:CO.050 (5.280:C0.043)E+ll

Table 5.3 Yalues of A and m1g for S7A Ionization Chamber

V VI" m2g(sC-1yl)
(Volt) (Volt)

A(V)

500 0.61OW.021 (2.568:CO.118)E+ II

1000 200 O.603:CO.071 (2.2270100.151)E+11

100 O.514OW.021 (2.65S:CO.025}E+11

200 O.53oW,OI6 (2A53:CO.D29)E+11
500 100 OA7&iO,021 (2.71S:CO.022)E+11

200 100 OA44oW.034 (2.79HO.029)E+11
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Table 5.4 Values ofA and m'g for S6flA Ionization Chamber

v VI,
m'g (se'y')A(V)

(Yolt) (Yah)

600 0.48W.187 (6.057W.985)E+ll

300 0.609:0.039 (5.04llO.126)E+ll
1000 200 0.605%0.029 (5.08llO.068)E+ll

100 0.566;1;(1,037 (5.171w.()(i8)E+II

300 0.66;1;(1.078 {4.825W.218)E+II

600 200 0.63W.051 {5.00llO.107)E+ II

100 0.578IO.057 {5.132W.096)E+Il

200 0.594:1:0.033 {5.lll¥l.056)E+ II
300

100 0.534W,046 (5.207W.()(i5}E+II

200 100 0.474:1:0.070 (5.271W.086)E+II

Table 5.5 Values ofA and m1g (or S6flB Ionization Chamber

V VI,
mig (s C-1y2)A(V)

(Volt) (Volt)

600 0.690100.185 {5.717:1:3.806}E+II

300 O.703W.076 (4.830¥l.964)E+ll
1000 200 0.69&iO.Oll (4.949%O.I13)E+11

100 O.621W.OI5 (5.523W.117)E+ll

300 0.624:1:0.044 (5.453W.539)E+ll

600 200 0.582=0.049 (5.725W.454)E+II

100 O.53&iO.051 (5.944W.375)E+11

200 0.54W.080 (5.886W.588)E+ll
300 100 0.4890100.061 (6.084W.375)E+ll

200 100 0.43&iO.066 {6.22111i1.351)E+ll



Table 5.6 Values GfA and mig for S900A Ionization Chamher

v VI" m1g (5 C-1V2)
(Volt)

A(V)
(Volt)

600 1.575%0.118 (1.233W.208)E+ 12

1000 400 1.16lllil.l13 (1,427¥l.152)E+12

300 l.2l7W.069 (J .2l5:1{l.074)E+ 12

400 0.828¥l.297 (1.523:1{l.335)E+ 12
600 JOO I.074W.142 (1.209¥l.133)E+12

400 300 1.332IO.095 (O.98Q:0.077)E+12

Table 5.7 Values of A and m2g for P9A Ionization Chamber

v VI" m1g (s C-1V2)
(Volt) (Volt)

A(V)

200 O.42IO.OO8 (5. 715W.931 )E+9

400 100 0.32#).005 (1.014;l;().423)E+9

50 0.241;l;().004 (6.069:1:1.882)E+8

100 O.24:1{l.O04 (l.063W.201 )£+8
200

50 0.209:1:0.007 (4.118H.868)E+8

100 50 0.182IO.007 (4.722:1:2,479)E+8



Table 5.8 Values of A and m1g for P60A Ionization Chamber

v VI,
m1g(sCIVl)A(V)

(Yolt) (Yolt)

30 0.134M.003 (1.814MA70)E+08
700 10 0.111:1:0.002 (l.87UO.096)E+08

30 0.115M.Om (IA04MA69)E+08
300 10 0.105M.DOI (1.82UO.077)E+08

30 0.lOUO.D02 (1.531M.306)E+08
100 10 O.101M.DOI (1.84IM.01l)E+08

30 10 0.100:l:0.D02 (J .879:1:O.104)E+08

Table 5.9 Average values of A and m1g for various Ionization Cbambers

Ionization chamber
mig(s ely1)A(V)

A5 0.753M.OIO (4.763M.014)B+ll

57A 0.526M.018 (2.658:1:O.025)E+II

S60A 0.587M.028 (5.13~.053)E+II

5608 0.655:1:0.016 (5.355JoO.147)E+II

S900A 1.259:1:0.087 (1.158:1:0.091)E+12

e9A 0.25<ml.004 (7.759:1:2.130)E+8

P60A 0.107M.OOI (1.838:1:O.082)E+8

It is observed from the results that the values of A and m'g for a particular

ionization chamber are scattered in a relatively wide range. One of the reasons is that

the values of A and m' g is not constant for a particular chamber and change

depending on the lifetime of ions [Ill, i.e. depend on the applied voltage of the

ionization chamber. Another important reason for the scattering of the values is that



I
these values have been obtained from very small differences of signal currents

measured al different applied voltages and different air kenna rales.

In oroer to ObselVCthe d~ndence of ion loss with Ihe chamber size of spherical

chamber, let us consider a spherical ioniUllion chamber of volume V, with the,
spherical wall outer radius a and collector radius b as shown in Fig. S.4.

"

b

v.

FIg. 5.4 Cros;.'.'tional view of the spnotical ionlz.atlon chamber

If V is the applied voltage to the chamber then al a distance r from the center of the

chamber the electric field strength E, is

E '" V, ,'(llb-Ila)

As the electric field strength varies with the distance r from the center of the

spherical chamber, so the average electric field strength Eo •• within the chamber

volume is considered.

I
!
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The average field strength E.", within the spherical volume of the chamber is

"I 4ltr'V dr/[4lt (a' -b')l
r'(llb-I/a) 3

" 4,V.' 1,,([4' ,.' -b'l)
(a-b) 3

3abV"----
(a' -b')

If b«a, then neglecting bJ in the denominator

E = 3bV
••" a'

The initial recombination loss is inversely proportional of the electric field strength

and volume recombination loss is inversely proportional to the square of the electric

field strength. So, the above equation shows that both initial and volume

recombination loss depends on the ratio of the outer and inner electrode radii and

also the size of the spherical ioniution chamber. Since average electric field strength

within the spherical ionization chamber becomes smaller for larger size ionization

chamber, the initial and volume recombination loss become larger for larger size

spherical ionization chambers.

Ions llI'elost by back diffusion if they are produced ncar the vicinity of the electrode

where the electrostatic potential difference from the electrode is less than kTI e ,

where e is the elementary charge, k the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute

temperature of air within the chamber. Since the electric field strength near the

central electrode is high, as a result the diffusion loss is negligible there and we can

neglect the diffusion loss at the central electrode. So, the back diffusion loss takes

place mainly at the surface of the outer electrode of the chamber .

••
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The electric field strength at the outer electrode of the spherical chamber E. is

E = V
• a'(lfb-lfa)

,bY- a'ta_b)
bV- a(a-b)

Since for spherical ionization chamber, diffusion loss is inversely proportional to the

electric field strength at the outer electrode E. and tho surface area of the outer

electrode. The ion loss due to diffusion compared to the total ion-pairs produced

within the ionization volume is proportional to

3a'(a-b)--~---bV(a' -b')

J,'o --_

bV(a' +ab+b')

If b« a then it becomes ;;

Therefore, ion loss due to diffusion compared to the total ion pairs produced in the

ionization volume of the chamber also depends on the ralio between the onler and

inner electrode radii of the spherical ionization chamber.

Ion loss within an ionization chamber due 10 inilial recombination and diffusion

would be calculated by the average values of A and that by volume recombiuatiou

obtained by the average value of mlg. which are presented in Table 5.9. Average
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values of A and mIg for a given ionization chamber are obtained from the values of A

and mIg at different applied voltages and n values by weighing with the inverse of

uncertainties of the results. It can be observed from the table that the values of A and

m1g are larger for larger volume spherical ionization chambers, viz, in the order of

S7A, S60A(B), and S9'00A. The reason for the increase of these values is expected

due to the difference of the ratio between the outer electrode radius the collector

electrode radius, (which are: 12/1"'12 for S7A, 25/2.5'" 10 for S60A (B), and 60/6=10

for S900A) and the outer elcctrode radius. If the applied voltage to all the spherical

chambers in the present study is same then the diffusion loss in S7A is greater than

that of other spherical chambers such as S60A, S60B and S900A and the ion loss due

to diffusion is same for S60A, S60B and S900A ionization chambers.

Since for larger volume spherical chamber the initial recombination loss is larger, so

if the applied voltage to the chamber S60A(B) and S900A are same then the initial

recombination loss in S900A Ionization Chamber is larger than S60A(B) Ionization

Chambers. For this reason it has been seen from Table 5.9 that the value of A for

S900A is larger than that of other spherical chambers S60A(B) in the present study.

Separation between the electrodes of pancake ionization chambers P9A and P60A is

very small. For P9A Ionization Chamber separation between electrodes is (4.8-0.3)/2

= 2.25 mm and that for P60A Ionization Chamber is (8-0.3)/2 = 3.85 mm. In the case

of P9A Ionization Chamber, the uncertainty in the measurement of recombination

parameter is large. This is due to very small loss of signal currents from P9A

Ionization Chamber. In the ease of pancake ionization ehambers, both the values for

A and m1g are larger for smaller chamber P9A than for larger chamber P60A. This

may be due to large ion losses at the corners of the ionization volume where the

electrie field strength is relatively small. The percentage of the comer volume is

larger for the smaller ionization chamber, P9A, than that for the larger ionizalion

chamber P60A.



5.3 Stem Correction Factor of the Fabricated Ionization Chambers

Table 5.10 shows the stem correction factor of the fabricated ionization chambers. It

is clear from the table that the stem scattering effect is larger for smaller volume

ionization chambers. This is because the stem is nearer 10 the chamber volume for

smaller volume ionization chambers than for larger volume ionization chambers and

the relative effect of scattered y-rays becomes larger due to the inverse square law.

Table 5.10 Stem corredioll factor oftbe fabricated lonlzatillD cbambers

Chamber Type y-ra)' Stem correclion factor Stem correction (%)

C, 0.99382M.00065 0.6181
S7A .C, 0.99587:0.00096 0.4130

C, 0,9%87:tO.00074 0.3134
S60A ;~Co 0.99791:tO.00027 0.2090

S60B C, 0.99556:0.00050 0.4445

C, 0.9985I:tO,00042 0.1489
S900A .C, 0.99929:tO.00013 0,0706

C, 0.99662:0.00041 0.3377
P9A .C, O,9983~.00049 0.1617

C, 0.99855:0.00010 0.1455
P60A .C, 0.999\l9:tO.00018 0,0906

, ,



5.4 Wall Correction Factors of Various Ionization Chambers

Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the calculatoo results of the correction factors k••"". II"". and

k,.." for spherical and pancake ioniution chambers, It is noticed from the ligures

that the changes of the correction factors with the size of the chamber are relatively
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small for pancake chambers than for spherical chambers. This is because the pass

length ofy-rays in the flat walls does not change with the chamber size for pancake

chambers and is shorter than that of the spherical chambers. Moreover, the correction

Table 5.11 Correction factors k."m' k""" and k"",11 ofvariollS ionization cbambers

Chamber type & y-rays y-ray k•• k_, k",,11

model energy

~,V)

'C, 662 1.0805 0.9551 1.0319

51A .Co 1173 1.0580 0.9683 1.0244

1332 1.0526 0.9713 \.0224

C. 662 1.0904 0.9490 1.0348

S60A
.Co

ll73 1.0690 0.9644 1.0309
Spherical

1332 1.0632 0.%75 1.0286

S60B C. 662 1.0417 0.9778 1.0186

C, 662 1.1110 0.9440 1.0488

S900A .Co 1173 1.0835 0.9596 1.0397

1332 1.0768 0.9628 1.0367

C. 662 1.0456 0.9609 1.0047

P9A .Co 1173 1.0303 0.9746 1.0042

1332 1.0269 0.9771 1.0034

P9B C, 662 l.015l 0.9822 0.9971
Pancake

C. 662 1.0463 0.9598 1.0042

'6OA .Co 1173 1.0308 0,9727 1.0027

1332 1.0274 0.9743 1.0009

'6OB C, 662 J.Ol56 0,9817 0.9970

C, 662 - - 1.0166 [7J
C6 Co 1225 - - 1.0198 [7)

Cylindrical
C. 662 - - 1.0192 (7)

C62 Co 1225 - - 1.0209 [7J
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for anenuation and scattering compensate each other and k""" becomes close to I for

both ll7es and 6(lCo y"ray energies in the case of pancake chambers. This is

consistent with the calculated results given in reference [38]. The results for

cylindrical chambers of NMDiAIST, which are being used as the national standard

devices for air kenna measurement at the Primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory

given in reference [7), and are nearly the same as those for spherical chambers.

Values ofk_, k""" and k",,11 obtained for all NMUfAIST chambers are listed in

Table 5.11. In the calculation of these values effects of inner electrode are taken into

consideration.

5.5 Average Mass Collision Stopping Power Ratio for Ionization
Chambers in lJ7es and 6Oeo 'foray Beams

Fig. 5.7 shows the results of calculation for the ratio between the average mass

collision stopping powers of air and graphite for electrons entering into the cavity of

each type of ionization chamhers. In calculation inner electrodes i.e. the charge

collector of the chamber is ignored. Only the results for the smallest and the largest

size chambers for each type of ionization chamber arc plotted in Fig. 5,7. The

abscissa of the figure shows the lowest cutoff energy for electrons in the calculation.

It is noticed from the figure that there is very little variation in the results of the

different chamber sizes for all the three types ofioniUltion chamber; i.e. the stopping

power ratio docs not depend on the chamber size. The figure also shows that the

results for cylindrical chambers are similar to those of spherical chambers. The

values for pancake chambers, however, arc slightly smaller than those for the other

two types. This is bc\:ausc more SC\:ondaryelectrons enter into the pancake cavity

from the front wall of the chamber and the energy of these electrons are higher than

those of the secondary electrons which drift perpendicular to the 'Y-raydirection. So it

can be concluded that the energy spectra and angular distributions of secondary

electrons depend on the direction of the secondary electrons and are not affected by

the dimensions of the cavity. If the values of stopping power are weighted by the

passlcngth of the secondary electrons in pancake cavities, the value of s•.•/S... for

pancake cavities become identical to those for spherical cavities, for which the values
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of slopping power are weighlcd isolropically, Consequently, the results of

S••• / S••, obtained in electronic equilibrium condition for spherical chambers could be

',C,

L1rgestchamber
- .~_. 662keY
-'D-'ll73keY
- .0-. 1332keY1.008

1.006
1.00<
1.002

I..,' 1.000-I..,t 0.998
0.996

0.994

0.992

Smallestchamber
_A-- 662keV
-.-1173 keY
-.-1332keY

',C,
,.c,

o 20 40 60 80 100
Cutoff energy for electrons in calculation (keY)

Fig, S.7 Avemge mass oollision ,topping power rOlla for eleol"'os thaI eoler loto the
eo.ll}' for e.clllype of ioolZllliooeh.mb"",: ,phcrioal (S). cylinMo.1 (C) and
pancake (P), The re,uil, for Ie.hericolchambers. whloh are ,hown by slighUy
larger ,ymbols, eorre'pond to s••• /8 ••. for Olll}'pesofiooiUllion oh"",ber,

used for obsolute air kermo measurement by any type of ionization chambers. It has

also been noticed from Fig. 5.7 that S••• /8 ••• decreases with the increase of the

incident photon energy viz. 662 keY, 1173 keY and 1332 keY and it olso decreases

as the cUloff energy for electrons in calculation increases. Rogers and Kawrokow

[39) hove noticed the similor type of dependence by performing calculations for a

cyliudrical ionization chamber in weo y_ ray fields.

Secondary electrons having a penetration depth in air shorter than the cavity size

deposit all their energies in the cavity air wheu they enter into the cavity. Thus, it is

%
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reasonable to determine the value of SV" I so" for an ionization chamber from the

cutoff energy for which the projected range of elcctrons in air corresponds to the

mean chord length i of the cavity. The projected rangc of electrons is the mean

depth of the deepest points which the electrons reach in the direction of injection.

The mean chord length ofa volume is the mean length of randomly oriented chords

in that volume and is equal to 4V/A, where V is the volumc and A is thc surface area

[3]. The surface of inner electrodc is included in A during calculation of I for the

ionization chambers constructed at NMUIAIST.

The projected range of electrons in air is calculated using the EGS5 program becanse

there is no published data for low energy eleetrons. Also the total path length is

calculated using this program. The projected range is about 47 % to 50% of the total

path length for electrons baving energies in the range from 10 keY to 150 keY. The

total path length corresponds to CSDA (continuous slowing down approximation)

IllJlgeand the total path length was about 10 % larger than the CSDA range given in

reference [40].

Table 5.12 shows the values for mean chord lengthi, the corresponding cutoff

energy and SV" Is ••, for different ionization chambers of AIST obtained from the

data of spherical ionization chambers. The values of s•..•ls~, for photons having

energies of 1173 keY and 1332 keY are listed separately in the row for 6Oeoy-rays.

For absolute measurement of air kenna rate in 'GCo y-ray field, the mean value of

stopping power ratios at 1113 keY and 1332 keY energies would be used because the

y-ray intensities are the same at these two energies .

"



Table S.12 Mean cbord length I , cutoff energy and aH~r:age mass collision
stopping power ratio obtained for different Ionization chambers

Ionization chamber M=/ Cutoff energy y-rays s""ls.~

r", Model (em) (k,V)
Q 1.0060

57A 1.50 40.3 .Co 0.9976

0.9952

.Co 0.9969
S60A 3.15 60.8

Spherical 0.9943

S60B 3.15 60,8 C, 1.0052

C, 1.0038

3900A 7.60 101.4 .Co 0.9954

0.9929

.Co 0,9989
P9A 0.45 20.6

0.9964

P9B 0.45 20.6 C, 1.0069

Pancake .Co 0.9983
P60A 0.74 27.2

0.9959

P6<lB 0.74 27.2 Q 1.0066

Q 1.0067

C6 1.25 36.4 .Co 0.9979

0.9954

Cylindrical C, 1.0054

C62 2.76 56.5 .Co 0.9970

0.9945
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5.6 Dependenee of Mass Energy Absorption Coeffieient Ratio on the
Size of the Ionization Chamber

Fig. 5.8 shows the calculated values of E", IE"" obtained using EGS5 simulation

program for the spherical. cylindrical and pan~ake ionization chambers at l31Csand

wCo 'Y-raybeam energies.

0.1.

0.12

0.10

0,08.'....,.0,06

• "~
0.02

0.00

-.- spherical
-0- cylindrical
-A- pancake

Fig. 5.8 Depeodence of E." 1E"" on the "z< of the ionization
oh.ml>cr of diffcrcnt type

It is found from the calculation that the value of Ea!'! E"" increases as the size of the

chamber increases. It also increases as the in~ident photon energy decreases. Lines

from the top to downward are results for photons of energies 662 keY, 1173 keY and

1332 keY for each type of ionization ~hamber. It is known from the figure that

E." IE ••• for Il1CS'Y-ra)'5is 0.09 for the spherical ionization ~hamber of diameter 12

cm. This chamber is the largest spherical chamber S900A that has been constructed

at NMUIAIST in the presenl study.

Because the value of (P •• !p).~I(p •• 1p)"" is very close 10 I for IJ1Cs and Weo 'Y-

ray beam energies [41], the difference between the value of (p••1p)w I(p•• / p),..

•

,
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and the modified factor M is less than 0.01% for E ••, / E"" = 0.09. In the photon

with energy range from 200 keY to 3 MeY the values of (P•• / p).., /(P •• / p) •••

varies from 0,99 to 1.01; which is shown in Fig. 5.9. Consequently, eqn. (1.7) can be

used without any modification if low energy scattered y-rays are not dominant. For

lower energy range photons, however, both the values of (J'•• {p)." {(Pm Ip).,. and

E"" IE ••• change significantly depending on the photon energy and the difference

between the values of (p••1p)", /(P •• / p)••• and the modified factor M becomes

lilfge as shown in Fig. 5.10. On the other hand, the figure shows that the difference

between the value of (p~/p).~I(Pm Ip)•••and the modified factor M is small fory-

rays with energies larger than 100 keY. Consequently, eqn. (1.7) ean be used without

any modification for air kenna measurement in 1J7CSand <>Ileoy-ray field using

cavity ionization chambers.

"

100 1000
Photon enOfg)' (keY)

'"

Fig. 5,9 Rlti" between tho rn." energy ab'mption e<>em<len!.sfor.i, ""d graph,te .1d;fferenl pholon energies
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\
'\,-...._._._._._._._._••_.-0-'-.

100 1000
PhOlQn energy (keY)

Fig_ S,1O Diff ••.• nce betwe<n (p", I p).~ I(Pm I p)••.•and M di"ded

by (p." I pl./, I{p •• I p) ••.•01 dLfferenl photon energie.

5.7 Angle Dependences of the Sensitivities of the Fabricated
Ionization Chambers

Fig. 5.11 shows the signal current obtained from the pancake ionization chamber

P9A at various angular positions in wCo y-ray field at SCD=2m. The filled circular

symbols are the results for applied voltage of 400 Y, and the cmpty square symbols

for -400 Y. Both the results show similar typ<lof angular dependences. The sharp

decrease of signal current at 0° is due to attenuation of y-rays by the collector

electrode. In the range of of60° angular position, the signal current decrease. with the

angle decreasing to about H 0°. This is due to the increase of attenuation of y-rays by

the side-walls of the chamber because the path length of y-rays in the side wall

becomes longer with the decrease of the angle. Attenuation of y-rays by the side-

walls of the chamber is maximum near :1:100because at that angular position the

beam is directed along the side-walls of the chamber. This ionization chamber

eiliibits similar type of angular dependence in mC. y.ray field at SCD=lm.

'"'
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Another pancake ionization chamber P60A also exhibits similar type of angular

dependence to that ofP9A. But in the case of P60A, a very small decrease (0.02 %)

of signal current is also noticed at ,,90". This is due to the attenuation of)'-rays by

the ring shaped wall eloctrode of thc pancake chamber. For P9A this decrease of

signal currcnt is not noticed at ,,90°. 11is because the ring wall ofP9A is short.

Figs. 5.12 and 5,13 show angle dependence scnS1l1Vll1esof spherical ionization

chamber S7A in IJ1Cs'I-ray field at SC[Flm and in ~~Coy-ray field at SC[Flm,

respectively. Filled circular symbols show signal currents for positive applied voltage

of 1000V, and the empty square symbols show signal currents for negative applied

voltage of -I OOOV.In both the y-ray fields, signal current for positive applied voltage

decreases sharply near 0°. On the other hand, for negative applied voltage signal

current has a peak value at 0". Solid lines show average of the signal currents at both

the polarities. The solid lines show that signal current changes slowly about 0.6% in

the IJ1Cs'I-ray field and 0.4% in the ""Co 'I-ray field in the range of angle between

:1:100°.

Fig. 5.14 shows half of the differences between the signal currents of S7A ionization

chamber for positive and negative applied voltages at various angular positions.

Their values correspond to the differences between the current shown by a solid line

and the current for positive or negative applied voltages; which are shown in Figa

5.12 and 5.13. It is noticed in Fig. 5.14 that both the results for IJ7Csand ""eo 'I-ray

fields show shllfJ' decrease at 0". It is also noticed that the difference between the

signals for both polarities is outstanding in the range of angle between ,,750 in lllCS

'foray field and in ""Co 'foray field it is 125". The diameter of the ]l7Cs 'I-ray beam is

about 33cm at SCD~lm and 22cm for ""Co 'foray field at SCD~2m. It is expected

from this fact that the currents shown in Fig. 5.14 are signals from the stem part of

the ioni:r.ationchamber. There may be a small cavity near the connector lenninal of

the signal cahle. The signal from this cavity does not depend on the polarity of the

applied voltage; and this cavity is in the 'foray field when the chamber is at smaller

angular position but it is out of the field when the chamber is set in a small diameter

'foray field and the angle becomes large. The sharp decrease at 0° may be due 10

attenuation of the 'I-ray beam by the stem part of the chamber. The absolute value of

'"
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signal currents due to ion pair produced in the ionization volume of the chamber is

the same for both polarities of the applied voltage. If the currents shown by the solid

lines in Fig, 5.12 and 5,13 correspond to the signal due to the ion pairs produced in

ioniUltion volumes, the total signal for positive applied voltage is the sum of the

currents sho\011by the solid lines in Fig. 5.12 (or 5.13) and the current shown in Fig.

5.14. The total signal for negative applied voltage is the currents sho\011by the solid

lines in Fig. 5.12 (or 5.13) minus the current shown in Fig. 5.14; it is because these

currents have opposite polarities, since the current from the stem part does not

depend on the polarity of the applied voltage. Consequently, the reasons for the sharp

decreases of the signal current for positive applied voltage and the increases for

negative applied voltage at 0" shown in Fig. 5.12 and 5.13 are clear.

Fig. 5.15 shows the angular dependence of the effects of scattered y-rays from the

stem part of spherical ionization chamber. It is obtained for the spherical ioniUltion

chamber S7A by fixing it vertically in ooCoy~ray field at SCD=2m and a dummy

stem with a pipe shaped cover is rotated step by step in a horizontal plane around the

central part of the spherical part of the S7A ionization chamber. Fig. 5.15 clearly

shows that the effect of scattered y-rays from the stem becomes maximum when the

dummy stem is at ,"110". The increase of the signal with the angle from 0" is

consistent with the fact that Compton seattered y-rays are directed more strongly to

the forward direction than to the backward. The signal current decreases for the angle

larger than ,"110". This is due to the reason that the stem part then intercepts y-rays

which come from the y-ray source directly to the ionization chamber head and

attenuates the y-rays. So, it is clear that the maxima of signal currents at :1:95"shown

in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 are due to scattered y"rays from the stem of the chamber S7A,

A similar result is obtained for the chamhcr in mCs y-ray field at SCD=lm.

Figs 5.16 and 5.17 show respectively the angular dependence response ofspherical

ionization chamber S60B in Il7rs y-ray field at SCo---4m and S900A Ionization

Chamber in ooCoy-ray field at SCD=6m for positive applied voltages, In the CllSC of

all spherical chambers in the present study, the decrease of the signal current at O.

could be expected partly due to the current from the small cavity near the connector

terminal of ionization chamber as explained for S7A. However, the decrease of the
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signal current al 0° for S60B and S900A are expected mainly due to the attenuation

of y-rays by the collector of the chamber since the decrease of these ionization

cbambers aTemuch larger than that of S7A and can not be explained as a It'sult of a

small cavity near the cormector.

The increase of the signal currenl near "=95",which is due to scattered y-rays from

the slem of the chamber, is also noticed in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. The signal due to

scattered y-rays from the stem is relatively large for S7A than that for 560B and

S900A. It is because the distance between the stem and the ionization volume ofS7A

Ionization Chamber is shorter than thai ofS60B and S900A.
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fig. 5.11 Rcspomo of P9A I"m"tion Chamber 01dirr...."l ""gular po,ilion, to
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5.8 Absolute Air Kerma Rate Measurement

Table 5.13 presents the absolute values of air kerma rate with their relative

uncertainties al various SCDs measured by different type of ionizalion chambers,

The values are converted 10 those for 25 October 2007 using half lives of 5.27]4

years and 30.07 years for bOCO and Il1Cs y-ray sourccs respectively.

T.ble 5.13 Absolute air kerma ratc measured by dIfferent ionization cbambers

Air kenna nile on 25 DClObe,07 (Oy!.)
[V: relalive expanded uncertainty In % (-'='2)]

(E. number obullned when m kenn. rale by cylindrical chamb•• , ••• chosen 15reference value.)
cn.mb ••

idcnllficotion SCD from '"Co "'Ufoe SCD fiom "'CSS"U,,,,,'m 'm 6m with 6m with 'm 'm 4m with Fe

25mmW 65mmW di""

Cylmdn.al 3.544013..03 2.0242E-04 7.1751E-06 2.15&413.07 4.5164E-04 2,1148E-05 8.0020E-06
chamber [ 0,88] [0.82] [086] [0.86] [0.66] [0,66] [O.66J

3.530313.03 2.0139E-04 4.5202E-04

'" [0.40] [0.39J [0.37)
(-0.40) (.0.56) (0.11)

2.015613.04 7,146910-06 2,6939E-05,~, [0.34) [0,3B] [0,37]
(..0.47) (.0 39) (-1.01)

2,691SE-05 1.948813.06
S608 [0,39] (0.37]

(.0,82) (..0.88)

7,1738E-06 2.173613.07 7.9972E-06

"'"'' [0,39] [0.51J [0.37J
(-0.02) (0.70) (..0.08)

3,543113.03 2.027413.04 4.5288E-Cl4~, [0.44) [O.44J [0.44]
(.0.03) (0.17) (0.34)

4.5273E-04
M' [0.38]

(0.32)

2.033013-04 7,7735E-06 2,7371E-05

""' ~~.~~;i_~~~]l ;~~~~0.48 -002 <e,
2.7151E-05 1.9846E-06

~"' (O,n] [0.38]
(0.02) (-0,28)
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The absolute value of air kerma rate5 at variou5 SCD5 in the ""Co and IJ'C5 'Y-ray

fields are obtained using eqn. (1.7) by measuring the signal current from the

ionization chambers. The chamber signal current is corrected for the temperature

22"C and pressure 101.325 kPa using eqn, (3.13). Humidity range was 27% to 30%

throughout the signal current measurement by all types of ionization chambers. The

chamber sIgnal current is also corrected for the dry air (i.e. 0 % humidity) using eqn.

(3.14). The signal current is corrected for humidity, pressure and temperature at each

measurement by the current measuring program automatically.

For determination of absolute value of air kenna rate in the 'Y-ray field, values of

some physical constants and correclion factor5 for each of the fabricated ionization

chamber which entered in eqn, (1.7) are required. Values of these physical constants

and the correction factors with their relative uncertainties of each of the fabricated

ionization chamber are mentioned in Appendix.

The value of air kerma rale obtained by the fabricated ionization chamber for each

SCDs are compared with the value obtained by the cylindrical chambers, wbich are

the national standard devices for air kerma measurement at the Primary Standard

Dosimetry Laboratory of AIST, Japan, These cylindrical ionization chambers are

being used for calibration of the secondary standard ionization chambers and the

field type ionization chambers used for different radiotherapy machine output

calibration and radiation protection purposes in Japan. It is noticed in the table that

all the results obtained by the spherical ionization chambers S7A, S60A and S60B

are slightly smaller than those obtained by ionization chambers P9A, P9B, P60A and

P60B. It may be partly due 10 the fact that the collectors of ionization chambers are

neglected in the calculation of k",j' for the fabricated ionization chambers, It may be

also partly due to the fact that the values of stopping power ratio for the cylindrical

ionization chambers [7], used during air kenna rate determination, are slightly larger

than those shO\Ml in Table 5.12, which are obtained in the present work taking into

account the chamber size and the cutoff energy for electrons in calculation. In Table

5.13, values in the square brackets show the relative expanded uncertainties (in %

and the coverage factor k=2) for the values of the air kenna rates obtained in the
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present work. Il.is noticed in the table that the relative uncertainties for all the results

obtained by the fabricated ionization chambers are smaller than those obtained by the

cylindrical ionization chambers. The value in the parentheses shows the E. number

of each result, when the air kerma rates obtained by cylindrical chambers are chosen

as reference values. The E. number is usually used for measurement comparison and

the proficiency testing of calibration abilities of an ionization chamber.

The uncertainty In the air kerma rate measurement by a fabricated ionization

chamber arises due to the uncertainty in the:

-slopping power ratio determination

- mass energy absoIJltion coefficient ratio determination

- non-uniformity correction factor determination

- air temperature measurement

- pressure measurement

- humidity measurement

- signal current measurement

- chamber volume determination

- ion loss measurement

- stem correction factor measurement

- ionization chamber setting positioning

- air density measurement

- calculation of the value of g

Typically E. number [42] used in the measurement of comparison schemes is

where X is the value of the air kerma rate at a particular position in the y-ray field

obtained by the cylindrical ionization chamber which is considered as the reference

ionization chamber in the present study and .% is that obtained by a fabricated

".
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_ionization chamber. In the present studyU....-is the relative expanded uncertainty in

air kenna rate measurement by the cylindrical ionization chamber and U,.. is that

obtained by the fabricated ionization chamber.

If the value of E, number for a fabricated ionization chamber is less than I then the

response of the fabricated ionization chamber in the present study is comparable with

the cylindrical ionization chamber, In the present study, the value of E. number is

smaller than I at all positions of the fabricated ionization chambers except for the air

kenna mte at SCD=4 m in I)7Csy-ray field measured by S60A and P60A Ionization

Chambers. Actually in practice the air kenna rate in IlJCs y-ray field at SCD=4 m

would be measured by S608 and P60B Ionization Chambers and the results for S60A

and P60A will not be used. This is because the walls of these chambers are thicker

than the electronic equilibrium thickness for Il'CS y-rays and the measurement

results could be deteriorated due to the large wall effect. So, it could be possible to

obtain more precise air kenna rates using the fabricated ionization chambers.
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Chapter VI
Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions in General

To determine the air kenna rate in the 6OCOand mes 'Y-rayfields using the fabricated

ionization chambers it is necessary to know various correction factors and physical

parameters for the chambers. From the measurements and calculations of these

parameters in the pIt:sent study it has been observed that:

(i) Within spherical ionization chambers both the initial and volume recombination

loss depend on the ratio of the outer and inner electrode radii and also on the size of

the chamber. The diffusion loss depends on the ratio of the outer and inner electrode

radii of the chamber.

(ii) Values of recombination parameters A and mig for pancake ionization chamber

are small compared to those of spherical ionization chambers due to the small

separation between the el~trodes of pancake ionization chambers. Although for

pancake ionization chambers the uncertainty in the values of A and nlg is large but
the uncertainty in the air kerma rates obtained by these ionizalion chambers are

small.

(iii) The Slem scattering effect is larger for smaller volume ionization chamber.

(iv) Corrections for 'Y-rayattenuation and scattering are relatively small for pancake

ionization chambers and the value of k,..jJ is close to unity.

(v) The energy spectra and angular distributions of secondary electrons in ionization

chambers are not affected by the cavity size.



(vi) The value of S"" IS,~ depends on the cutoff energy in calculation and also on the

incident pholon energy.

(vii) Eqn. (1.7) is applicable for the air kenna rate calculation in ""Co and mCs y-

ray fields using any of these fabricated ionization chambers.

(viii) Sensitivity of these fabricated spherical ionization chambers is almost isotropic.

Although there is a very small decrease of signal current at 0" which occurs due to

attenuation of the "foraybeam by the collector electrode of the chamber and partly

due to the curreut from the small cavity near the connector tenninal of ioniution

chamber. Also small increase of signal current ncar 01095" is noticed due to the effect

of the scattered "foraysfrom the stem part of the chamber.

(ix) Sensitivity of these fabricated paranel plate ionization chambers depends upon

the augular position of the chamber with respect to the beam direction. There is a

sharp decrease of signal current at 0" due to attenuation of the y-ray beam by the

collector electrode. In the rauge of 01050" angular position, the signal current decreases

with the angle decreasing to about 01010" due to increasing of atteuuation of y-rays by

the side-walls of the chamber. It is because the path length ofy-rays in the side wall

becomes longer with the decrease of the angle. Attenuatiou of y-rays by the side-

walls of the chamber is maximum near 01010" because at that angular position the

beam is directed along the side-walls of the chamber. Depending upon the size of

ring shape wall electrode a very small (almost negligible) decrease of signal current

at ol90"angular position is also noticed.

6.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Type Ionization
Chambers

From the above discussions it is seen that each type of ionization chamber has some

advantages and disadvantages:

Air kenna rate in ooCoand mCs "forayfields of AIST is measured by setting the

cylindrical ionization chambers at 45" angular position with respect to the "f-Tay

beam direction, so that y-Iay attenuation does nol increase at the end or side walls of
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the ioniution chamber [43]. But it is difficult to set the chamber at 45° at the right

reference position, The electric field strength is small at the comer side of the

chamber volume. But the ionization volume of the cylindrical chambers is easy to

measure.

Sensitivity of the spherical ionization chambers is almost isotropic; but the

disadvantage of this type of chambers is that there is a large difference between the

electric field strengths within the ionization volume.

The main advantage of pancake ionization chamber is that there is small correction

for wall effect, i.e. attenuation and scattering of the y-ray beams by the chamber wall

are small. For this reason it is possible to use the pancake ionization chamber for

lower energy y-ray beams and x-rays. The other advantage of pancake ionization

chamber is that less ion collecting voltage is required for this type of chamber than

cylindrical and spherical types of ionization chambers. But only drawback of this

type of chamber is that the sensitivity depends upon the angular position of it.

From the measured values of absolute air kenna rates at various SeDs using the

fabricated ionization chambers it can be concluded that it is possible to use these

fabricated spherical and pancake ioniution chambers as the primal)' standard

dosimeter for calibration purposes instead of the cylindrical ionization chambers

which are nOWbeing used as the primal)' ionization chambers at AIST.
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Appt!ndix' /'hJ',k~1 Param"ers and C",,,,<liM F",'/or., of the f~brlca!Od /om=a/jon Chambers

Pbysical Parameters and Cnrreetion Factors with their Estimated Uncertainties

Pbysleal parameters and corredion factors common for all tbe cbambers are:

Pbyslcal parameler.;./Correction faelors Values Uncertainty (%)

Dry Birdensity (kg m.l) 1.2930 [44] 0.01

Wle (JCI
) 33.97 [45]

0.1l
Stopping power ratio ••
(l-g)

0.9984 e'Cs) (46) om
0,9970 (6<lCo)[46J 0.02

Mass energy absorption coefficient 0,9996 (17Cs) [41] 0.05

ratio 0.9990 t"Co) [41) 0.05

Temperature 22 "C 0.02

Pressure 101.325 kPa 0.01

Humidity 0% 0.02

•• Sloppmg power ralio v.l"" depends upon the ch.mber ,j•.•,

0.11
O.ll
0.Q7
0.10

Stopping power ratio

Physicalparameters and correction factors lIioogwitb thclr uncertaind('ljfor SlA Ion Chamber

Physical parameteTslCorrection factors I Values Uocertainty (%)

Ionization volume (eml) 7.2398 0.01
1.0060 e'Cs)
0.9964 (""Co)
1.0319 e'Cs)
1.0234 (wCo)
0.9938 e7Cs)
0.9959 (OIleo)

Physical parameters and correction factors aloog willi theJr uncertainties for S60AIon Chamber

k,,,

Stopping power ratio

:rP'b~",~"";;;;~",""";;;;.;;;••;;; •.•~c~,~",,,,~~.•~,"r,.ct;;;'B~[=VV;".'~';'====]=UU;,;,,~rtoJ;;;~.~tyl1("',~)C:
Ionization volume (cml) 65.0949 0.01

1.0052 ("Cs) 0.11
0.9956 (wCo) 0.11
1.0348 (J7Cs) 0.11
1.0298 (wCo) 0.11
0.9969 e'Cs) 0.Q7
0.9979t"Co) 0.03
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App<mJu. I'hy.!lCa! Parametel" a/rd C()J'""'/i",, P""/Ol',<of/hi! fabrica/ed !o"i~u!io" Chombers

Physlcal parameters and correction factors ailing with their uncertainties fllr S60B IQnChamber

Physical parameterslCmnctWn factors I
Ionization volume (em')

Stopping power ratio

k •• /1

Value!

65.0949

1.0052

1.0186

0.9956

Uncertainty ("!o)

0.06

0.11

0.11

0.05

Physical parameters and correction factors ailing with their uncertainties fllr S900A Ion Chamber

Ph)'51eal parameters/Correctinn facton I
Ionization volume (eml)

Stopping power ratio

k,,,,,,

Values

899.6821

1,0038 C7Cs)
0.9942 (""Co)

1.0488 C7Cs)
1.0382 (""Co)

0.9985 (llCsj

0.9993 (ooCo)

Ullcertainty (%)

0.04

O,ll

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.04

0.01

Ph)'51cal parameters and correction facttln along with their uncertainties fQr P9A Ion Chamber

Slopping power ratio

Physleal parametel"!lfCQrrection facton

Ionization volume (emJ
)

Values

8.8976

1,0069 e'Cs)

0,9977 COOCo)

1.0047 e7Cs)
1,0038 (ooCo)

0,9966 (J7Cs)

_.,_"_" 0.9984 (ooCo)

'"

Uncertainty ("!oj

0.13
0.11
0.11

0:11

0.11

0.04

0.05



Phys1cal parameters and correction factol"lialong with their uncertaintic:l for P9B Ion Chamber

Physical parameters/Correction factol"li I
Ionization volume (emJ

)

Stopping power ratio

k"",,,
k,_

Values
8.8976

1.0069 e7Cs)
0.9971 (JlCs)

0.9966 e7Cs)

UncertaInty ('Yo)
0.13

0.11

0.11

0.04

Phys1cal p ••.• metel"li and COrrectioll factol"lialong with their nlleertailltic:l for P611AIon Ch2mber"

Stopping power ratio

Physical panunder.IICorrection factol"li I
Ionization volume (eml)

Values

60.7015

1.0066 e7Cs)
0.9971 (OCo)
1.0042 e'Cs)
1.0018 ewCo)
0.9985 e'Cs)k,,.., 60_____________ 0.9991 ( Co)

Uncertainty ('Yo)
0.07

0.11
0.1l
0.11
0.11
0.01

0.02

Phys1cal panuneten and correction facton along with their" uncertainties for P60B Ion Chamber

Physical parameters/Correction (acton I
Ionization volume (eml)
Stopping power ratio
k",,11

k",••

Values
60.7015

1.0066e'Cs)

0.9970 ("Cs)
0.9985 e'Cs)

Uncertainty ("I.)

0.D7
0.11
0.11
0.01

•
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Physical parameters and correction factors for ionization chambers for
absolute measurement of air kcrma in 'Y-rayfields

N. Takata' .•, T. Kurosawa" A. Begum", T. Sugila'
"I"",,,,,, R"J."I,,,, "',,,.''', -"tIJ. AIST: T".k"",,. '"." ••, 3"5.85'", )"1""

'/k",,,,",~,, "I Ph.""", nUET: Oh".".lrK", 8,,""1,.1,',),
'",,,,,,,,, .\),,,~,, LaOOW""!'. 'H'" I"",ubc Ib,""" ."".17, )"f"m

A"d"bl, "olmcl~ M,y ,,,"

Abol, •• t

v.lu" ofphYSlCllIp.lramot'" and corrcotiM facto,., "",ntlal f~, 'he ab,olute me,"ore""ot of ai, kmna in '-"C<and ~'Co T-"Y field,
were ob,.ined u,ing ,n ~"S5pro~",m f", ,ph"ical. cyhnd,,«1 and panc,ke "'n;",,ioo chambers, Tho me.n rna" colli,ion "opping
pOwe, '>lio fo, g,.ph,t< and "'. wa, f~""d '0 vary dq,,,",I,ng on the cutoff eo"gy or oiwron, e-mploy<din "al,ul.'1On. The ratio
betw""n tho energies dcposl1oo ,n c""ily ai, du, to Comp'''" ,Iwrom em,tled from !he air and ,ho<e from the grnph,t" wall in<rca"" a,
,he chamber ,il< i, increas<:d,It .1", in",a", " ,h, 1-ray ,nergy " ",l"ced and i, eq"allo 0.(19 for 'PC, y_ray' in a ,pherical ioniZllllon
chambor of cavity dLam<tcr12"", Corrcct;on 1""0'" for y.r.}' ."."ua,ion Lnch,mbor wall, and those for !h' conlrihullon of "".umd
'Y"'"Y' to chamber rc:,~n,e, were oh"Lnc"<l••"",atoly, The ",.11<"""",ion f,cwr, wh,ch i<<qual '0 the produc' of ,he,", two f.o<o,.,. i,
010•• 10 uni'y for I"In,",' chambe,."
,i, 2007 EI",",,, B.V, All ri~h" reserved.

I. iatrodu<lion

Absolut~ ,alu., of an kenna. K.;" in 1-rn)' field, can be
obtained by using ca,"y lOnizalion chambe" made of pure
graphne matorials, Th.y can be calcula,ed u,ing the
equation'

s}'mh,,1 k
j
,ep«>ent, the correction ractors for va,ioos

phenomena [II.
In large cavities " i, th"nght thaI some C"mp'on

eledron, are em,tted from the alr in ,he cavity by ,he
mcident r-,ay<, Consequently, th< 1.,1 fracllonallenn in
E4. (1) should he mod,fied as rollow<:

'Conesp,,,,drn. ,""or. To' +Sl In,l 16,;'. r,,, +"19'61 ,67.1
E'mml.dW",: " I.,'"'"", ';'1 '" j~I" T.,)"",,)

••.h<r~ Q i, lhe ,ignal charg<. m " the m"" of air in ,he
cavity of the chamber, W/_" th. ratio or ,he W_,alue for
electron' in air to the el~mcntary charge, q" ,he fraction of
seconda,y oIeclron energy lo,t due to Brem.~,lrahlung m
air. The 'ymbol .< uprosent, the mean mass colli,ion
stopping po ••.er for ,,,,,ood,,y elec«on, which pass through
the cavily. and 1'",/r " the mass energy ab,orption
Coe!liClent rOt r-ray'. The ,uffixes "a,," and "gra.' indicate
thaI th~ values are ror .ir and graphne. respectively. The

where E." and EO'. an: the energ'es deposiled In the cavily
aIT by Compton .Ieclmn' emlned r,om the air and rfOm
lhe graphile wall. resp"ct,voiy
In !he present 'ludy. values or "."/;,,, and E,,,IE.,. ar.

ohlaintd lL,mg an EGSS pmgram [2J that >tmul'le,
,pherical, cylmd"e.l and pancake c",'ili., of different ,,,e'
m "'e, nnd "'Co y.ray fteld,. The ,alue> for the colh,ion
,topping power from Ref. [:1) are u>eJ in the ca!cul.lion>.
From the re,ul!s for s"./-'.;, for spheflc.1 chambers; ~alu",
of ;,,,/;,,, ror ,onozation chombe" at AIST art oblamed,

K", '" g, (W 1-1 ,J,,, . V',"/!Pl.;, ,11k,
'" (I-g) J,,, V',"pl". '"

(~""/~).," (E,,,, + E,••)
(1'"lpl, ••. E"" + (It<o/~),•• ,E".

[(1'../~)".I(II,"/ pl,••) . (E,,,/ E,,, + I)

'" [1/',,/1' 1,,,'/lAo/ p),,,) . (E.;, / E,,,) + I ''l

Ot6!.9IJOl1~-= f,on' man" ': lHU7El",,,,, B,v All",hI< """cd
doUO IWi J ,,,m,l.l'm ul 175



"'

F," LAm"" <>f "Orr;'" row" "'""' ror ,t",'m" ..-h"h'-""to,,h,
," ") '"r ""h ','pc 01'0"'''''"" <h.m"",,,. ,~h,ricot {SI ,yt;o""col lei
",J ~""'"~,fPI, Th< ""ut" for 'ph",,,r <h.mhcrs. ~,.;,h •• , ,ho,," by
.""h,'y 'or,," ,~'rnbor,. ,"","po,," '0 1~.;"." 10<,II '""" ,-,I;o.,,,,,,io"
oh,mb",

>lopping power arc weighted lSolropically.Consequenrly,
the re,ullS obta,n.d for spherical cham~r5 correspond to
the valuo, o[ I,,,/r,,, for ,.condary electrons in eloc,ron;c
equilibriumcondition .nd ,hould ••• used in Eq. (1) for all
type, uf chambers,
It c.n bo ,,,,,n [10mFi~, I th.t -',,'/'''' increasesa, the

cUlolTener~}'dcrrea.e, and It al,o mc",a,," a, ,he lneidem
pbolon ener~y i, reduced. Ro~e" and K.wra~ow have
,ho"'I\' «milar dopendel\ceh)' performingcalculations for
an iomzation eh.mber m "Co y_ray"eld, [4].
Secondary cloc'ron, ha"m~ a penetration depth m all

,horlor than the cavtly "zo depo,i, ail ,he" en.rg,e. in tho
c.Wlt)'air ",hcn theyent.r the cavity. Thu,. II;, re.sonabl.
to detwnine a \'alue of s,,,/I ••, [or an ionizarion
chamber from ,he CUIOITenergy for wh,eh th. projecred
rango o[ elecHon, m air eorro'ponds to th. mean chord
lenglh r of the cavil)' Themean chord leng'h of. volumeis
tho moan leng,h of randomly ori.n,.d chord, in that
\'olumoand is equal to 4V{A. where Vi, ,h. volnmeand A
i, the ,urface area [5].The .,urfa"", of ,he ",nor electrode
are meluded in A for c.kula,ing 1 for AIST ionization
ch.mbers,
Th. projected range or electron, m au (i.•. the mean

depth Oflhodeepe" pomt' wh,ch the electron>reach in lhe
direction o[ injec,ion) wa, calculated ",ing th. EGS5
program becau'" there are nO publi,h.d da,a for low
energ)' dectron>. Th. mean IOtal pa,b length wa, al,o
caieula,.d u,;ng the program. The proJec,ed range vari.d
rrom 47% 10 50% o[ the total p"h length for .Iectrons
having energie' in ,he range from 10 to 150~eVand the
lotal path length was aboul 10% larger than the CSDA
(conlinuou, ,lowmg down appro,imauon) range ll'vrn in
Re[. [.'1.

The correc,;on factors k"", and k".". whil'h are the
co,rection, for ~-ray aUcnu"tion 10the chamber ".11 .nd
for ,caltered y-ray cOn'rlbUllon>10 chamhor respon,e,.
respectively, are also calcul.ted for v.rlOUS'LZe>of tbe
,hree 'ype' of ion;zaliun ch.lmbe". The wtal correcllon
fac,or for the wall .rrOI;' k •• ", ",h,ch IS equal '0
k", •• >< k•••", i. al,o given.

2. ioni•• tiop cbom""rs

Calculalions were perform.d for ,ix d,iTe,em s,,":s for
each of the ,hre. lype' of ;oniza"on chamb<Ts.The ,nne,
diameter of the cav"y or ,he ,mall«t 'ph."cal ,'hambe,
was laken 10be 20mm. the inner diameter and the l.n~lh
of,he ,malle" cylindricalchamber were laken to be 20 and
25mm, re<pec,ively.whIle lho," of the smallest pancake
chamber were ,.ken to be 40 .nd 41010.,espectt\'ely.The
neXl,i", of ch.mbers was produced hy 1.5 ,ime>larger for
'phencal and cyl;ndric"1chambers and by I 4 for p,ncak.
ch"mbo". ,hi, p,oce" was repeated" total ofhvo ,ime, '0
lI,ve ,;, dilTeren,,izes,
Th. wallthielnesse, were takcn to bo L2mm [or "'c,

~-rays and 3,) mInfor "Co -,-ray'. anJ tbo graphite d.mlt)'
'0 be 1.82gcm-", The cav'ty "iTpre",ure ",a, ,aken 10be
101.32SkPaand its temperature to be 2gS,15K. Th. ftat
wall, of th. panc.~e cham•••" were l.~en 10 be
perpendicular to lhe parallel and umform y_ray beams.
wh,lethe cylindricalcham•••" werefiXMa, 45' to ,h. 'I-ray
beam duecllon,

J_ Resultsof <ok"lorloa

3,1. Mean ma•• colli,wn >lupping pm,,,,, mlios

F'g I .how, the calculated re,ull> for tho mean rallo,
of th. rna" colh,ion ,topping pow." of graphite and
aor for .Iectrons emermg the ca"ity for e.ch t,pe o[
iomzationcham~r. In th. e.lcul.,ion. ,he mner electrodes
(,.• , lh. charge coliec,or» were ignored, F'g. I ,how,
,hat lhere i. \'ery IlIti. "an.,;on in the re,ult, [or lhe
dilT.ren' chamber ,i.e, for .11 lhree 'YP" o[ chambers.
II al,o ,hows tha, ,h. re,ull' for eylmdrie.' cham•••rs
are "m,lar to tho,e for ,pherical chamb.rs. Tho "alues
for pancake chambers. however.• re ,matler than tho,e for
the o,her two type" Thi, i, becau,e more ",conJori'
.Iectron, enter ,nto ,he panca~e cavny from ,he [,ont
wall of ,he cham•••" and ,h. energie, of th.,. elecuon,
are hIgher than those of the ,"",ondary electron.' ,hal
drift perpendicular '0 the y.ray direclion, It can bo
concluded from ,h.se fact' that ,h. energy 'pectra and
angnlar di,lribution, of secondary eleclrons Jepend
on lhe direction of lh. ,econdary eleclron, and are nol
alTectedby the dim.mion, of the ca"lly, If the value, of
'topping power are ",eighted by ,he palh length of
,he ,econdary eleclron, m panca~e ca";l;es, ,he m.an
value ratio, ',,,,/"" for pancake cavities •••come identical
'0 ,ho," for .pherical c""lIte" for which the valu., of

, u,"
I <Jr",

"

S"~II,,, ,'h,m"",,
_.1._ ",.; ,,\'
-.- '''.n,'
-.- l))n,V

l",'"", ,b.mb..-
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I",~, d,,,m,,,, 'mm)

T.ble 1
Phy~"II'O"m"", ob!.;n.o fot AIST IO";'~I;OTIchomoc"

Cb'mbe, type C""Y ,olum' liem) C,"oiTen"",, ,-"y " .•/i~
(mood) 1""'" II,V)

Spb,nnl S60 64, ''I'! '" Wo "'l, I"ull
"'Cu G'I'!69

f) 'I'!.1
Sp~"",,1 S'lOO 'KI1.56 ,. 1014 "\, I (.0."

"'ro D ,9\~
~ '92'

Cyl;""n,,,1 CJ6S 610.11 276 '"' InC, Looj~
"'co ~ '970

~~""j
P.ru.~" POll 60741 ," Jll '''c, 1.005'

"'Co ~'%J".,." '" "" '0 '00 "I) '<Ol ,",

Table I ,how, lhe value< [or i, (he corre,pondmg cUlul¥
energy and !."/.f,,, obt.in<J for AIST ;omz:ilIDn c:h"mbers
from the d.ta ror .pherical ch.mbe" ,hown in h~, 1,
The value< of ".~/;;.;, for pholOns h.,'mg energie< of
1173-1332keV are h,ted ,oparaleiy in the row for "'Co
y.ray',

3.2, Mass e"ergy ab,orplian coefficient ralios

II wa' found from the ".icul",ion Ihat the "alue or
E",/E." ;nerease, J> Ihe ,,,e of the chambers increase' II
also more •• od a, the 1llc;dent pholon energle< "er<
roducW. It h.J a value of 0.09 for "'c, y-rays for the
'pheneal ionization chamber of diamelor 12em. whICh i,
the largosl one at AIST.
Ikcause the value of (}J~/P ).,,/(11<,/ p),,, ;, ,'cry close 10

unily for "'c, and "Co y-ray'. Ihe dlfferenco het"een the
values of (y..,./p)~';(I'-<"/p),,, and Iho'o c,lculaled u'lng
Eq, (2) was Ie" Ihan 0 01% for E,,,/ E". = 0.09. The value
of (J",/p)",/(}J",/p) ••• i, III the r.ngc from 0.99 10 1-01
for photons having an energy In the range from 200 to
.1000keV: Ihe difference ""Iween the vaiue, of (}1.,/I'j.,,/
(y..,./I'),,, and Iho,e calculau:d u,ing Eq, (2) I' Ie" Lhan
0,4% even ror E•.,/E,,, '" 0,5, Con"'qu<nlly. we can u,e
Eq, (I) when low enorgy ""tlered .I.ray' are not Jomlnant
For low", enor~y pholOns, how",or, bOlh the values of
(}J",/p)",/(}J..,,/p),~ and E""/E,,. eh"nge sigmheanlly
depending on Ihe photon energy and the d;fforonce
between lhe values of (p"/p),,,/(}J,o/p) •••• nd Iho'o
calculated ming Eq, (2) becomes large,

3.3. Wall corree/ian/actors

F'g, ~ ,how> Ihe ealculattd values of k.l1••. k~~""nd k~""
ror ,pherical .nd p.nc.ke Lonizalion chambers. The ,",ulrs
for cyhndric.1 chamber< were no.rly the ,ame •., Iho," for
,pherio.1 ohambers, It ,hould he noted Ihal the wall
Ihicknos' is 1.2 and 3,.1mm for '-"c, and "Co y-ray'.
r<,pol'liveiy.

1-',. ' Com,,""" F.'<''''' 10<,"ho",,,' lomp,\' .>'mool" "d ",no."
fl,LL'"'ymb"I,1"'"'''''''''' <'I"",h,,, 1"0< "no", ,"",,' ,'''l' N,,,"',,. io
,I.,I"", r"" '"""" '" k,V

FIg :' ,how, Ihat tho corr«:tion faclOr \'ane, los, w;lh
chamber ,;l' for Ihe pancake chamber th.n for Ihe
'phe"cal chdmber. Thi, is bel'au,o Ihe path lenglh or
,-raY'lil the flaLwall< of pancake chamber< does nol vary
wilh ,i'e dnd II IS ,honer lhan Ihat for the ,pherical
chamber Moreo\'«. lhe correcllon, for allenu.lion and
"allor;ng compen'''te each other, and k,." become, do,,"
to utlity for pdnl'ako chambers. nIlS i, eon,i'teni wilh
mea""ed and CdlculateJ re,uil, gi"en in Ref [6] Similar
",.ult> were oblaoned for k,,,,,. k"", and k,.11 for AIST
chambers. In the oalculation. mtler electrode, were laken
inlo conslderdllOn

4. Cundusions

From the oalculated ,es"lls It W", found Ihat:

(I) The energy 'pectfa .nd angular distribution, of
,econdary ehlram in ion"al;on ch"mbers are nol
.ff<cled by the cavilies comidered in Ihe present
work

(2) The ,'aluc of ;,,,/".,,, depend, on the cutoff energy of
demon' m c"ieulallOtl and .1>0 on the inCldent phOlon
enor~y Value, for AIST loniL.llion ehambe" "ere
obLained

(J) Il wa, cotlfirmed lh.t Eq. (1) couid be u,ed wilhoUl
modilicaLlotl even for a 12-cm-d,amelcr ,pherical
'Oni'.llnn chamber for y.ray'

(4) Correction, for y.ray allenuallon and ,callenng are
rel.lively ,mall for pancake ehambe" and Iho value of
k~"lL"elo,,", 10 unily.

ill T. K",e",~ •. N T"l.t., Y. Key,m" M K.tou. IIlsr Mono•••ph
"f M"n,I,,~>'.~'" 7 ,oul I'" J'p,"",1
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WITH FREE AIR IONISATION CHAMBERS FOR CHARGE
OF PHOTOELECTRONS, COMPTON ELECTRONS
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'The01(11""'"'it fmm • fre< air iooisoHon"'.mba- f., the ••<*SU"•••• t of 01' komu- ond ~ <XIIISistlIof.oI •••••ylbo
d1lJ1e of loa p•••• produ«d by ...".dory eleel",n. (I.e. photoe\ectnJm, Complml elrctrono ond Au~••• 1_). "'"••••
Ibe dlU'J:e of the ~ .1«_ ODd<I.~l. ODd,,0111pl<dlol'2ed I•••• formed by tit< •• I•••• of lbo -01')' electrorlS.
10••••p......,t W<JTk,",,_H.n f..""", for .i, k,,"u, •• d ""JKI5III< f., lh. <Io,,&eof "'" o«<>nd>ry010<""•••ond Iono~ ""I-
",,1_ for ph.'on, "ilh "'«Ei •• in lhe nnz< f", •• 1 to 40CIkoY.Th. tIT«!!. of ODi.cruse in 11>0W val•• of ai, for kM_
<M'il' ,Ioclrons """,.Iso takm Inlo oonsld..,..;on. 11•••••fonnd Ih" th, ",,_lion footn" for ai, """". >lid"' •••••••••ba••
a maxilll_ ••Jue u, ••• JIbo''''' "O<J:Yof 30 k<V; in tho lowor •• ",~y rqIon. lhe <onNdou foot'" fnr """'""'" moo<>-
looi<:ollyd..,.,.... 'lith. duml •• In photon ,u"'if """pt f", • "",.11 dip duo In K-od~, absorpdnn by alllO" .toms Iu air.
Th, nJ- of ••••<o_don facturli ••••• found t. be 0.9951 .od 0.9892, ""J'«uvely, for • opednlm 'Ii<h • ....." mcrv .f
7.5 k<V,<h, •••._ •• " .•.•y <p«""m willi •••• I•••••• m,OD••••'&3'In 150 ~037-1. 11>0•••. kmu. _Is •••• Ilu <hOD
"'.1 for ""I"'"""'. boao •• fOT.i, k<:rm.Ibe oIEn.1dor '0 lhe ""ug, oj ••• ond&r)',It<tronll ond lorisIs pmly compmU1<dby
••••deans< In lito n.mb« of 100(HOI•• produced by <heOKondory,l.d",", dll<1. <h. in•••••• or lhe W •• Ioe of >lr for
1•••.•• "'"'il' _os.

I')

TNTRODUCfION

Ai, ke,ma. X.i• IS defined as the quolienl of lhe sum
of lhe inilial kinelic energies of all ..,condary dec.
Lrons liberated by pbolOns, by !he mass of air from
wluch Ihe secondary olcelrOns are liberated. The
value of air kerrna is generally oblained by Ihe fol.
lowing equalion, which shows the •• lation bel""on
air kerma nnd exposure X:

X(Wfe)
K~,=---,~,

where W, called W value, is lhc mean cncrg)' of cleo-
trons expended in air per ion pair productIon and
• is the elementary charge and g is the fraction or
!he energy of !he secondary e1cclrOn, thai i, lo,l by
radialive processes ,n airll).
Absolute mea,uremenl of ""po,nre i, mad. u.ing

a r••e air ionisalion chamber:

I')

Hen; Q i, !he signal cbarge from lhe 10nisalion
chamber and In i. lhe mass of air In the ionisalion
volume at the time or measurement. The symbol k,

.CO••••pondiog ,ulhor: o.talm,,-@.ist.go,jp

com.ponds lO various cor=tion faClo"Il.J).
Consequently, K••, is ""pressed as

Q{W/e)
X,;c=m(l_g)rIk.. (3)

Mo,l ion' Wilh an inner-shell vacancy, produced by
cmi"ion of an elecrron due 10 lhe photoeloctric
errect or Complon scallonng erreet. undergo cascade
decay emilling Auger electrons and become multiple
charged ions The photoelec'rons Compton elec-
trons and Auger electrons (hereafter, Ihe.., olectrons
are reJerred to as secondary cleclron') produce Ion
pairs and become negative ions by attaching to
molecules in air after losing !heir kinetic energies.
The total number of the secondary c1ceLrons is the
same as !he total charge of the positive ion. formed
by the release of the secondary olcetrons The signal
charge from a f= air ionisalion chamber comprises
not only the charge of !he ion pairs produced by Lhe
secondary electrons but also thc charge or Lhesecon_
dary electrons, j,e. !he charge of !he negative ions,
and the charge of the positive jon~
In lh. ICRU Report 60'" published in \99g.

exposure i. defined as lhe qnotlent of dQ by dm,
where dQ i. the absolute value of lhe total charge or
thc ion, of one sign produced in air when aU !he
electrons and positrons liberated or created by

•

mailto:o.talm,,-@.ist.go,jp


CORR£CTIONS TOAIIf X£R.l.IA AND EXPOSURE:
phol•••" In lit of ITIIIlJdill I~ complclcly Aoppcd in CALCULATION
lit. It ;,. liso nOled Wt Lheloni<ation prodllCledby Photoelectric Ibwfplion cn><s scctlons Ind
AuBtt cka.toas i> included in dQ. It is nal dc:ftnlte Compton >a.urnn& cross ICCIlon. of N, 0 Ind Ar
whclhcTthe clIa'iC or LIlI:~ndltry dectnmJ, wlIic:h It arm \l!C~ ablained fo. pholans wilh enup,. In
iIIctud<LheAuge. clccttnll. ronuibution, should be LheIlInl" flOlll I Lo>400 ~VwiLhI r1cp of 1% of
indud<d In dQ or nOi. In till: Report of LheICRl1" each rn<1IY flOlllLhedallll""l. In 1he c:aiall.Lions, I
publi.hcd in 1959. it is Ilatcd lhal 'Lhcapo>un: dooc <ubi<:"'IU31ion•••.n fined to rour , .•Iua CII1• 101-
is meuun:d by the Ion chlt&C. ll.Q. of ciLhc, lip! I", >a.k, acq>l for the phnloekctric Ibsorption
produced ;n Ii. by the ICCond••y el<arons, wlIich en»> lttI.ian nc•• the mc'l)" nf LhcK ""'II edl" of
I~ pn>duc:edby X. or pmml ",diation In I Pnall At.tom>. For interpolltian ncar the K ed&C.I
ml'" din of IIr divided by din'. By thi. ddiniLion. qUld"'Lic <qUlltlan ••.•• fiUn! to Lhn:<""Iua. 1'lIe
ILis cIc.I; thaL LIlecharze of ><eoncbry ckdron> h phOIoekctric Ibsorption Ind Complon >a.tltrin,
not indudcd in ll.Q. CtOSS5cctioru."= •••• ightcd by Lhe~I.LM: numhcT
In the ICRU Rcpon 60. IL i> 11>0 noted lllat dtasilits or N (0.7MS), 0 (0.2105) Ind Ar (0.(ll)I7)

apo>un: can be aprascd In LC"", of the dill';. It arm in lit nd the pruportioru of the wcip.ted
bilLion.4J~.of the nucnoe wiLhn:>pcclto Lhephoton Cf01I 5cction. Lo 1he totll Cl'llU seaion. "=
m<rD",E, IIId the rna•• <n<rJJ' tranucr cocfficimt. obtained. Fi!U~ 1 shO'NJ the pn>partion< of Lhe
p.,z/A for Ii •••• follawr. wcightcd em» =tion. for cach Itomk: .p<deI •• an

Imlchan.

"~I

lL r. obviou> that 1he .ha'ge of _dary elccl"""
i> not Induded in the apo>un: ddincd by Eqllllion
4. Conxquently. iL ,hOllld be conduded Lhal
apolUl'C X doc:>no! IndI>dcthe cha~ of •••••••dary
doel••••••• 1Id bcn<:c it i> ncoessary 10 COfTCClthe
l:ignll cha'iC flOlllI fn:< .i. ioni<atlon clIambc1 for
the Iir;nal due to the charge of the >econdary e~
tron1 and positM: ;or" to oblain aoeurale , .•Iua of
apolUl'l: and lir k!:mIa.
UJlI1IIyI COllllant ."lue of 33.97 )/C I, uxd tor

Wit. i.e. 31.97 eV for W.10 obllin .i, mm.,ul, Tk
W ",I"" of II., ~r. increases for 1ll\l!C'-'llY
e1CC1mns,Ind leu iOll pai••• '" prodi>CCdper unit
<ne'l)" for 10'II0n <ne.O ~lectn>n.l.It i, c:<pcded that
some of the liiPl&lduc 10 the charte of ICOOIIdary
clecne••• may be COIIlpcr1llledby Lhed~"" in lhe
number of ion pai•• pnlduced duc 10 the Iom:a"" in
the W ""lui: (or It7wc-<n<rJJ'electron<
In the pracnl ...,rt, COllection (acto.. for the

clIarte or ICCOIIIiaryclcc1.rons Ind pociti~ 10m
I", calcullted ror pholons wilh me.Pes in the ",ntt'
flOlll I to 400 keY. Net values o( the cornctlon
f.Clo".", lito obtained for •.•now ",fcn:ntC'X..-y
IpcdrII ei\'Crl in ISO 4037.1"). In the calculation>,
lhe merPcs of the phOloelcclronS, Compton ~Icc-
tron•• nd Au&Cfelectron. <milled flOIlI Ii, Ire
obloined fmm dall 011 photodcctric Ibsorption
mISS lCctlons, CampiOll JClnerinJ eros> 5cctions
and electron bindinl encrpe. of niU'tlgtll. "")'lUI
and 1'10'> .Iarm (bcrcAfIe.<kn0led II N. 0 ,nd A,.
n:op:cIi.•••Iy).1'lIe numbc1 of •.••uger elecl""" <miued
;,. obtained from Lhedall on mean c/uirr;c illites of
Iloms an.. ckcay of inner Ihcll YIlCancic:l.1'lIe
dcpcndcna: of LhcW value of lir 011ckctron c:ncrgy
i> 11>0ub;n inLOcon.ickn.Lion.

J'tlotocfcctrlc dTrt'I

Pholoekctron. I~ "",ilted from the K IIId L 1bc1h
of N 0 and •.•••Ito"'" The photoclcc1.ron"",illion
from'M Ihcll. of •.••1 11""" is U1lIIlIyncdJeibic. The
ratl"" between the photoelectric IbIotption eros>
lCClion.of K Ind L .helil we", a»1lItled to be inde-
pendenl of the pholon encl'S)' and ••.••.• obtained
from Lhedata for the K-odge Ibsorption shtnt'l. 1'lIe
•.•Iues IlICd in the ~I ••"rlr: for the frKtion of
the L ""'ll Cl'llUlttI.ian LOthe totll (i.e. K Ind l
wlls) """" K'CtionI~ O.Of92(N), O.OS35 (O)lnd
0.ll0S (•.•••). 1'lIe pllotoelcaric etrCClof At Itom1 ror
phOtons wiLhellC'1lcs leu lhan lhe bindinl rn<1IY
of the K lhell clectnlll is entirely clue LOL ""'II elcc-
tron< 1L••.••••••• mcd that the pholoelcclric Ibl.orp.
tion cross Retion< ror ck:ctrons bclon,;nlLo L" L;

,..

"-"""ll' (loV)

''P'" I. NOl1llIliocdpropottioonsof phococ:lc<uicand
Camp''''' oc:aIteriol CI'OJl ICCtioeo (or N, .0 IDd. A~ ~
••l:i,lllcdbyLIlc=ber dcIlIityoll1Oal., tp:CXI Oft••••

'"
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and L, ,hell. arc lhe ••me. The klnelie energy of a
photo<lcctron i, equal to the photon energy mmu,
the binding energy of the electron in !he alom. The
binding energy of electmns fot each ,hell i, ,hown in
Table II". The values for L, and L, shells of Nand
o atoms were oblained fmm their I;rsl ioni,atwn
energy. In lhe calculation of tbe kinetic energy,
avemgevalues of binding energy oblained by weight-
ing with the number of electrons of each alom,c
,hell were used for L, and L., shell, of all atoms,
and for M" M, and M, shell. of Ar alom~
The photoelectron energy wa, multiplied by lbe

re'pective fraclions of !he photl)C;lectricabsorption
cross sections of K and L ,hell, relat,ve to the total
pholoelectrie absorption cro•• section, ""d also mul_
tiplied by lhe proporlion of lhc phot""lectric
absorption cross section for each alomic 'pec,es to
llu: total phot""lectric and Complon scattering cross
seclioo, for all atom, in air. Con,equently, lhe
value, of lhe energy multiplied by lhe fractions .nd
the proportions eorre,pond to the energy conlri-
hutions of pbotl)C;lectronsemitled from each alomic
species. The solid line, in Figun: 2, wl:uch h""" a

T.blo 1. ElO<tronbindi"~onugJ•• <If.lom'e "'e1', (.v)'''.

Atomic , C, ~ ~ M, M, M,
.ped",

" "" 37.3 I.,> J.,>
0 )4),' 41.6 13.6 JJ,6

" 3205.9 326J 2506 24~,4 29.3 i>.9 15,7

10 '00
Photon '1lCI&Y(•• V)

F,gIlIC2. Solid lin•• withm•• in,,"n valu•• ne.r a rhot""
m<rgy of 2{1k<V ,how til< onergi", of photoelectron,
emittedfrom N, 0 and Ar ",om, in .ir. Th, sol,d t,•••
who""v.lue>mcrcas<monolonioollywith pIIotenm<rgy
,how til<energi•• of Comptone1ectron~The dOltedhn••
showthe e.ergi•• of Aug« electronsemittedfollowingthe

emissionof phD!",,'«'ron, and Comptoneleclron~

maximum 'aiue near a photon encrgy of about
20 keY, show contribution, of enotgy of photo-
electrons cnulled from N, 0 and Ar atom~
WIten an mner shell ,,,,,,,ncy i, prod=d by lhe

photoelectric elfect, a characleri,tic X_ray i. ~tlcd
at a mle of fluorescence yield wand Auger electron,
"'" emitled willt a probabilily of (J - w). In the
p",senl c.lculation, w for the K ,1I<J1of Ar aloms
wa, assumed 10 Ill' 0.12 and lUro for all olher .hell,
of N, 0 and Ar .loms because lhey .re all ,mailer
than 0.01. AlOm, become multiple charged ions by
Auger clecu'on emission, Table 2 ,how, avemge
charge stale, after de-excitalion of ioner shell
vacancies for N, 0 and Ar alomsllO.") as "",11•.• the
charg•• tates as.sumed in lhe p~l calculation.
In calculation' for Nand 0 atoms, il was

assumed lhal all atoms with a K ,hell vacancy emil
a K_L",L", Auger e1eclron and bc<:ome a 2+
charge stalc. Calculalion. ""'Ie al.o mad. for the
case of an avcrnge charge stale of 2,2+ for Nand 0
atoms to check lhe dependence of lh. contttion
foelOrs on the average charge stal.~ In thi, ca••. it
was assumed thaI 20% of atom, with a K shell
vacancy emit a K-L,L,., Augor <lectron and sa'!.
.mil a K-L,.,L:>., Auger electron. The .toms with
an L, .hell vacancy produced by lhe ~ssion of a
K - L,L,., Auger electron ,ubsequently emit an L,-
L",L

"
, Auger <I"Clmn and become a 3+ charge

stale: con,equently. lhe avemge charge ,tate
becomes 2.2+.
h wa, assume" thal Ar alnm. with an L~,

vacancy emit L",-MM Auger electroltS and
become ion, ,,"th 2+ charge and Ar atom, with an
L, vacancy emit L,-L,.,M Auger electrons.
The L", vac.ncy produced by lhe emission of an
L,_L,.,M Auger el""lron " de-<::Jlcile<!by cascade
emi"ion of.n L,,-MM Auger electron and the Ar
atom become, an jon with 3+ charge. Ar alOm,
Wilhd K ,hell ,,"oanoy emit Ko charaClenSlicX_raY'
at a probability of 12'/~An alom Wllh a L",
vacancy produccd by tho em;"ion of a Kg X-ray
emilS an L,,_MM Auger cleclron and become, a
2+ charge ion. ~S,6% of the ""i"u.1 88% of Ar
atoms wab " K ,heU vacancy emil a K-L",L,",
Auger eleclron and atom, with two L,", vacanci••
a", de.exdted by omission of lwo L",-MM Auger
electrons and become.+ charge ion~ 61.4% of the
residual 88% of Ar ••om. wilh • K shell vacanoy
omil a K_L,L,., Auger <lec1ron; the L, and L",
vaca.cies undergo •• scade AU8er elcclron emi"ion
as described above and the Ar alOm, become S+
chorge ion~ Consequently, Ar atom, with a K
,hell vacancy are de-aciled and become jon, wilh a
4,~+ charge Slate on average (2+, 12%; 4+. 34%;
5+.54%).
The enetgy of an Auger electron was assumed to

be equal 10 the binding energy of the initial vacancy
,hell minus the bmding energie. of the lwo vacancy
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T.bl, 1. A•••.•&' durl:o Slol••• f Ions aft" d<-ntllalloo of i•••••Imnic ""II •••• hey.

'00 1.00

'00 LOO
2.18 2.28 '00
2.28 2,28 '00
'00 '.00 '00

Atmnic .pec; •• K C,, 1,98' '.00
1,11 '00
HIO (2.20) 1.00 (2.001

0 1.97 '00
2.20 '00
2,00 (2,lO) 1.00 (l,OO)

" 4,)7 ).24

'" 126
4.30 '00

c, c, M

(10)
(II)
P"",ot study
(JOl
(II )
Pre'"'"t "udy
(10)
(Il)
Present study

'ObUli.ro ••• n •••••ragevalu<:forcarbon.nd o,)'gOo.

whereYo = 3,51339. Xo = 2.50144, AL= 2.12296, " =
OA5155, II, = 11.34283, '2'" 0,103, II)= 0.88307,
1.,=- 1.48M6.

Number "Uon pailS

The number of ion pairs produced by pbotc>-
eleelrons, Cnmpton electrons and Auger electron,
wa, obtained by dividing the energy of these etec_
tron, by the W value or air corre'ponding to lhe
energy.At the ,arne time, the number of lho•••• cOn-
dary clcctron, wa, cnunted, Tbe W vatUewa. calcu-
lated u,ing the follow1Og equation, whioh wa,
obtained by fining to experimental data On a log_
log scale for electron energy (e") and W value (e»
(in eV);

section, Photoelectric effect. When an electron i,
emitted from the K ,hen of an Ar .tom by
Compton scattering, a K.. X-ray is emitted wilh a
probabilttyof 12% and 'Ub••qucnlly an Lu-MM
Auger eleclron i. emitted. The ~,idual g8% of Ar
atoms with K ,hell vacancies a~ de-exeited by
Auger ele.tron emission. When L ,hen electron, of
N or 0 atoms, or M ,heU eiectrons of Ar atoms an:
emitted by Compton SC>lttering,the atoms become
ions with a I+ charge Sl.te and nn Auger electron
emission take, place. In calculatiOn for an aI'crlI8"
charge ,tate of 2.2+ for N and 0 atoms with a K
,hell vacancy, it w"" as,umed !hat 20% of the atoms
emit K-L,L ••, Auger electron, and that 2+ charge
ion, with L, and L••, ,hell vacancies undergo Lt-
L",L ••, Auger electron emissinn and become ions
with. 3+ charge state. The energies of Compton
electrons cmitted from N, 0 and Ar atoms and the
energie, of Auger electrons emilted fnllowing
ComptmJ .."ttering arc shown by solid and dotted
line•• rc.pcelivcly, in Figu~ 2.

(6)
Y"" YO+Alc-('-<ol/', + A,.-I'-»I/',
+A)e-('-")I"

(5)

.. .. ( (')'dT '" a'moc' 2+ h,- T

Complon """ttorini
The Compton eloctron energy spectrum wa, calcu-
latcd in I eV slep' from 0 eV up to the maximum
energy Tm•• = ""1(1 + 1/20') for incident phOlon,
with an energy I•• using Ibe following equation'''I,

when: rJ'is the Compton scattering cro,s section for
tr.ln,fcrring encrgy T to an electron. The parameters
a = ''''/(m,,'), '. = .'/(m,,') and moe gi"" the
electron rest rna" energy. The ralio of the em"
section tran.fcrring energy Twithin an 1 eV width
to the total Compton scattering ero" section Wa,
obtained and then multiplied by the proportion of
the Compton scallering cross 'cction for each
atomic 'pecie, N, 0 and Ar to the total cross
sect;on of air, (FigllIl: I). It wa, assumed that an
electron i, emiued with an energy of T minu, the
bindmg energy of the etectron in the atom. When
the value" negali"", it wa, "",umed lhal no em,,-
,ion lake, place. It wa, aiso assumed that an elec-
tron, have the same Compton scattering cross
section independent of the atomic ,hell, to which
the electrons belong.
When tnner .hell electron' (Le. K ,hell electron'

of Nand 0 atoms, and K and L ,hen electron, of
Ar atnms) ue emitted by Compton ,.altering. an
atom with an inner shell vacancy undergoe, Auger
electron emi",iOn .s de,.ribed in lhe previous

,hells which an: produced by the emi"ion of the
Auger electron. Tho enotgies of Auger electron,
emilled from N, 0 and Ar atoms following photo-
electron emi"ion are shown by dOlled Hnes in
Figure 2.
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RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
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Fi~un: 4, The curveJ sol;d lin" ,how th, e0"i]' of
pho,,,,,loctron",Comptoneioctrnn'and th, 10,"1en,~ of
thos, ekelron, <mil1Odf",ln .11.tom, in air. The dotto<!
hoe ,h""" th, ,Urnof the energyof these,1,=, and lhe
energy of Aug" cio"",n, em;llod .tltr lho om•••ion of
pholoct,etron, an'; Compton 010"'100&Tho 'lr.i.;gh'Hno
<oITO,pond,to tho ",Ialioo loleetroo ''''''8)' = pholon

onorgy).

seen rrom FLgure 4 thai the tOlAIenergy of second-
ary eleelrons has a local maximum value al a
photon energy or 23.3 keVand a local minimum at
58.5 kcV. This is due to the fact that lhe photo-
electron energy increases and m. photoelectric
a!>wrption cross sectlon decreases with an incroasc
in photon energy, Also. Compton ,",,!lering
becomes dominant for photon, Wllh hlgher energies,
The separal;on belween the straight line and the
,olid line ror the energy of photoel""lron. for
photon energies < 10 keY corresponds to the ""ergy
expendod in extraoting eleotrons from atoms <JI'Crthe
binding energies. In this range. the dotled line is
close to the straight lin•. This means that most of
the energy used to extract electrons <J\'Crthe binding
energy .nd ,lored a, potential energy of lhe remain_
mg electrons is con",ned to the kinetic energy of
Auger electron<- The small difference bel""",n the
straight line and lhe dOlled line corresponds to the
potential energy of single aod multiple cbarge ions,
which ",rnain as final Slates plus the energies of K..
X-ml'S emilled from Ar .toms, Most of the large
di/Te",ncc between lhe stt;\,ght line and the solid
lines for phmon energle, larger than 20 ","Y corre-
'Ponds to the energy or Complon scattered X_my:<..

The curved solid lines in Figure 5 ,how the
number of ion pairs produced by pholoelectrons,
Compton e1eclronsand lheir sum. Tbe dolted line in
the figure ,how, the total number of ion pairs pro-
duced by lhese eleclrons plus those produccd by
Aug.r eleclron<-The 5lraightline in the figure show,
values tbat correspond to the number of ion pairs
which is equal 10 the photon energy divided by
33.97 ev' Therefore, the line corre'ponds to m.

• Combo<h<, '"l
o W,,;bd ond Gm<,w",c!l 'l<'
* BDerrnnnn<lul{l~

__ US«! Onchi, ,,"'"

'"

''"

,~

1(lO 1000
EIe<nun=<rK'f (oV)

Fig"n:3. W •• 10"of air fOTcl«:trnn~Tho",lid line,hows
tl10valuesused '" tho p=nl e.loul.uon.• ",woe<!10be
1197,V for,Ieelrn",w,lhenorg'" largerlhan 7195.4cY.

In FIgure ~, the solid line show, the W v.luc
oblained by the equalion and lhe symbol, ,how Ihc
expenmental dala,

Equalton 6 gives a W value of 57.2 M,V for
eleclronswith an 'nergy of 12.2eV,which is lhe ion-
isation pmonlial of 0, moJoouJos,and gi",s larger
values for iowor energy cieclron& In lhe calculatIOns
of lhe number of ion pairs, the W value was
a"umcd 10 be infinile for lower energy electron<-On
the other hand, Equation 6 gives a W value of 3).97
eV for eleclrons with an onergy of 7195.4 eVand
g;vos sl;ghlly ,mailer valu•• for higher encrgy elec-
trons In the calculations of the number of ion pairs,
it was assumed that lhc W value is cOnslant at 33.97
tV for an electrons witb an energy >7195.4 tv. This
i, because a value of 33.97 eY i, lypically used for
the W value of air 10 obtain air kcrma and/or
absorbed dosel'). Tbe number of ion pa;" produced
by photoelectrons, Complon electrons and Auger
el""lrons showed similar shapes ro tbose for the
energies or the re,pective secondary eleclron, ,bown
in Figure 2.

The curved solid lines in Figu", 4 ,how lhc encrgy
nf photoel""trons, Compton eleClrons and lhc ,um
or the energy of those electron, cmillcd from all
atomic 'pecic, in air, The dolled line in the figure
show, lhe lotal energy or these electrons and Auger
eleclron, emilled, The solid hnes correspond,
",'pcctivcly, to the sum of the values for phot(>-
eleclron, and Compton electron, shown by the solid
lines for N, 0 and Ar atoms in Figure 2. The doued
line in Figure 4 comspon'" to the lotal or all the
values shown by lhe ,olid and doued lines in
Figure 2. The straight line in Flgu", 4 "'pn:scnli the
relation, electron energy = photon energy. It can be

."
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FigureS, Th. ourvedsohd lines,Il"", the numbersof ion
p"" producedin air by pho,,,,,lectron~Compton.Iee'",.,
ond lh•• Umof the><.Tho doll«! hno ,how. lho total
numbernf ion pairsproducedby tho••• Ieel"'''' and tho••
produccdby Au~" oloc'ron,Tho '!IlIlghtIi.o corn,po",ls
10tho",1.lmn(.wnber of Lonpair<~ photonenergy/33.97,'>

num!>;r of ion pairs produc<d when an Ih. pholon
.n.rgy wa, oonverte<!to kinwo on.rgy of .I.etron~
and ion pairs were productd by lhe e1,otro•.• at a
ral. ofa conslanl W value of 33.97 'V, indepondcnl
of lh, .Iectron 'nergy, The diITerenct:bet,,= Ihe
slraighlilne and the dOlled lino for low pholon ener.
gies is larger than lh. diIT.renct:betwe.n the straighl
lin. and lite dOlled line shown in Figure 4, This is
duo 10 Ih. fael thai the W value increases for lower
.n.rgy ,Iectrons and a smaller num!>;r of ion pairs
an: product:d p<:re1octronenorgy
The solid line A in Figure 6 shows lb. fraelion of

lhe number of =ondary ,leetrons relati"" to tho
sum of lh. 101Jllnumber of =n""l)' eloctron. and
the number of ion pairs product:d by tbes. ,l"'lron~
It ShOWSthe proponion of the signal due to the
charge of ••condary <kctrons in Ihe ,ignal from free
aIr ionisation chamber~ A, is di,euss<:d in
InlrodUClion=Iion, Q ,n Equation 2 should be cor-
rected ror th. cbarge of ••condary eloctrons 10
obtain the value, of Ihe exposure.
Th. solid line in Figure 7 shows tb. correction

factor for exposure obtained by Equation 2. It is the
correclion for the charge of se<:ondarye1eclronsand
is 'qual 10 Ih. number or ioo pau, produced by lhe
se<:ondary eleclroo, divided by lltt; ,urn of lh,
number of ion pairs and tho number of ••condary
.Icctron~ It is also ,qnal 10 I minus lht: value pn:.
••nled by Ihc line A in figuro 6. The dollod line in
Figun: 7 show, the correcllOn factor obtain.d for lb.
avelJlgccharg. state of 2.2+ for Nand 0 aloms
with a K ,h.lI vacancy, Th. correction faclor for
exposure d.ponds only slightly Onlb. W value.
Ail I;cnna is usually oblain.d from lhe signal

charge of a froe air ,onisation chamber using

Flgu•.• 6, Un' A show, the f"",lion of the number of
,a:ond,ry <I«l",n, (pho,,,,,lec<ro.~Compto. o~"'"'
and AugoreI.e<rons)•.•I.ti"" to the lollll nnmborof lh=
olectron.plu, Ihe numbe,of ion pairs producedby lh=
electron, lin. Dshowslh. diIT••.•ncobet_n the nllmber
of ion pai", obtained under the assumption lhal lhe W
vaiue IS33.97eV for ail electronsand lhe numborof ion
p.irs obtained for tho W •• Iue shown in Figu•.• ). Tho
diff.renceis •.•p•.•••nled ••• r"'ol1On",I.t,,,,, 10 lho lollli
numbo,of ,econdary ,Iw",n, pi", tho .wn1>o,of tho ion
p.l", obtoi"ed for IheW vatue .hown in Figure l. lme C
,how, lh. ~;ffero"eebel""",, the lin" A.ad B,i.e.A - II.

'00

~ 0,99,
~ 0,98

J! 0,97

~ 0,%
o

.~ 0,95

i094 /
V 0"'

10 100
Pholoo <Il"lll' (keV)

fi~", 7, CorrectionfaciO'"for expo.urodue to the dL'rg<
of ••ooodaryelectron.(photoelectrons,Comptoneleclrons
and Auge' .lectro"'). The soitd and dOlted lines
oorrespond10, =pe<'i",ly, tho "",l'lIgecharge sra"" of
2.0+ an~ 2,2+ forNand 0 .lom, wilh. K ,holl•• ClInC)'

Equalion 3 and a con,lan! W value of 33.97 cv. The
W value of au ;ncrea••s for lower .nergy el,clrons
and a ,mailer number of ion pairs are produced por
unilenergy of el.ctron5- Consequently, it ISnecessary
10 correct lh. ,ignal charge for th. charge ofsecond.
ary .Iectrons and for the decrease in the number
of ion pairs due 10 the mcreas<:m the W value.

,
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M""odlrom ••ic ""orgy X•••y
L Lowoir-kamal>1<><lies
N Narmw-Sjl<Mm=
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Fign", to Corroc,ionfactors for .ir lcorm. due 10 lh.
ohorg<:of ,eco"d.ry d«troo' (pho'oc:lectroo~Complon
electron, .nd Auger .leetron') "nd the .rr"", of lb.
ino",,", m W valno of air for low energyoleetron~Tho
lOll'" Indicatev.lues fo, tit< X-my 'pooc""p=tcd in
ISO403J.I'''. p•.•••nUldas funClion,of lb. meon""'iY of

,he 'pooc"".

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Correction factors for measurement of exposure and
air kenna ming free air ionisation chambers wore
obLt;ned. The corn:clion factor for ""posure i$
mainly due 10 lho oharge of ,""oullary elN:lron,; the
correction faclor for air karrn. is due lo th. charge
of secondary .Iectrons and Ih. dN:rease in
lh. number of ion parr, caused by Ih. inc,"•••• In

elN:lrons from the number obtained for the constant
W value,
The solid 1m. in Figure 8 show, Ih. com:ction

factor for air kenna oblained by Equation 3 using a
constanl W valu. of 33.97 .y. The value" equal to
lhe lotal energy of Sl:conctaryc1oolronsdivided by
lhc product of 33.97 cV and the 100alnumber of the
secondary electrons plu, ion pairs obtain.d for the
W value shown m Flgure 3. II is also .qual lo I
minus lh. value shown by Ih. lin. C in Figure 6.
Th. dolt.d line in Figure 8 show, Ih. correction
factor obtain.d for lhe BveragechBrg. slat<:of 2.2+
for Nand 0 atoms with a K shell vacancy.
Flgures 9 and 10, respectively, ,how th. correction

factors for ."posure and air kenna for pholons wnh
en••gi•.• larger lhan 6 kaY. Th. resulls are for the
average oharge stat<: of 2.0+ fo' Nand 0 aloms
wilh a K ,hell vacancy. The capilal letlers in lhe
figures sbow the val""" of correction faclors for
'p"ctra of rererence X-rays given in ISO 4037_1;L
low air karma "u • ..,ries, N: narrow-spectrum series,
W, wide_'p"ouum sories. H; high air kenna nno
..,ries'.'. The valu•.• an: plotted as functions of Ihe
mean on••gi•.• of Ihe $pe<:1r6.

to lOll
l'ht<onon"il' (keY)

r:="M'~='_;;;;'."ie'_;;;;:;C".'.','
L Lowoir.kenPol>1<,moo
N Narrow_'"""..",,,
W Wi"'-,p«trum,m",
H High.;~k"",.~"eri",

"" ,

!,= 0.1'95

l ./Jj ;'.I,.m i
/o

Tho lino a in Figure 6 .h",,', Iho diITorenc:cbot"",,,on
lhe:numbor of ion pairs obtamod under the a"ump-
lion lhal Iho W valuo i, con.tam al 33,97 eY for all
scoond.ry eloolron, and the number of ion pairs
obtamed for the W value .hown '" Figure 3, The
difference i. the fraclion of lho lotal number of sec-
ondary electrons plus the number of lOll pa'"
obUlined for the W value ,hown in Figure 3. The
doued line C in Figun: 6 shows tho diLTerenoc
bel,...,," Ihe vatues of Ihe lines A and B, i,e. A - B.
The diITerencecorresponds to the rale of net increase
in lhe lolal number of =nllary eleclrons and Ihe
number of ion pairs produced by the secondary

,.
PhoIononergy(lceYl

Figure9. Com:cdonfOOlO"forcxpo,u•• due to th, charg.
of secondal)'.lectron. (phOlooJoctron~Comploneleelron,
and AugoroI0ctr0n.),Tho )Olto,..indicate""lues for tho
X.my 'p«!m pn:soulodin ISO 4037.1"', prose"t,d a,

fun<tio"'of theme.n energyof lbe 'poetra

Figun: 8. Com:olion f"",o,.. for air i<ermadue to tho
elwle of secondal)' .1«lmM (photo<:)«lmns.Compton
,I«tron. and Auger electron,) and lb. elTee" of lbo
ino..... in W •• 100 of ••r for low ouerg}'oIeolrou.
Tho ",lid "nd dottod linesco,""pond to. respeclively,the
'""'rIgOcharge""tes of1,0+ and 2,2+ forN .nd 0 atom,

witha K men •• ""n<y.

'"
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...tIc", .1'_ dQldm. dq is the .um of lhe Ibsolute
VlIucs or lhc cn,rze of all ••• ondaf)' c1cclnino.
including louse' elect"", •• liborlled by pholons in
Ii, of m&UdItr. Ind dQ is the IlbIolute value 0( Ihc:
10111charge of Ol'e lign of ion ""in produced in Ii,
by lhe so:ondIf)' elcc\rolu ph•• dq. Hcrc, !he dfca
of pair production is •••£1«ted. Equation 3 mllSl
1110be modillcd II followJ:

.••iIcr'cq lolhe LignalduI'i" due 10Jt:eCIfldIf)'dccttons

....illcd rrcm!he Ii, in Ihc lonisWon w1u••••orl f•••
IIr ionisation chamber and the pcoilM iom whicli "'"
formed by lhe ",lea•• of the occ:ondaf)'eled.rom.

EJ:pc!II'" should be ddincd cbrty and unlm-
bicuoustY 10 ohaw lhal it docs not include the
c!IIlJ" of _dof)' elcclroN. If aporurc •••••
defined to inclllCk: lbo:$e .1ccuoru" Ihc: "lIIlion
bet""=,, "'JIIISO'" If\d other phyoIeIl values NCh II
Ii, I::onno Ind malS encq;y lIansr•• codIidcnl
••.••uld bco:omccomplic:olCdInd lhe phyoIeIl'Cona:p1

III

('I

K", •• (Q - q)(WM ru.
m(I-I)

.rjdQ-dq)(WMK... dQ(l-rl

COltltEcrIONS TO "'it KEIt/.'" "NO l.')(I'OSU/1E

lhe W •.•I\ICor Ii. f", 1_ """I-Y elect""'L lncse photoelectron. If\d lingle chl'p ion•• ''';'UM 10
co=ctiod fOCI•••• lhould be Idded "' new _lion lhe clto"", 0( ion ""in produced by lhe D:COfIdaf)'
facl•••.•in Ilk, or Equatioo. 2 and 3. n::spectlwly. .Iect"",. No conttlion "s made:, ~, f",the:
Conmion fXl"" f", both ""JIOSu",If\d Ii, kema .ha,t:" of Aut:'" 01""1""" Ind rnullipl. ch.o~ ions
tuM: I muimum .•••Iue ••••• I pholon ....,ra of """"in;ng In.... emission of _dof)' elcan>ns.
IbOlU30 Io%YThis is d••• 10 the flet WI lhe e••••£)' FiJl'n::s 7 If\d 8 .how lhal the <:ol'1'OdionfletOfl
of K'roIIdlry dco;t"",. h•• I muimum value II I for both "'pasu", Ind lir!:nma "'" lliShlly lmIUe,
pholon cm:'I)' 0(20 keY f", the 1\'tTIt:" cn,rze OlJ;leof 2.2+ than f", 2.0+.

for photon cn.,.r;ics IlIMl' lban 30 keY.lhe come- We fOllf\dno condusi~ data on the •••••••t:" cn,rgo
lion fKlOf f", ellposure dccn:al':$ rnonolonially JUlIeSof IIOnu wilh In inner ,hell ncanc:y. Also..'I:
wilh «-lins photon CfICfl,)'"'o:pI fo'. pnoll dip fouf\d no doLolhowinS llle CllefllI'pco;\rI of Aut:'"
nca, 3 keV, Il<hicllis due 10 K-cd&" Iblorption by dco;tronl in <;Onncaion wilh Ihc:dIIrsc Slate dis\ri.-
Ar 110lM In lir. The: , .•.lue of the correction fld", IRltions of IIams alia dc-o:ciurtioo of inner ","U
for npow'" is "",n., lhan 0.9960 for phOlons willi ,.•••••ncic.1.The Augn Clsaux brancl>c:sl<SIImed in
cm:.sie> <74 ke~ Hllf lhe number of X.ray JpOdfll the pmcnl work •••'" deduced 10 gM: lhe •••••rqe
P""" in ISO 40]7.1 ~ •••••n cncrxa <74 keY c!IIrze I\.I\cl. olio,'", in Tlble 2 for each Ilamic
The value is 0.9892 for lhc lowest •••••'I)' sp:cuum. opccies. In lhe pmer11 wort. lhe e•••rJics of all ICC-
which hal • m•• n mt'f1)' of 7.S \::oV,TIle va1uc of ondIf)'.kctronJ ••••'" obtained from lhe values of
lhe corn:ction flClOrdccfUOCl100,932.3II I photon lhe binding ~ of .lccuons in the IIOIM ••• um-
CfICl'I)'0( I I:cy' II .hown in Fit;U•• 7. in; lhal lhe •.•1•.•••••• the ame for Iny <blrge stile.

'The:~ion fl<lor for Ii. I:cma is O.99SI for Dilf•••.••••.• in .Itttrorl bindins '''''.pe' helW<en
lhc X.roy Ipco;tfUmwith I meln energy 0( 7.S keV. Iloms If\d molecules fo, N. Ind 0, ••••re Isno",d.
The: lmounl of corn:ction for Ii, mm.. is lmIllcr Tbc: clfccu. of disJoc:iation of N. Ind 0, moleaIles
l"on 1"01for e.paso ••. 11IiJ is because, ;n lhe cIS. by ionisation ••.•••Ilso ignon:d.
0( Ii, b:ma, the sipl d"" to the .hart<" of _d. If "'pmu.. is defined IUC!IlhBl II induda lhe
If)' .Iect ••••••is ""nly cancelled by lhe dcou •• in dill'£< 0( ICCOndaryclttlron" the ~ion fwon
the number 0( Ion JIlin produa:d by lhe _dof)' "'own in Figon::s 7 Ind 9 I •• nOI 1>CCdcd,On the
e1eclrons per unil ••••,s;)' of IIIe electroN. Tbc Ollie, IuInd. lhe "'poI.U'" CfIn nOl be apt'CS1Cdby
dcctu$c OQ;\IfI d"" 10 lhe inau." in lhe W •.•h.. EqUilion •. Mo....-r. Equallon I. whlch.haws the
0( Ii, f", lower ••••f5)' dcd""'L The corn:ction ••lllion bCl•.•••• Ii, b:nna af\d Clpow ••• hal to be
fldor fOf II, b::rntIl boDn. 10 i••••••.•• wlIc:n the modillcd as f(lll•••••.•'
phOlon energy dccrca«s at 7.7 keV.Th. is due to
lhe fact lhal lhe enap •• of pholodtttrons ••••lned
(rum N Ind ° lIIOnu b«omc millie, Ibn 719U
.v If\d lhe W •.•11lCof Ii, ror Ihcoc electron.
boWl"" IIrze' lhan lhe COlIIlant ••.•1"" )3.97 .v.
The value of the com:ction fmor for Ii, \::O,mais
~ry ..,...;t;"" 10 lhc di/Temt« 0( the W val"", for
1""'..••••'1)' .lcctrons (rum the eonJllnl value r",
hi~h-cnc,I-YdcdroN.

II b. del, rrom lhe ""ulu .boIo< Ihal ""JIOI1l'"
and Ii, b:nno "" nol rigorously proportional 10
.ach 0Ihc••••.••• for l"",oCfICID"phOlon" f", which
lhe fwoo (1 - r) in Equalion l can be lUSum<'d10
be 1. II can Ilso be deduced thai undcT .1cctf'onic
cquHibrium condition lhe val"" or II, b::ma lo
Ilit/llly mlIl\c, lhan WI of the Ibsorbed dose 0( Ii,
due: 10 the polenlial encfJics of linJle If\d multiple
eharJcd iono fCfl\IIinlnran., emission 0( In _d.
If)' .lcc1tcna

B1lcmIIllll tI ~llln obIained ffW.'Il:IICtIY4bsorplion
~I or lir from .ill'al cha,SC 0( f••• Ii,
ionilluon chambcn for photons with •••••gies in a
ronse fnom 3 10 10 keV. In !hIl work, the clfcai\'e
W value for so:ondIf)' ekctronJ (i.e. photoclectrons
Ind AuSC' .lccuons) WlSused Ind lhe 1i","1 eMfJt
••.•.•corrected by JIlbtfll;\inl the fnlCl;on of I sinrJe
eha,re. which eOllt'I"'''ds 10 lhe .ha"", of

'" j
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Ki,horn, A R.• lCo'ochiS""', S. A. and Zuokc-r,D. S.
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